


Cloud Computing in  
Medical Imaging 

Today’s healthcare organizations must focus on a lot more than just the health of 
their clients. The infrastructure it takes to support clinical-care delivery continues 
to expand, with information technology being one of the most significant 
contributors to that growth. As companies have become more dependent on 
technology for their clinical, administrative, and financial functions, their IT 
departments and expenditures have had to scale quickly to keep up. However, as 
technology demands have increased, so have the options for reliable infrastructure 
for IT applications and data storage. The one that has taken center stage over the 
past few years is cloud computing. Healthcare researchers are moving their efforts 
to the cloud because they need adequate resources to process, store, exchange, and 
use large quantities of medical data. 

Cloud Computing in Medical Imaging covers the state-of-the-art techniques for 
cloud computing in medical imaging, healthcare technologies, and services. The 
book focuses on   

■ Machine-learning algorithms for health data security  
■ Fog computing in IoT-based health care  
■ Medical imaging and healthcare applications using fog IoT networks  
■ Diagnostic imaging and associated services  
■ Image steganography for medical informatics 

This book aims to help advance scientific research within the broad field of cloud 
computing in medical imaging, healthcare technologies, and services. It focuses on 
major trends and challenges in this area and presents work aimed to identify new 
techniques and their use in biomedical analysis.  
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Preface   

The book covers the state-of-the-art techniques for cloud computing in medical 
imaging, healthcare technologies, and services. Currently, healthcare organizations 
should focus a lot more on the infrastructure, in addition to the health of their 
clients. The infrastructure it takes to support clinical-care delivery continues to grow 
rapidly, and a lot of research is being performed in this area. This book will focus on 
cloud computing in medical imaging, healthcare technologies, and services. Among 
the topics discussed in the book are ISM and DEMETAL analysis of H4.0 enablers 
in the Indian healthcare industry; machine-learning algorithms for health data 
security; fog computing in IoT-based health care; medical image and healthcare 
applications using 5G; the application of cloud-computing technology to improve 
patients’ medical history access to clinicians for quality of care in the fourth industrial 
revolution; healthcare infrastructure; diagnostic imaging and associated services; 
health monitoring based on the integrated offer of cloud IoT-sensing services; sleep 
stage identification using recurrent neural network for ECG wearable-sensor system; 
classification of methods to reduce clinical alarm signals for remote patient 
monitoring; and image steganography for medical informatics. 

In summary, the main aim of this book is to help advance scientific research 
within the broad field of cloud computing in medical imaging, healthcare 
technologies and services. The book focuses on major trends and challenges in 
this area, and it presents work aimed to identify new techniques and their use in 
biomedical analysis. 

Ayman El-Baz 
Jasjit S. Suri 
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1.1 Introduction 
Research in the life sciences, as well as clinical practice in biomedicine, is increasingly 
dependent on the large data sets generated by the high-throughput platforms used to 
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examine the human body, e.g., computed tomography (CT) [1–4], magnetic re-
sonance imaging (MRI) [5–8], and optical coherence tomography (OCT) [9–12]. 
This considerable rise in medical imaging produces a great challenge for healthcare 
providers as they have to process, share, and manage this data with cost savings [13]. 
Additionally, chronic diseases have become more complicated, and new devel-
opments in bioengineering and research have aided the growth of new and ef-
ficient diagnostic and treatment techniques [14]. As a result, the logistics behind 
managing such operations have turned more complex and consume high costs. 
Moreover, competitions in the healthcare industry have increased. There is a 
significant rise in demand for healthcare solutions, but the deficiencies in pro-
fessional healthcare specialists, such as nurses, pharmacists, and doctors, con-
stitute one of the biggest issues that healthcare providers tackled [14]. 

The use of cloud computing in healthcare is attracting great interest from the 
public sector, the scientific community, and healthcare providers [15]. The term 
“cloud computing” means accessing hosted services using the Internet for data storage, 
analytics, aggregation, networking, and recovery, along with the ability to work on the 
data using computerized techniques and software packages [16]. Adopting a cloud- 
computing solution in healthcare providers such as hospitals and doctor’s clinics with 
inadequate information technology (IT) resources or hardware infrastructure delivers 
opportunities to access required IT services using a pay-as-you-go pricing policy [15]. 

Cloud services come in three varieties: internal (private), outsourced (public), 
or hybrid [14,17]. The variety depends on the user requirements and the required 
infrastructure. For a typical healthcare provider, a dedicated private cloud infra-
structure is the most ideal mode for ensuring quality, reliability, and privacy of 
services, but this mode carries a high cost [17]. Figure 1.1 reveals a typical                   
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Figure 1.1 Cloud-Computing Architecture for Healthcare.    
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architecture of a healthcare cloud-computing platform. The cloud-computing 
model is composed of six main features: (i) resource pooling; (ii) on-demand 
service; (iii) large network access; (iv) rapid elasticity; (v) security; and (vi) mea-
sured services. Nowadays, there exist many cloud services providers like Amazon 
web service, Google cloud platform, Microsoft Azure, Rackspace, Salesforce, 
Apache Hadoop [13,18]. 

Generally, cloud-computing platforms consist of three service types, namely, 
Software as a Service (SaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS), and Infrastructure as a 
Service (IaaS) (as shown in Figure 1.2) [13,14,19]. SaaS offers cloud-based soft-
ware solutions, e.g., clinical systems and customer relationship management where 
consumers such as healthcare providers, finance brokers, and insurance brokers can 
dynamically access the services on the cloud [14,16]. On the other hand, PaaS 
extends the core infrastructure with high-level integrated environment to design, 
build, update, deploy, and test online healthcare services [14]. PaaS enhances 
scalability by providing an online working environment when users demand [19]. 
In this case, users do not have to worry about keeping their operating system (OS) 
and programs updated or virus-free [16]. In contrast, IaaS or “cloud infrastructure 
services” works by a virtualization mechanism that allows several virtual machines 
to work on top of a single physical hardware infrastructure in an isolated way 
[16,20]. Users do not handle the cloud infrastructure but may have control over 
applications, OS, and storage. 
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Figure 1.2 Cloud Service Models (SaaS, PaaS, IaaS).    
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The review in this chapter was conducted using papers published in highly 
ranked journals, i.e., Sensors, Scientific Reports, Diagnostics, Medical Physics, IEEE 
Transactions on Biomedical Engineering, and Journal of Medical Systems. We used 
the following keywords: cloud, cloud computing, healthcare cloud-based, medical 
cloud, IaaS, PaaS, SaaS, and medical data, and used combinations of them. The 
remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 1.2 provides an overview 
of adopting cloud computing in healthcare and the pressing challenges. Section 1.3 
provides the rationale for cloud solutions in healthcare. Lastly, we provide our 
concluding remarks in Section 1.4. 

1.2 Adopting Cloud for Healthcare 
The current push for personalized treatment of diseases encourages seamless in-
tegration of data obtained from many sources of investigation. To achieve this goal, 
a collaboration between hospitals and health centers is required for sharing data of 
the patients and imaging informatics [21–25]. The advantages of adopting cloud 
computing in healthcare include scalability, reliability, environmental sustain-
ability, data migration, cost-saving, and connected systems that focus on the pa-
tient [13,17]. Hence, hospitals, doctor’s clinics, insurance companies, pharmacies, 
and imaging centers can store and share patient’s medical records, pharmaceutical 
diagnostics, patient’s scans, test results, doctor’s references, data analytics, etc., 
which can be accessed everywhere and anywhere by authorized people [26]. 

Nevertheless, cloud computing provides valuable advantages, and the large 
volume and high dimensionality of data posed clear challenges [19,21,27]. Some of 
the challenges relate to data privacy and security and can be considered as the main 
issue to cloud computing in the field of healthcare data analytics [19]. They are 
considered the basis for determining the right solution for any service provider 
[28]. Generally, ownership of data in the healthcare industry is another challenge 
without clear guidelines [14]. The patient record can, for example, be the private 
property of the patient. However, the physicians also claim ownership. This idea 
relates to establishing policies and guidelines that delineate clear ownership limits 
[14]. A further concern in building healthcare services in the cloud is the data 
availability [15,29]. Any healthcare service on the cloud must be continuously 
available without interruptions or performance degradation. Moreover, a cloud- 
based ecosystem needs the capability to interoperate between clouds and develop 
tools that can operate in many cloud environments [30]. 

1.3 Related Work 
Our goal of this chapter is to review and study the rationale of healthcare services 
and solutions in the cloud. They are many studies and commentaries that have 
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developed as cloud-computing systems that deal with many of the challenges 
mentioned before. For example, authors in [31] proposed a new hybrid computing 
platform between grid computing and cloud computing, called “Acigna-G.” The 
medical images cloud service is offered at MapReduce PaaS and integrates existing 
grid applications. They also developed a segmentation algorithm for images on 
their platform. In the same year, another study [32], focused on home healthcare. 
Authors introduced a number of use cases and drew an architecture that addressed 
two of the main challenges of cloud systems, security and privacy. In addition, they 
studied a mitigation solution that focuses on facilitating patients and data pro-
tection for electronic data. 

In [33], the authors designed a healthcare framework called “UbeHealth,” that 
consists of four stages; namely (i) mobile stage, (ii) cloudlet stage, (iii) network 
stage, and (iv) cloud stage. This framework allows network quality of service to 
be improved by using three key elements and the four stages mentioned above. In 
[34], authors introduced a standard mutual authentication protocol to work 
in healthcare-based cloud systems. Their protocol focused on reinforcing security. 
They also enhanced computation overhead. However, they did not consider some 
of the security issues of cloud computing. Accordingly, authors in [35] proposed a 
new mutual authentication framework that is based on the standard one for the 
healthcare system. Authors first discussed the standard mutual authentication 
scheme. Then they introduced their framework that fixed the mentioned security 
weaknesses efficiently. 

All modalities in radiology practice must consider DICOM images, which is 
abbreviated for “digital imaging and communications in medicine” [36–40]. 
DICOM format is different from other formats in that it stores many details about 
the images and patient into the dataset. In [41], authors implemented a prototype 
cloud system for DICOM images archive solution. Their system was evaluated 
using many DICOM images in different modalities. The system proved as a long- 
term offline medical-imagery solution for archive with lower cost. 

Over recent years, mobile healthcare investments have grown dramatically, 
leading to better patient care [42–46]. In [42], authors proposed a new technique 
for diagnosis of stroke subtypes. They attained an accuracy of 85.3% using a three- 
layered multilayer perceptron algorithm with a user-friendly service available for 
patients. A more recent study for mobile healthcare to diagnose COVID is pro-
posed in [46], where authors ensured the appropriate level of security, privacy, and 
integrity for patient’s data. This is achieved through using white-box cryptography 
for the first time in mobile applications. 

Cloud applications for preventive healthcare are rapidly improving and ex-
panding. They can be applied for various chronic diseases, i.e., such as the prostate 
[47–51], the kidney [52–75], the heart [76–92], the lung [93–141], the brain 
[142–163], the vascular system [164–174], the retina [173–182], the bladder 
[183–187], the liver [188,189], head and neck [190–192], and injury prediction 
[193], as well as several nonmedical applications [194–200]. 
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1.4 Conclusion 
Cloud computing is transforming many healthcare solutions into virtual public 
services. This transformation can enhance and solve many collaborative informa-
tion problems in healthcare organizations through improved costs. In this chapter, 
we reviewed cloud-based healthcare applications and analyzed the different issues 
associated with these applications. In addition, we examined the current challenges 
when building healthcare systems in the cloud. 
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2.1 Introduction 
Industry 4.0 (I4.0) is an astonishing phenomenon that includes the latest digital 
technologies and concepts of smart factories where the physical processes are managed 
by cyber physical based upon the data obtained from the virtual and physical worlds. 
“Cyber-physical system” (CPS) blends the tangible world and the digital world for 
sustainable industrial growth. Devices using artificial intelligence like robots, 3D 
printers, and drones, etc., are used for value-added services. I4.0 automated systems 
integrate all supply-chain processes and facilitate data convergence. Industry 4.0 seeks to 
turn traditional manufacturing processes into an incredibly versatile production system 
with digital goods and intercommunicating person, product, and computer in real time. 

In healthcare, Industry 4.0 is popularly known as Health 4.0 (H4.0) and smart 
factories as smart medical factories where individualized and personalized services are 
provided to the patients through hospital information systems (Thuemmler and Bai 
2017). Technologies of H4.0 have the potential to make the healthcare industry more 
participative, confluent, and predictive. For example, smart pharmaceuticals em-
bedded with biosensors are being used in pharmaceutical industries. These biosensors 
continuously generate tremendous data known as big data. Jee and Kim (2013) have 
elaborated ways to revolutionize the healthcare industry by choosing suitable treatment 
design and improving clinical outcomes and healthcare delivery systems using big data 
analytics. A new concept of Health 4.0 called precision medicine has emerged; it uses 
information from the physical world (patients) and virtual world (cloud-computing 
algorithms) where treatment is selected based on an individual variance in the genetic 
composition of each patient. This will help the healthcare professionals to identify 
more precisely the diagnostic, preventive, and therapeutic strategies for a specific 
disease in a specific group of people (Wei and Denny 2015). 

Industry 4.0 can create mobility in healthcare systems by meeting individual 
patient requirements and optimizing clinical decision making. The United States 
has aimed to convert 90% of Medicare into a value-based framework by using 
Health 4.0 technologies. The Indian healthcare industry is growing swiftly and is 
projected to reach 280 billion US $ by 2020 (Raghupathi and Raghupathi 2014). 
H4.0 is the most innovative phenomenon that can bring revolution in the Indian 
healthcare industry, if executed cautiously and vigilantly. Only some of the tertiary 
care hospitals are trying to adopt H4.0 technologies. Numerous healthcare units 
are still uncertain about its employment because of excessive initial investments for 
creating proper infrastructure and organizing training sessions (Kagermann 2015). 

Industry 4.0 is explored in nine technologies (Rüßmann et al. 2015, Ajmera 
and Jain 2019c). 
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H4.0 can pinpoint the areas that require improvements, making healthcare 
processes more edifying and innovative. H4.0 is the most innovative phenomenon 
that can bring revolution in the Indian healthcare industry if executed cautiously and 
vigilantly. Only some of the tertiary care hospitals are trying to adopt H4.0 tech-
nologies. Many healthcare units are still uncertain about its employment because of 
excessive initial investments for creating proper infrastructure and organizing 
training sessions (Kagermann 2015); therefore, it is important to identify the en-
ablers of H4.0 application in healthcare. The aims of the present paper are to:  

1. identify the enablers of Health 4.0 and to find out interrelationships among 
them.  

2. establish a comprehensive structured model using the ISM approach to 
strengthen these enablers.  

3. quantify these enablers using MICMAC analysis to prioritize them so that 
they can be handled appropriately.  

4. analyze the enablers through a casual diagram by using the DEMATEL approach. 

2.2 Review of Literature 
Kamble, Gunasekaran, and Sharma (2018) have used I4.0 technologies in the 
manufacturing sector. Thuemmler and Bai (2017) described the impact of big data 
and innovative digital services on the healthcare industry. Harrison, Vera, and Ahmad 
(2016) reviewed the role of cyber-physical system toolkit in supporting automation 
systems. Bahrin et al. (2016) discussed the role of robotics and other automated 
technologies in accomplishing I4.0. Bagheri et al. (2015) developed a model for the 
integration of the manufacturing sector. Lasi et al. (2014) discussed various crucial 
technologies and driving forces for the I4.0 concept. Kagerman laid down the basis of 
the I4.0 phenomenon and stated that Germany was the first country to implement 
I4.0 in its manufacturing organizations (Kagermann 2015). Bates et al. (2014) dis-
cussed how different data analysis techniques can decrease costs and improve clinical 
outcomes. Chawla and Davis (2013) developed a framework to reduce patient 
readmission rates. Jee and Kim explored the role of big data in reforming the 
healthcare industry (Jee and Kim 2013). Kumar and Lee (2011) surveyed perilous 
issues such as data security in healthcare digital programs. Lorincz et al. (2004) dis-
cussed the use of sensor networking technologies in clinical emergency responses. 

2.2.1 Enablers of Health 4.0 

There is a wide digital divide between rural and urban areas in India. Some areas are 
devoid of even basic health facilities. H4.0 technologies such as telemedicine and 
robotics can help resolve this issue to a great extent. But this revolution is still in 
its nascent stage in India. Initially, we identified 21 enablers of H4.0 in India 
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through extensive literature review and expert opinions from the healthcare sector. 
The Delphi technique was then carried out by asking 15 experts from appropriate 
areas to validate the enablers; after some rounds of Delphi, 17 enablers were chosen. 

These enablers are explained in Table 2.1: 

Table 2.1 Health 4.0 Enablers     

Sl. no. Enabler Description  

1 Clinical information 
confidentiality and 
security 

Confidential data is available on cloud. 
There may be issues for data security. 
So, employees should be aware of this 
possibility ( Kamble, Gunasekaran, and 
Sharma 2018). 

2 Adequate IT infrastructure Proper IT infrastructure is required for 
the use of IoT for reinforcing H4.0 
technologies ( Hecklau et al. 2016).  

Financial support IoT required heavy investment for 
properly implementation. So, 
implementation of H4.0 requires 
financial support ( Kamigaki 2017).  

Continuous training of 
employees 

Proper training is required to handle 
smart technologies and use IoT and 
digitization ( Hung 2016).  

Leadership Ideally, Industry 4.0 deployment 
requires collaboration from all 
agencies to improve productivity. 
However, managers and supervisors 
should motivate staff to do more so 
that their organisations’ outcomes are 
optimal ( Gilchrist 2016,  Kamigaki 
2017).  

Qualified team of experts For the successful implementation of 
H4.0 technologies, a well-qualified 
team of experts is required. The team 
members should be well versed in the 
latest technology and actively engage 
in all the activities relevant to their 
implementation ( Willcocks and Sykes 
2000,  Chen 2001). 

(Continued) 
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Table 2.1 (Continued) Health 4.0 Enablers     

Sl. no. Enabler Description   

Standardization of clinical 
data 

India’s healthcare sector is highly 
fragmented and scarcely standardised. 
A general description of the various 
facets of treatment is hard for 
physicians, patients, and 
administrators to retain. Therefore, 
sufficient steps toward standardization 
of clinical data can prove beneficial for 
Health 4.0 implementation 
( Raghupathi and Raghupathi 2014).  

Technological support 
from the government 

The absence of a reliable 
communication network and weak 
signal quality would hamper the 
whole process as it is essential to have 
continuous horizontal and vertical 
access to information. The 
government can provide technical 
assistance by offering Internet access 
at subsidised rates for health 
industries that plan to incorporate 
Health 4.0 technology to boost 
digitisation of the health sector 
( Bonczek, Holsapple, and Whinston 
2014).  

Confidence of patients 
in IoT 

The Internet of Things has changed the 
perceptions of patients, and they are 
now more conscious of their rights. 
However, increasing Internet usage 
does not alter the need to strengthen 
connections with patients ( Davis, 
Bagozzi, and Warshaw 1989). Hence, 
more patients believe IoT, the faster 
Technology 4.0 will be introduced.  

Innovative clinical services Continued advances in medical 
services are needed in the adoption of 
H4.0 technologies that will increase 
the productivity, competence, 
awareness, and quality of products 
and services ( Zhou, Liu, and Zhou 
2015). 

(Continued) 
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Table 2.1 (Continued) Health 4.0 Enablers     

Sl. no. Enabler Description   

Patient feedback This data enables healthcare 
administrators make wise decisions to 
constantly develop their healthcare 
processes and better respond to 
patient needs ( Qin, Liu, and 
Grosvenor 2016).  

Sufficient maintenance 
and support systems 

Smart maintenance systems are 
required for H4.0 implementation to 
avoid any disruption and breakdown 
( Lee, Kao, and Yang 2014).  

Compatibility in hardware 
and healthcare software 

Production and IT equipment for 
healthcare procurement from various 
providers over time leads to 
compatibility of software ( Schoenherr, 
Narayanan, and Narasimhan 2015).  

Well defined strategic 
goals 

The coherence of the corporate 
priorities promotes the right time for 
companies to implement Health 4.0. 
Users can often have doubts, and their 
current status can be avoided. So, 
health managers can intelligently 
express their vision for workers before 
introducing Health 4.0 so that digital 
culture is well incorporated in the 
company ( Koch et al. 2014).  

Healthcare organization 
culture 

The implementation of H4.0 needs a 
shift in culture as companies are now 
turned into smart factories. The roles 
and responsibilities of organisations 
would change because of automation 
and decentralisation. ( Bröring et al. 
2017).  

Employee engagement and 
involvement 

To understand its technology, the 
introduction of Health 4.0 involves 
advanced expertise and skills, and staff 
must be trained to understand and 
address this definition. On the one 
hand, the company is forced to build 

(Continued) 
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2.3 Research Methodology 
2.3.1 ISM Methodology 

ISM is a well-known technique in which the relationships are developed into a 
structured model (Warfield 1974). It helps to comprehend complex issues ap-
propriately. This methodology is widely used in the research areas (Jharkharia and 
Shankar 2005, Prasanna Venkatesan and Sanket 2018, Jain and Quershi 2022, 
S. Jain et al. 2022, Jain et al. 2022, Aggarwal et al. 2022, Mittal et al. 2021). Lean 
implementation in healthcare (Ajmera and Jain 2019a), diabetic patients QOL 
(Ajmera and Jain 2019b). Medical tourism (Jain and Ajmera 2018). FMS 
(Raj, Attri, and Jain 2012, Jain and Raj 2014, 2015a,b, 2016, Jain and Soni 2019,  
Jain and Raj 2021). Biodiesel (Avinash, Sasikumar, and Murugesan 2018), Hotel 
services (Sarmah and Rahman 2018), online purchasing (Xiao 2018), waste re-
cycling (Chauhan, Singh, and Jharkharia 2018), mobile phone industry 
(Maheshwari, Seth, and Gupta 2018), warehouse selection (Jha et al. 2018), au-
tomobile industry (Kumar, Singh, and Kumar 2017), medical device development 
(Rane and Kirkire 2017), TQM (Veltmeyer and Mohamed 2017), footwear in-
dustry (Purohit et al. 2016), healthcare waste management (Thakur and 
Anbanandam 2016), Telecom sector (Bhadani, Shankar, and Rao 2016), hospital 
inventory management (Kumar and Kumar 2015), and education management 
(Mahajan et al. 2014). 

Different steps involved in the ISM approach are depicted in Figure 2.1. 

Table 2.1 (Continued) Health 4.0 Enablers     

Sl. no. Enabler Description  

these capabilities and, on the other 
hand, the workers’ embrace of the 
new technology is another obstacle.  
If workers are motivated, active,  
and trusted before Health 4.0 is 
introduced, that would certainly 
benefit organisations ( Mueller, Chen, 
and Riedel 2017).  

Clarity of medical, legal, 
and IP regulations 

New advances in H4.0 technology in 
the medical industry, such as 
trademarks, copyrights, and licences, 
etc., need to be treated with caution 
( Christians and Liepin 2017).    
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2.3.2 DEMATEL Methodology 

DEMATEL methodology were applied in different sectors as Jain and Ajmera 
(2020a) used DEMATEL for the evaluation of “FMS variables.” Jain and Ajmera 
(2020b) applied for “Lean variables of the healthcare industry,” “software 
upgradation” (Majumdar, Kapur, and Khatri 2019), “project management in 
construction” (Mavi and Standing 2018), “supply chain management” (Kaur 
et al. 2018), “supplier selection” (Liu, Deng, and Chan 2018), “barriers to 
manufacturing” (Potdar, Routroy, and Behera 2017), “agile manufacturing” 
(Vinodh, Balagi, and Patil 2016), “solar energy” (Luthra et al. 2016), “automotive 
parts remanufacturing” (Xia, Govindan, and Zhu 2015), “knowledge manage-
ment adoption” (Patil and Kant 2014), and “business process management” (Bai 
and Sarkis 2013). 

Different steps of the DEMATEL methodology are depicted in Figure 2.2 
(Tzeng, Chiang, and Li 2007, Jain and Ajmera 2020a, Jain and Qureshi 2022). 

Figure 2.1 Flow Diagram of ISM.    
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2.4 Modeling the Enablers of the Indian Healthcare 
Industry by ISM Methodology 

The steps are given below (Jain and Raj 2016):  

1. Establish a contextual relationship: 

Seventeen enablers of Health 4.0 relevant to the Indian healthcare industry were 
determined, and a contextual specific interaction was selected, which means that 
one enabler affects another variable. Symbolic representation showing this re-
lationship direction (i and j) is presented in Table 2.2 (Jain and Ajmera 2018). 

Figure 2.2 Flow Diagram of DEMATEL.    
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2. Development of SSIM matrix: 

SSIM “structural self-interaction” is developed for 17 enablers and is described in 
Table 2.2. SSIM is depicted in Table 2.3.  

3. Development of RM: 

SSIM is converted into an initial RM “reachability matrix” in the binary form. 
This reachability matrix, called initial RM, is given in Table 2.4; transitivity is 
introduced to develop the final RM, which is depicted in Table 2.5 in which 
transitivity is designated as 1∗.  

4. Partitioning the RM: 

For this step, the reachability and antecedent set of each factor are needed; they are 
derived from the final RM (Jain and Raj 2016). After the development of RM, the 
structural model, called digraph, is established. Partitioning is then done for the set 
and subset of all the factors. Partitioning of the RM is shown in Table 2.6.  

5. Development of digraph and model: 

Indirect links are removed to achieve a final digraph. The digraph and model are 
depicted in Figures 2.3 and 2.4, respectively. 

2.5 MICMAC Analysis of the Enablers 
MICMAC analysis is carried out to estimate the drive and dependence power of 
enablers in four clusters, as discussed in Table 2.7 (Ajmera and Jain 2019c, Mandal 
and Deshmukh 1994). 

We also carried out a MICMAC study in the current research with the aim of 
finding and evaluating Health 4.0 enablers in the Indian healthcare market. 

Table 2.2 Contextual Relationship    

Symbol Illustration  

V Enabler i influences or reaches to enabler j 

A Enabler j reaches to enabler i 

X Both enabler s i and j reach to each other 

O No relationship between enablers i and j    
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Different enablers are mapped in line with their driving and dependency. Table 2.8 
demonstrates the stability and driving force of enablers. Figure 2.5 then displays 
the dependency and drive power diagram. 

The enablers are grouped into four groups, i.e., autonomous, dependent, in-
dependent, and linked.  

a. Group 1 “Autonomous”: Enablers are positioned in the first quadrant and 
have both weak and weak driving power. Enabler 1 lies in this quadrant in 
the current work.  

b. Group 2 “Dependent”: Enablers are heavily dependent, but they are small. 
They are situated in the the second quadrant and inspired by different en-
ablers. This quadrant is represented by the research items 9,10,11,14,15,16, 
and 17.  

c. Group 3 “Linkage”: Such enablers are both efficient driving and dependent. 
They are unpredictable and necessary since any behaviour they take directly 

16 17

15

10 11 14

1 9

2 6

7 13

12

3 4

8

5
Figure 2.3 Digraph.     
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impacts others and even responds to them. In this quadrant, there are no 
promoters in the present work.  

d. Group 4 “Independent”: These enablers are in the fourth quadrant of strong 
control but have weak strength of dependency. Enabler 2,3,4,5,6,7,8,12, and 
13 are included. 

Employee engagement
and involvement (16)

Clarity of medico legal and IP regulations
(17)

Healthcare organization
culture (15)

Innovative clinical
services (10)

Patient feedback
(11)

Well defined strategic
goals (14)

Clinical information
confidentiality and security (1)

Confidence of
patients in IoT (9)

Adequate IT
infrastructure (2)

Qualified team of 
experts (6)

Standardization of
clinical data (7)

Compatibility in hardware
and healthcare software (13)

Sufficient maintenance
and support systems (12)

Financial
support (3)

Continuous training of
employees (4)

Technological support from the
government (8)

Leadership (5)

Figure 2.4 ISM Model.    
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2.6 DEMATEL Analysis of the Enablers 
The direct and indirect effects of 17 enablers of H4.0 in healthcare are depicted 
in the Tables 2.9–2.11, and Table 2.11 indicates the ranking of enablers as 
5>4>8>3>12>7>13>2>6>9>1>11>10>14>17>15>16. 

The enablers are categorized into “cause and effect groups” by the “cause and effect 
diagram.” The cause-and-effect diagram of H4.0 enablers is shown in Figure 2.6. 

According to the figure, “Enabler 5 (leadership), 4 (continuous training of 
employees), 8 (technological support from the government), 3 (financial sup-
port), 12 (sufficient maintenance and support systems), 7 (standardization of 
clinical data), 13 (compatibility in hardware and healthcare software), 2 (ade-
quate IT infrastructure), 6 (qualified team of experts) are the net causes while 
enabler 9 (confidence of patients in IoT), 1 (clinical information confidentiality 
and security), 11 (patient feedback), 10 (innovative clinical services), 14 (well- 
defined strategic goals), 17 (clarity of medico-legal and IP regulations),15 
(healthcare organization culture), and 16 (employee engagement and involve-
ment) are net effects. The enablers in the cause group are more important be-
cause they have a considerable effect on the entire system. So these enablers 
should be handled more carefully. 

2.7 Discussion and Conclusion 
“Leadership” was the most critical factor in successful implementation of H4.0 in 
Indian healthcare because this enabler has a very powerful guiding force in the 
current initiative. H4.0, the development and management of adequate infra-
structural systems in the organisations, requires substantial initial investments. In 
addition, increased funding is needed to train personnel and maintain support 
services. All these important decisions are taken under the leadership of top 

Table 2.7 Cluster of MICMAC Analysis     

Cluster no. Cluster name Properties  

1 Autonomous Enabler Poor driving and poor power 
dependency 

2 Dependent Enabler Heavy dependency, but poor driving 
strength 

3 Linkage Enabler Heavily dependent as well as 
powerful driving force 

4 Independent Enabler Strong driving and low power of 
dependency    
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management. If leaders are supportive and efficient, H4.0 implementation will be 
successful. It is necessary for leaders to consider and understand the value of H4.0 
technology first so that H4.0 can be introduced in their organisations with high 
priority. “Technological support from the government” is the most significant 
element in the successful introduction of H4.0 technology. The government will 
also support the introduction of the Health 4.0 technology in the area of healthcare 
through the availability of Internet services at a lower cost. Uninterrupted Internet 
connectivity is important for Health 4.0 applications since the whole infrastructure 
is impaired by the poor signal power. The continuous training of workers is an-
other significant aspect. Health 4.0 technologies require trained personnel since 
staff must use virtual artificial devices to manage and interpret clinical data. The 
medical industries must therefore stress the need to provide specialised training to 
ensure the use of H4.0 technologies. The workers often need to retrain so that they 
are completely informed of and run Health 4.0 apps. 

The results of the ISM methodology is verified with the results of MICMAC 
and DEMATEL methodologies. Sufficient maintenance and support systems are 
another important enabler. During a period leading to software compatibility pro-
blems due to the lack of manufacturing and IT facilities in the resource organisations 
from different manufacturers, users faced difficulty using IT technologies and seeking 
an exact solution. Schoenherr research also suggests that hardware and software 
compatibility issues would improve the adoption of Industry 4.0 should it be treated 
correctly (Schoenherr, Narayanan, and Narasimhan 2015). With available in-
formation solutions, the complex data of health care is highly difficult to handle 

Driving Power

Dependence Power

17 5
16
15 4
14 8 3
13 IV
12 III
11
10 7,13
9 12 2,6

8.5
8 II
7
6 I 9 11,14
5
4 10
3 1 15
2 17 16
1

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 8.5 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17

Independent
Enablers

Linkage
Enablers

Autonomous
Enablers

Dependent
Enablers

Figure 2.5 MICMAC Analysis.    
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Table 2.11 The Direct and Indirect Influences            

Horizontal 
axis 

Vertical 
axis 

Sl. no. Variable Di Ri Di+Ri Di-Ri   

1 Clinical information 
confidentiality and 
security  

0.1546  0.4022  0.5567  −0.2476  

2 Adequate IT infrastructure  0.6012  0.5550  1.1562  0.0463  

3 Financial support  1.1339  0.2151  1.3491  0.9188  

4 Continuous training of 
employees  

1.3165  0.2151  1.5316  1.1014  

5 Leadership  1.5311  0.0000  1.5311  1.5311  

6 Qualified team of experts  0.5747  0.5442  1.1189  0.0305  

7 Standardization of clinical 
data  

0.7210  0.4355  1.1565  0.2855  

8 Technological support from 
the government  

1.0511  0.0656  1.1167  0.9855  

9 Confidence of patients 
in IoT  

0.3461  0.5743  0.9205  −0.2282  

10 Innovative clinical services  0.2316  0.9720  1.2036  −0.7404  

11 Patient feedback  0.3479  1.0045  1.3525  −0.6566  

12 Sufficient maintenance and 
support systems  

0.6715  0.2773  0.9489  0.3942  

13 Compatibility in hardware 
and healthcare software  

0.6842  0.4388  1.1231  0.2454  

14 Well defined strategic goals  0.3290  1.0875  1.4165  −0.7585  

15 Healthcare organization 
culture  

0.1404  1.1275  1.2678  −0.9871  

16 Employee engagement and 
involvement  

0.0702  1.1491  1.2192  −1.0789  

17 Clarity of medico legal and 
IP regulations  

0.0702  0.9114  0.9816  −0.8413    
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(Raghupathi and Raghupathi 2014). Therefore, sufficient steps toward the stan-
dardization of clinical data can prove beneficial for H4.0 implementation. An im-
mense amount of sensitive information, open to all parties, is available online. This 
subject should also be treated with considerable caution. 

2.8 Implications of Research 
H4.0 is a remarkable phenomenon that will reshape the market by amalgamating 
the new technology with minimal capital consumption to reach optimum clinical 
performance. For health managers, the new research gives many ramifications. 
First, 17 significant enablers have been recognised in the Indian health sector re-
lating to H4.0 technologies. Health managers can fully comprehend the leadership 
and reliability power of these enablers in advance, identify the enablers with strong 
driving force, and rely more on them to effectively adopt and implement H4.0 
technology in their organisations. Second, the ISM approach will help to under-
stand the relationships among these enablers. Third, the Health 4.0 model illus-
trates how various enablers impacting H4.0 adoption in the organizations affect 
each other. The Health 4.0 model will act as a boon for the healthcare industry 
since it will guide the healthcare managers who are trying to implement Industry 
4.0 technologies in their organizations. 
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Figure 2.6 The Cause-and-Effect Diagram of H4.0 Enablers.    
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2.9 Limitations and Future Prospects of Research 
Related forms of experiments in other countries can also be carried out in the future 
to examine the presence of other enablers. Some 17 enablers have been addressed in 
this report, but more enablers affecting H4.0 in the Indian healthcare industry can be 
found. The Fuzzy ISM model can also be created. The ISM model should be 
quantified and tested using statistical modelling and confirmatory factor analysis. 
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3.1 Introduction 
The healthcare sector is being modernized from an integrated paper system to an 
electronic health record system by revolutionizing modern computational tech-
nology. With the advancement of information and communication technology, 
healthcare data has become increasingly digital and distributed [1]. Big data has 
profoundly transformed the procedure businesses handle, analyze, and use data in 
any organization—the encouraging areas where big data may make a difference in 
healthcare. Big healthcare data holds a lot of promise in improving patient outcomes, 
forecasting epidemic outbreaks, generating valuable insights, avoiding preventable 
diseases, cutting healthcare expenditures, and enhancing the overall quality of life. 
Turning into data security, privacy is a matter of great concern. More crucially, 
privacy refers to the confidentiality of individually identifiable healthcare informa-
tion [2]. In contrast, patients are more likely to disclose their confidential in-
formation to healthcare practitioners, so maintaining a solid relationship between 
healthcare professionals and keeping trust in healthcare industries is significant. 

Having the numerous benefits of electronic health records (EHR), individuals’ 
digital health data is currently in grave danger. Because attackers routinely target e- 
health data, the data is incredibly vulnerable. Internal and external attacks such as 
hacking, unauthenticated internal sharing, and inappropriate disposal of unwanted yet 
sensitive material were revealed in a long-term review of data breaches. Email and 
network servers, on the other hand, are the most prevalent sites where private health 
data is accessible. Simply put, many intruders are targeting the healthcare industry. In 
addition, cyberattacks are universal, but in 2021, they have been relatively high, 
especially in the healthcare sector. According to the United States Federal Bureau of 
Investigation (FBI), records of more than 40 million patients have been compromised, 
and in sum, a record 40,099,751 people have been invaded by vulnerability reported to 
the federal authorities so far this year [3]. Traditional security methods make it difficult 
to detect previously unknown security threats. This, in turn, brings us to a big question: 
Are we ready to prevent unauthorized access to the EHR data in the healthcare industry? 
Moreover, we need a system that can automatically enable health data security and 
tighten security protocols in the healthcare sector. 

Machine-learning (ML) techniques are essential in many cyber security appli-
cations [4]. Machine-learning and deep-learning models are currently being used to 
detect and respond to attacks in almost all aspects of cyber security. On the defensive 
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side, machine-learning models help develop more robust and automated ways to 
boost performance and early detection of attacks, lowering the impact and damage. 
This study is a systematic review to illustrate the analysis and interpretation of the 
latest approach based on machine learning to solve the issues related to healthcare 
data security. This report also discusses the advantages and disadvantages of all 
modern techniques to healthcare data security. In addition, a better security model 
has been presented based on background research of all conceivable solutions to the 
problem. It will help readers comprehend machine-learning models and their ap-
plication in the healthcare field. Each section and subsection will highlight distinct 
parts of the research. We included research questions, a search and selection approach 
for papers relating to our problem, and inclusion and exclusion criteria in the re-
search methods section, which helped us conduct the review effectively. The section 
on results and discussions displays the systematic search results and observations that 
led to identifying prevalent strategies for preventing cyberattacks and their limits and 
comparison. We also conducted an algorithm complexity analysis. Finally, we fin-
ished the review paper. This review will act as a baseline and play an important part 
in future researchers’ efforts to secure healthcare data and improve their performance. 

3.2 Value of Fuels and Lignocellulose as Raw Material 
A practical approach is being used to comprehend the research problem of this study, 
which assists the author in recognizing numerous thoughts and clarifications while also 
comprehending the research problem and quality. As a result, the strategy was created 
using the findings of the initial literary analysis and important and supplemental re-
search questions. As illustrated in Figure 3.1, the initial stage one, ‘primary research,’ 
consists of three sections: planning, configuration, and reporting. 

Figure 3.1 Preliminary Search Strategy.    
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3.3 Research Question 
To assure security for healthcare data, an increasing number of unique solutions are 
based on numerous machine-learning (ML) and deep-learning (DL) frameworks. 
However, our analysis focuses on whether the DL models developed from this vast 
number of research investigations are feasible for increasing healthcare data security. 
To better grasp the fundamental issue, we’ve devised a study question: “How ef-
fective are many researchers’ current suggested artificial intelligence and 
machine-learning methods for ensuring the security of healthcare data?” 

3.3.1 Search and Selection Strategy 

As illustrated in Figures 3.2 and 3.3, we explored several electronic databases from 
December 2017 to 2020. We identified relevant published papers using Google 
Scholar, PubMed, and IEEE since they are well-established and provide a wide 
selection of peer-reviewed, up-to-date publications, information, and reports. 
Scholarly publications from numerous areas, such as pure science, technology or 
engineering, medicine, and so on, are available on Google Scholar. PubMed, a 
part of the National Library of Medicine in the United States, provides multi-
disciplinary research in machine learning, artificial intelligence, biotechnology, 
biochemistry, and many more. IEEE is an extensive digital archive of scientific 
and technological information. Following “A structured method to documenting 
a search strategy for publishing,” a systematic literature search strategy was de-
vised in [5]. We employed four search terms (deep learning, machine learning, 
data protection, and healthcare data security) and Boolean operators like “and” 

Figure 3.2 Overall Research Methodology.    
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between the search keywords during the search process. The keywords are chosen 
in response to the research topic. After the initial selection, each manuscript is 
verified against the quality assessment tool to qualify for the review. 

3.3.2 Selection Criteria 

We have set our selection criteria for accepting a research article based on the 
following key criteria and retrieved only articles meeting these conditions.  

a. Inclusion Criteria  
• Select any type of journal article or conference paper that discusses DL 

and ML-based methods for protecting the data in the healthcare sector.  
• Reviewed and published 2017–2020. 

Figure 3.3 Paper Selection and Screening Procedures.    
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b. Exclusion Criteria  
• Early works or preprint.  
• Any published journal article or conference papers that do not discuss any 

new methods based on AI/ML/DL healthcare data security.  
• Editorials, review papers, and research letter. 

3.3.3 Thermochemical Routes for Biomass Conversion 
to Fuels 

We have also divided this section into several subsections based on the literature. 
We have presented the observation in Section 3.3.1 and findings in Section 3.3.2.  
Figure 3.4 shows the overall structural overview of cyberattack identification in the 
healthcare sector. 

3.3.4 Observation 

Many diverse approaches were discovered while analyzing further research studies 
on machine-learning approaches for healthcare data security. The most widely used 
traditional machine-learning algorithms are decision tree, random forest, KNN, 
support vector machine (SVM), and Naive Bayes. Through the combination of 
network and biometric aspects with an ML method, a real-time EHMS (enhanced 
healthcare monitoring system) with the implementation of fuzzy-based analytical 
network process (ANP) and multi-criteria decision making was presented 
(MCDM). These are used to assess the precision of machine-learning algorithms in 
proposing an effective data security strategy for digital healthcare. There have also 

Figure 3.4 Overall Cyberattack Identification with Machine-Learning Algorithms.    
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been several deep-learning algorithms developed to safeguard healthcare data. 
Deep-learning approaches have unique ways, such as using five neurons in the 
hidden layer to maintain anonymity and the learning-based deep-Q-network 
(LDQN) methodology. The LDQN approach is thought to have the lowest error 
rate, which leads to an increase in malware detection rate. Some options, such as 
integrating cloud storage with the machine-learning model, appeared to be effec-
tive as well. Furthermore, a clustering approach known as the Gaussian mixture 
model algorithm has been applied in data privacy. Figure 3.5 presents machine 
learning mechanism to identify different types of attacks in the healthcare sector. 

The outcomes of the methodologies have not been compared to secure 
healthcare data in any of these research investigations, which is the fundamental 
focus of this systematic review. In this research, deep learning, machine learning, 
and learning combined with cloud storage are all used. Even so, because no state- 
of-the-art technology has been applied, concluding the most efficient technique for 
healthcare data protection utilizing the machine is difficult. All of the ideas are 
implemented, but they are not compared to other current approaches to determine 
the best or most effective answer to the healthcare data-security challenge. At the 
same time, it’s unclear whether the machine-learning and deep-learning models’ 

Figure 3.5 Mechanism of Cyberattack Identification with Machine Learning.    
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expected outputs and outcomes are applicable in real life. The research authors 
merely trained and evaluated their models in a lab setting, with no real-world 
deployment. As a result, it’s unclear how these models will fare with the real-world 
data. As a result, more study into the real-world use of machine-learning and deep- 
learning models to protect healthcare data is needed, and more research into the 
privacy of healthcare data utilizing machine learning is needed, too. 

3.4 Findings 
This section is divided into several subsections and, each of them will address the 
following parameters of the study. In Section 3.4.1, we have presented systematic 
search results. In Section 3.5, we have presented motivation & algorithms. In 
Section 3.5.3, we have presented the mathematical interpretation of the ML 
models, and finally, in Section 3.5.8, we have introduced the computational 
complexity of the ML models. 

3.4.1 Systematic Search Results 

In the initial primary research, 47 titles were retrieved and collected for the title 
review, comprising 10 titles from Google Scholar, 11 titles from PubMed, 13 from 
Science Direct, and 13 titles from the IEEE. At the subsequent phase, the rest of 
the titles were inspected for replication and availability, and a total of 10 titles were 
deleted for duplication and one article for availability. The papers were then 
checked according to exclusion criteria. During the abstract review, several articles 
were found not to propose new DL models so, after excluding these 31 articles, a 
total of 24 papers were included for full-text review. After that, the study has 
applied the quality assessment (Appendix A) tool to qualify the papers according to 
the threshold values. This study defines the threshold value around 70. 
After successfully applying the quality assessment tools, the reseach found 18 
qualified papers. So, finally, we have included 18 documents for the full review.  
Figure 3.6 shows the year by the publication of the selected manuscripts. This 
figure clearly indicates that the study adopted the highest number of manuscripts 
only in 2018. 

3.5 Motivation and Algorithms 
3.5.1 Health Data Security Using ML and DL Strategy 

Newaz et al. (2019) [6] proposed HealthGuard, which uses Artificial Neural 
Network, Decision Tree, Random Forest, k-Nearest Neighbor, to analyze the 
performance against three malicious threats for eight types of intelligent medical 
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devices in 12 benign events turning to the four ML-based detection techniques. 
This modern ML-based security framework provides a precision of 91% when 
distinguishing the vital signs of devices connected and patients’ body functions in 
the innovative healthcare system (SHS). 

When using different ML approaches for proposing a real-time EHMS (en-
hanced healthcare monitoring system) testbed, which identifies the patient’s bio-
metrics and gathers network flow metrics, Hady et al. (2020) [7] incorporate 
network and biometric features that improve functioning by 7% to 25% for in-
trusion detection. The information gathered is sent to a remote server for further 
treatment and diagnostic considerations. The proposed system’s validity demon-
strates that it is simple to detect intrusions (Figures 3.7 and 3.8). 

Begli et al. (2019) [8] were motivated to build an enormous pipeline that assures 
the remote healthcare system’s security. The concept contains a structure in terms of 
distant healthcare scheme that secures data and protects it from typical network 
threats such as denial of service (DoS) and user-to-root (U2R) assaults. The suggested 
intrusion-detection system (IDS) employs the support vector machine (SVM). The 
efficiency of the proposed method is then demonstrated using the IDS layered ar-
chitecture’s assessment parameters. The proposed approach has the strength of 
making a multi-agent-based healthcare network with individual conditions, as well as 
providing healthcare services and allocating intrusion-detection systems to a single 
category of representatives to store caliver and computational expenditure of a par-
ticular network. The authors intend to test the system using actual medical data and 
evaluate the results using additional machine-learning approaches. 

Boddy et al. (2017) [9] addressed the lack of security architecture monitoring 
potential active threats inside the network once a hostile person has gained access 
through a backdoor. The authors presented a method that uses advanced data 
analytics and visualization approaches to detect unexpected data activity. The 
technology uses machine learning to learn data trends and profile user behavior. 
The system is a cyber-security machine-learning system that learns from security 

Figure 3.6 Number of Papers Adopted for Review According to the Publication 
Year.    
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analysts and increases accuracy. The proposed solution faces a barrier in processing 
datasets provided by healthcare infrastructure using big data analytics. The system’s 
strength is that it contributes to the healthcare infrastructure’s defense-in-depth 
strategy by autonomously assessing the network’s unique design. The dataset 
presented in this paper comprises a snapshot of data on three crucial hospital 

Figure 3.7 Occurrence of the Machine-Learning Algorithms on Cyber Security 
in Healthcare Sector.    

Figure 3.8 Contributions of Each Algorithm in this Study.    
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servers, which is a drawback of the proposed work. The authors hope to include 
datasets collected over a more extended period in the future. 

Kaur et al. (2018) [10] provide a revolutionary approach for handling big data 
in the medical business that uses machine learning and advanced security methods 
to introduce big data and its applicability in healthcare. Their approach consists of 
four interconnected modules. For the case of unbalanced data, the first module 
always incorporates to measure their patterns. In terms of the heterogeneous data, 
the second layer is their further consideration. To protect patients’ confidential 
information, activity-monitoring components also integrated in the security and 
privacy layer. Automtic diagnosis, medication, epidemic breakout predictions, data 
analytics, and visualization are all submodules of the machine-learning-based ap-
plication in this proposal. Machine-learning approaches such as Naive Bayes, 
support vector machines, decision trees, evolutionary algorithms, and others are 
proposed for the submodules in this study. Finally, it is advocated that machine- 
learning techniques include soft computing techniques to achieve superior out-
comes in terms of performance and accuracy. To enhance the idea generating phase 
and receive understanding from data, the predictive layers are constructed using 
sophisticated data methodologies. Healthcare information services and applications 
are encapsulated under this layer. Following that, machine learning, SQL queries, 
and medical imaging analytics are offered for presenting the generated data. 

Uddin et al. (2020) [11] presented a strategy for storing health data that considers 
the preferences of patients. Even with streamed data, this will aid in making quick 
storage decisions in real time. The model is used to map health data into repositories. 
Applying a machine-learning consolidated technique followed by medical informa-
tion, the mapping between each repository’s health data features and attributes is 
learned. In the repositories, there is a model created for health data. A machine- 
learning-based classifier mediated by clinical rules is used to understand how to 
design between each repository’s health data features and characteristics. Second, 
these features are used to create a dataset, with each instance representing the needs 
for saving a specific portion of data. Following that, the features are established by 
combining expert ratings. To establish the target of every parameter in the collection, 
statistical correlation and clinical heuristic principles are applied. In a real-world 
scenario, experts may give storage repositories to an example that isn’t described by 
any rules. As a result, data requirements for storage repositories can be generalized 
using a machine-learning classifier executed on the testing dataset. 

Mohanta et al. (2019) [12] offered an artificial intelligence-combining approach 
such as smart wearable devices with powerfull lightweight sensors that assist monitor, 
gather, and diagnose disease based on symptoms extracted from sensory data; and 
robot nurses to monitor patients’ health status. The innovative healthcare concept 
entails remotely regulating, accessing, and manipulating various components of the 
hospital application. The primary controller is in charge of all modules. Because 
medical data is enormous, it is kept on a cloud platform for efficient management 
and storage. The acquired data is subsequently sent to the appropriate departments 
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via the cloud for future investigation and generating observation. Each department 
has sensors and actuators in place for data collection and transmission. With the use 
of AI models, pathologists and doctors assess and identify abnormalities in various 
forms, such as scan documents, X-ray reports, and smears. 

To safeguard the medical image, Marwan et al. (2018) [13] employed image 
segmentation. Several image-segmentation techniques are being addressed during 
the project, including support vector machine (SVM) and fuzzy C-means (FCM), 
which have not been implemented to improve cloud service data security. To 
complete the task, the pixel level color of the input image was extracted first, and 
these pixels were then used as input to the SVM algorithm for classification. To 
improve the efficacy of the linear classification, the fuzzy C-means (FCM) algo-
rithm was used to train the SVM algorithm. The suggested research focused on 
extracting the pixel-level color of the input photos, and it is claimed that this can 
improve data security. This research has yielded significant benefits, which might 
be emphasized as a strength. One of the most evident advantages is machine 
learning in cloud-computing services. Despite the beneficial impact, several 
shortcomings can be rectified, such as the authors’ use of the pixel texture as an 
additional parameter, which would have increased security. Furthermore, a large 
dataset is required for healthcare research to train machine learning algorithms, 
which was not observed in this study. 

Sreeji et al. (2020) [14] presented a client-server architecture. The system is 
comprised of two phases: training and prediction. The training phase retrieves 
the classifiers from the server, fits them with weights from the client, and returns the 
importance to the server. The trained data is then transmitted to the server. As a 
result, the system generates a reliable prediction model. Using the created prediction 
model, hospitals can foresee the likelihood of cardiac disease. The various hospitals 
upload the text files containing the patient’s information. Most present systems rely 
on anonymization techniques to secure patient information. A central server in the 
system trains the hospitals’ data servers. Hospitals want to forecast heart illness using 
a trained algorithm, but they’ll need data from other hospitals to do so. As a result, 
the dataset from each institution is obtained in this manner, preserving the anon-
ymity of the data. The prediction method in this study had a superior accuracy of 
98% for five neurons in the buried layer. This demonstrates that the prediction 
system is more accurate. They present a new distributed deep-learning architecture 
for hospitals’ secure and private prediction models. Anonymization techniques are 
already used to protect the confidentiality and security of healthcare data. The 
suggested approach makes no use of anonymization methods. 

Shakeel et al. (2018) [15] investigate the safe health data transaction and access 
procedure related to the Internet of Things (IoT) utilizing the learning-based deep- 
Q-network (LDQN) technique. At the beginning, the IoT device was reviewed 
applying a robust neural network, which examines every aspect to verify the device 
and eliminate unwanted access and assaults. Each request traffic feature is retrieved 
from the database request to assess malware activity and additional safety matters 
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following the authentication procedure. The extracted features are analyzed using 
the feature-state technique and related operations, which aids in determining the 
secured data. In addition, to measure the efficacy of the IoT system, a deep 
convolution neural network is used to examine the features. The LDQN approach 
achieves a poor rate (0.12), which improves malware identification rates (98.79%). 
Uddin et al. (2020) [16] were also motivated to combine an artificial health data 
storage suggestion model. In this study, a training dataset with the label for each 
instance of the dataset is required—a deep learning strategy for testing the cor-
rectness of our synthetic datasets. The simulated dataset is loaded into a deep 
learning network, achieving approximately 89% accuracy. 

MacDermott et al. (2019) [17] used machine-learning technology to determine 
the possible way to predict and recognize flaws and assaults. Feature identification 
can increase classifier learning adaptibility, reduce computing complexity, and help 
design better machine-learning models. Experiments were carried out utilizing 
Weka and a network-assault dataset. Their subsequent concentration was on top of a 
gain ratio attribute evaluation, where they realized that matter of enhancing the 
average merit to have more forecasting features. The examination of information 
gain attributes is comparable to the variant. This experiment measures the knowledge 
received about the class to determine the worth of an attribute. 

Chowdhury et al. (2018) [18] used four fundamental classifiers in the WEKA 
to test the system’s accuracy, including support vector machine (SVM), Naive 
Bayes, decision tree, and random forest. Step-by-step procedures were followed 
during the experimentation. To eliminate the Windows API call functionality, 
they adopted a virtual environment. They next use a DCFS measure to filter the 
collected features and select the most relevant API requests. The virus and non- 
malware samples were then converted to WEKA format. Finally, we used the 
WEKA platform to train the classifiers and then used the test dataset to evaluate 
their performance. Each classifier is validated using k-fold cross-validation in this 
study. They look into the differences in parameters and how they affect the al-
gorithm’s performance. 

3.5.2 Health Data Security Using Traditional Approach 

Seh et al. (2021) [19] researched recognizing healthcare data breaches that lead to 
privilege misuse demonstrates the importance of dynamic security measures for 
monitoring anomalous patient behaviour. To detect varying user access in EHS 
(electronic healthcare records), an ML-based security framework is developed, 
using a fuzzy-based analytical network process (ANP) and multi-criteria decision- 
making (MCDM) to evaluate the precision of ML approaches in proposing 
proactive data security for digital healthcare. 

Cheng et al. (2020) [20] have addressed the fact that, while encryption is an 
amazing technique to preserve privacy, it is ineffective when discussing and eval-
uating medical cases. To effectively handle privacy difficulties, this article suggested 
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a federated learning-verification model, which is a combination of blockchain 
technology. Furthermore, an FL-EM-GMM algorithm has been provided to train 
the model without data exchange to preserve patients’ privacy. Finally, an ex-
periment on the federated job of datasets from two organizations demonstrates that 
the system can overcome privacy difficulties. The results show that the system has 
improved usability, data security, and efficacy compared to the model developed 
using the traditional machine-learning algorithm. 

Godi et al. (2020) [21] created a foundation for an e-health care monitoring 
system (EHMS). It is an application model that incorporates several machine- 
learning techniques. The EHMS uses a few Internet of Things (IoT) health 
wearable devices that collect real-time data from the human body. The primary 
function of EHMS is to collect real-time patient information through a wearable 
sensor device linked to a distant server. Wireless sensor networks, routing antennas, 
and base stations connect these wearable sensor devices. At regular intervals, the 
collected data will be routed to the admin server. These restricted devices and IoT 
applications are mainly dealing with additional obstacles. EHMS is an Internet of 
Things program that can manage online monitoring and periodic check-ups for a 
variety of chronic conditions. More importantly, the EHMS program can quickly 
identify the patient’s criticality and abnormality state. 

A conceptual architecture has been proposed by Zheng et al. (2018) [22], ex-
changing health data using blockchain technology. In addition, to give control over 
data quality, a machine-learning techniques has been developed. The main objective of 
this solution is to allow users to securely share their health data in a general data 
protection regulation (GDPR). Apart from the research community, it is also allow the 
commercial information consumers to obtain standard quality health information. 

AlZubi et al. (2021) [23] were inspired to develop a cognitive machine-learning 
model to communicate healthcare data safely. Machine-learning models like 
cognitive algorithm can measure the pattern of cyberattack, and having this data to 
make observations can aid healthcare workforces. Their solution is related to a 
patient-centered design that secures data on a known device, such as end-user 
mobile phones. It gives the end user regulate over data transmitting. In comparison 
to other current models, their proposed model has a 96.5% attack prediction ratio, 
a 98.2% accuracy ratio, a 97.8% efficiency ratio, a 21.3% latency, and an 18.9% 
communication cost. 

Yirui et al. (2020) [24] examined attack detection approaches that make use of 
the power of deep-learning techniques. Before discussing many successful deep- 
learning-based solutions, the authors first review the fundamental difficulties of 
network security and attack detection. They concentrate on attack detection ap-
proaches based on deep learning classification, such as autoencoders, generative 
adversarial networks, recurrent neural networks, and convolutional neural net-
works. They then give some benchmark datasets with descriptions and compare 
the performance of different representing approaches to demonstrate the current 
state of attack detection systems based on deep learning architecture. Finally, they 
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review the paper and explore potential methods for improving attack detection 
performance using deep retaining structures. 

Rocio et al. (2018) [25] were persuaded to experiment with the machine- 
learning algorithm for the case of intrusion detection in SCADA applying an 
accurate data set from a gas pipeline. This paper contributes in two ways: 1) The 
accuracy, precision, recall, and F 1 score of the support vector machine (SVM) and 
random forest (RF) for intrusion detection are examined. 2) The accuracy, pre-
cision, recall, and F 1 score of the support vector machine (SVM) and random 
forest (RF) for intrusion detection are examined. Binary and categorical classifi-
cations are the two types of classifications. Their results show that RF can effi-
ciently measure intrusions in each situation, with an F1 score of > 99%. 

Eirini et al. (2021) [26] use the Jacobian-based saliency map attack to study 
how adversarial learning might target supervised models by creating adversarial 
samples and assessing classification behavior. The project also looks into how such 
occurrences can improve the robustness of supervised models with adversarial 
training. The experiments given here were created using data from a real-world 
power grid. The classification performance of two frequently used classifiers, 
random forest and J48, fell by 6 and 11 percentage points, respectively, when 
adversarial samples were included. Their performance enhanced after adversarial 
training, suggesting their resistance to such attacks. 

Iqbal et al. (2020) [27] describe an intrusion detection tree (“IntruDTree”). This 
model not only predicts unknown test samples accurately but also reduces the model’s 
complexity by reducing feature dimensions. Finally, they put IntruDTree model to 
the test by running tests on cybersecurity datasets and computing precision, recall, 
f-score, accuracy, and ROC values. To assess the usefulness of the resulting security 
model, we compare the findings of the IntruDTree model to those of many common 
traditional machine-learning approaches, including the Naive Bayes classifier, logistic 
regression, support vector machines, and k-nearest neighbor (Table 3.1). 

A generative adversarial network (GAN) has been developed to deal with the 
scenario. It merely needs to learn the normal status distribution and identify ab-
normal status by comparing it to the learned distribution to demonstrate its high 
generating ability. On the other hand, existing GAN-based models are inadequate 
for processing data with discrete values, leading to a considerable loss in detection 
performance. To deal with the discrete features, Hongyu et al. (2019) [28] offer an 
efficient GAN-based model with a custom-designed loss function. Experiments 
show that their approach outperforms state-of-the-art techniques on discrete da-
tasets while significantly decreasing overhead. 

In this paper, Jia et al. (2020) [29] investigate the art of steganography with 
GANs in terms of data-hiding tactics such as cover modification, cover selection, 
and cover synthesis. The properties of the three GAN-based steganography stra-
tegies, as well as their evaluation criteria, are reviewed. Finally, several current 
GAN-based image steganography difficulties are summarized and analyzed. Topics 
for future research have also been predicted. 
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3.5.3 Mathematical Interpretation of the ML Models 

Based on the above information stated in the Section 3.5.2, it can be observed that the 
artificial neural network (ANN), support vector machine (SVM), decision tree (DT), 
and random forest (RF) algorithms frequently appeared for the case of preventing 
healthcare data security. In addition, to using the other conventional methods, these 
algorithms have satisfactory performance for the possibility of healthcare data pre-
vention from cyberattacks. The following mathematical interpretations are explained 
to understand the technical mechanisms of these algorithms because researchers will be 
able to utilize them and perform effectively for working in this field. 

3.5.4 Support Vector Machine (SVM) 

Support vectors are the data points that make up the difference between the classes 
at the end of the different classes of datasets. The support vector machine algo-
rithm can be used for both classification and regression problems. However, SVMs 
are quite popular for relatively complex types of small or medium classification 
datasets. In this algorithm, the data points are separated by a hyperplain, in which 
case the kernel determines what the hyperplain will look like. We can illustrate that 
any hyperplane can be written as shown in Equation 3.1 (Figure 3.9):  

w x b+ = 0 (3.1)  

Here, w is the (not necessarily normalized). The “margin” is the area or region 
bordered by these two hyperplanes, and the maximum margin hyperplane is the 
hyperplane that lies halfway between them. With a normalized or standardized 
dataset, the following equations can characterize these hyperplanes. 

Figure 3.9 Hyperplanes with a Maximum Margin and SVM Margins for Samples 
of Two Classes Trained.    
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w x bPlus plane = + = 0

w x bMinus plane = = 0

So, we can write the width or the margin of the two hyperplanes for data classi-
fication as the following equation: 

width
W

abs W
=

( )
(3.2)  

3.5.5 Radial Basis Function (RBF) Kernel SVM 

The linear and nonlinear data efficiency of the support vector machine (SVM) has 
been demonstrated. With this approach, the radial base function was introduced to 
categorize nonlinear data. When it comes to placing information into the function 
space, the kernel function is crucial. In many circumstances, if we plot more than 
one variable in a standard scatter plot, we won’t be able to distinguish between two 
or more data classes. The kernel of a support vector machine is a method for 
converting lower-dimensional input into higher-dimensional space and distin-
guishing between categories. There are three types of support vector machine 
kernels: linear kernel, polynomial kernel, and radial-basis function kernel. The 
radial-basis function is a nonlinear function as well. The support vector machine’s 
most common function is this one. Any input can be mapped to an infinite- 
dimensional space with this kernel. 

x x
x x

K( , ) = exp
21 2

1 2
2

2 (3.3)  

The radial-basis function (RBF) kernel is another name for a Gaussian function. A 
feature map (Φ) separates the input space in Figure 3.3. By applying equation 
(3.1), we get: 

f X y k X X b( ) = ( , ) +
i

N

i i i (3.4)  

We get a new function by applying equation (3.3) in (3.4), where N represents the 
trained data. 

f X y
x x

b( ) = exp
2

+
i

N

i i
1 2

2

2 (3.5)  
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3.5.6 Decision Tree (DT) 

Both classification and regression problems can be solved with the classification and 
regression tree or CART algorithm. The decision tree looks a lot like a tree branch. 
The decision trio starts from the ‘root node’ just as the tree starts from the root. From 
the root node, the branches of this tree spread through different decision conditions; 
such nodes are called decision nodes. These nodes are called leaf nodes after making 
final decision. For a training set that comprises p positive and n negative, an applied 
math modeling [30] addressed feature selection within the tree to address this issue. 

H
p

n p
n

n p
p

n p
p

n p
n

n p
n

n p+
,

+
=

+
log

+ +
log

+2 2 (3.6)  

The training set E is separated into prefixes of E1, E2 … Ek by selecting K in the 
attribute with the unique value. After the attempt in the attribute (branches I = 1, 
2 … k), the expected entropy (EH) will remain, including: 

EH A
p n
p n

H
p

n p
n

n p
( ) =

+
+ +

,
+i

K
i i i

i i

i

i i=1
(3.7)  

For this trait, the information gain (I) or decrease in entropy is: 

A I H
p

n p
n

n p
EH A( ) =

+
,

+
( ) (3.8)  

3.5.7 Naïve Bayes Algorithm 

Suppose you have a data point. x x x= { ,…, }n1 of n n features, Naive Bayes 
forecasts the class Ck for x . According to the probability metrics. 

p C x p C x x k K( ) = ( ,…, ) For = 1,…,k k n1 (3.9)  

Using Bayes’ Theorem, this can be delineated as 

p C x
p x C p C

p x
p x x C p C

p x x
( ) =

( ) ( )
( )

=
( ,…, ) ( )

( ,…, )k
k k n k k

n

1

1
(3.10)  

Applying the chain rule, the factor, p x x C( ,…, )n k1 in the numerator can be again 
illustrated as 
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p x x C p x x x C p x x x C

p x x C p x C

( ,…, ) = ( , … , ) ( ,…, , )…

( , ) ( )

n k n k n k

n n k n k

1 1 2 2 3

1

The “naive” conditional independence assumption is used at this point. This can 
be expressed as follows, using the previous decomposition: 

p x x x C p x C p x x C p x C
p C x x p C x x

p C p x x C
p C p x C p x C p x C
p C p x C

( ,…, ) = ( ) ( ,…, ) = ( )
( ,…, ) ( , ,…, )

( ) ( ,…, )
( ) ( ) ( )… ( )
( ) ( )

i i n k i k n k i
n

i k

k n k n

k n k

k k k n k

k i
n

i k

+1 1 =1

1 1

1

1 2

=1

(3.11)  

3.5.8 Complexity Analysis of the ML Models 

Machine-learning computational complexity is a quantitative examination of the 
possibilities for effective computer learning. It is based on recently applied 
machine-learning models based on computational complexity theory and focuses 
on successful and general learning methods. The bounds of the algorithms for 
dense data are shown in Table 3.2. The following approximations are obtained by 
labeling n as the number of training samples, p as the total amount of features, n 
“trees” as the number of characteristics (for methods based on various trees), n sv as 

Table 3.2 Measure the Computational Complexity of Machine-Learning 
Algorithms      

Algorithm Classification/ 
Regression 

Training Prediction  

Decision Tree C+R O n p( )2 O p( )

Random Forest C+R O n pn( )2
trees O pn( )trees

GradientBoosting n( )trees C+R O npn( )trees O pn( )trees

SVM (Kernel) C+R O n p n( + )2 3 O n p( )sv

k-Nearest Neighbours C+R – O np( )

Neural Network C+R ? O pn n n( + + …)l l l1 1 2

Naive Bayes C O np( ) O p( )
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the number of support vectors, and n (l I as the number of neurons at layer I in the 
neural network. 

Decision tree-based models: Clearly, ensemble techniques multiply the 
complexity of the original model by the number of “voters” in the model and 
replace the size of each bag with the training size. A split must be discovered before 
a maximum depth of d is achieved while training a decision tree. The method for 
determining this split is to look for the various thresholds (there are up to n of 
them) for each variable (there are p of them), as well as the information gained 
(evaluation in O n( )). The use of √ p predictors for each (weak) classifier is suggested 
in the Breiman implementation and classification. 

Support vector machine: The classical techniques require evaluating the 
kernel matrix K, whose general term is K x x( , )i j , where K is the defined kernel. It 
is assumed that K can be evaluated with an O p( ) complexity is valid for standard 
kernels (Gaussian, polynomials, sigmoid). This statement may be untrue in the 
case of other kernels. The restricted quadratic algorithm is then “morally identical” 
to inverting a square matrix of dimension n with a complexity of O n( ).3

3.6 Conclusion and Future Work 
Healthcare data security is considerably significant nowadays, and researchers are 
currently applying several techniques to ensure unauthorized access. The ob-
jective of this research is achieved. This research identified the most frequently 
automated artificial intelligence-enabled models used to ensure data security. We 
have compared most of the well-known models here and have identified the 
efficiency of the various models by describing some of the unique processing 
techniques, which are extremely important in the field of big data security 
analytics. These findings will help us, and future researchers pursue any of the 
frameworks and improve these models. Even though the cyber-attack is being 
increased exponentially and healthcare sectors are vulnerable, early detection and 
preventing healthcare data from intruders using computational technology like 
machine learning can be an effective approach in terms of enhancing the orga-
nization’s security. As several machine-learning algorithms and traditional 
methods are figured out in this study using healthcare research, it is crucial to 
know their mathematical interpretation from which model analysis can be 
possible. In addition, the computational complexity of the frequently applied 
algorithms is delineated in this study. This will be a benchmark for the research 
community to select an ideal model for data security. Finally, this research will 
be extended by implementing an attack-detection model that will tighten 
healthcare security and keep the healthcare data secure. 
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Appendix 3.A 
Table: Study Quality Assessment Tools Retrieved from NIH (https://www.nhlbi. 
nih.gov/health-Topics/study-Quality-Assessment-Tools) 

Threshold Score Level >=? 

Paper Name: 

No Question Yes No Other Score  

1 Is the review based on a focused 
research question that is 
adequately formulated and 
described?     

2 Were eligibility criteria for 
included and excluded studies 
predefined and specified?     

3 Did the literature search strategy 
use a comprehensive systematic 
approach?     

4 Were titles, abstracts, and full- 
text articles dually and 
independently reviewed for 
inclusion and exclusion to 
minimize bias?     

5 Was the quality of each included 
study rated independently by 
two or more reviewers using a 
standard method to appraise its 
internal validity?     

6 Were the included studies listed 
along with essential 
characteristics and results of 
Machine Learning Algorithms 
for Health Data Security?     

7 Did the study include unique 
features of Machine Learning 
Algorithms for Health Data 
Security?     

(Continued) 
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Threshold Score Level >=? 

Paper Name: 

No Question Yes No Other Score  

8 Was the study easily 
implementable in the real-life 
problem?     

9 Were the primary data collected 
and stored in the study?     

10 How consistent is the 
information obtained from the 
study compared to the other 
study?     

Quality Rating Good Fair Poor Total score 

Rater 1 initials  

Rater 2 initials     
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4.1 Introduction 
The industry (Hu et al. 2015) invented the fog computing term as a metaphor for 
architecture’s main idea and invented behind it: fog is a place between the cloud 
(data centers) and the ground, where the user’s devices reside. The synonymous term 
used often is edge calculations and describes tasks as opposed to the cloud at the edge 
of the network. The term “edge” can refer to different classes of architecture. In an 
industrial environment, the edge often refers to a manufacturing plant’s nodes that 
reside with the user, for example, as part of a machine controller or network gateway 
(Bonomi et al. 2012). ETSI terms (Hu et al. 2015) consider Internet service pro-
viders’ views and consider edge as the operator network boundary, like in an LTE 
base station. Our understanding of fog covers both views. 

Cloud-based systems allow data from different sites and devices to be collected, 
and output is again sent to the desired device, causing the response delay in re-
sponse and requiring high bandwidth for large data. Data security and user privacy 
are also a major concern. These are the reasons why individuals are hesitant to use 
the cloud. Fog computing has been proposed to fix these problems. To address 
these issues, researchers have proposed other comparable computing paradigms to 
fog computing, such as edge computing, mist computing, the cloud of things, and 
cloudlets (Pareek et al. 2021). 

4.2 Concepts in Fog Computing 
The main feature of fog calculation is its topology, which means that geographically 
distributed nodes perform computations and provide storage and network services. 
Computational resources may be integrated with general network functions in access 
points, routers, and network gateways. There may also be specific computational fog 
nodes, such as mobile edge computing servers in the base stations (LTE) and the 
access points described by ETSI (Hu et al. 2015). Other devices can be proprietary, 
such as home automation centers. Various specific fog actions depend on the ap-
plication and specific scope. In general, tasks include collection, aggregation, analysis, 
and temporary storage. 

Fog computing can be performed in a computational fog node or commonly 
inside multiple nodes, improving scalability and creating redundancy and elasti-
city. If additional computing power is needed, more fog nodes are added (Awaisi 
et al. 2020). The usage of mechanisms such as virtualization and sandboxing helps 
to run these programs. For this reason, fog computing share many of the principles 
of cloud computing. The centrality of fog computing is the concept of the com-
puting loading level, which is being used by cloudlets in research and can also be 
found in the mobile fog (Fernando et al. 2013). Similarly, collective computing 
concentrates on the use of distributed and provided computing power by mobile 
devices. Fog computation is one possible solution to overcome the gap between 
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sensors and analysis in health informatics. Fog computation is a style of archi-
tecture in distributed systems where the specific program logic is not only in the 
cloud or close to user systems but also in the infrastructure components between 
them. Fog computation provides new possibilities for solving healthcare chal-
lenges, such as relaxed patient mobility and increasing uninterrupted patient 
control. In general, a large number of publications related to the principles of 
fog computing refer to applications in healthcare. However, in most cases, 
discussion about locations where performing computation tasks is necessary has 
not occurred. 

4.3 Healthcare Systems 
Health systems in most countries face tremendous challenges due to increased 
population and increasing chronic diseases. Many countries also face a growing 
shortage of nursing staff. Simultaneously, there is a demand for reducing costs 
while maintaining high-quality patient care (Catarinucci et al. 2015). As a result, 
the healthcare industry offers a model of information-based healthcare delivery 
(Nigam and Bhatia 2016). Part of this delivery model provides access to patients 
via remote control, leading to increased accessibility, quality, efficiency, and con-
tinuity of healthcare for patients and reducing the overall cost of healthcare 
(Mandellos et al. 2009). 

Today, with manual measurement of biometric parameters and data trans-
mission between systems, including pen and paper, much time is wasted. Remote 
monitoring frees time for administrators. Other enhancements are similar to au-
tomated monitoring that can replace manual monitoring. Bertini and colleagues 
(Bertini et al. 2016) compare the benefits of remote monitoring with those re-
ported within the hospital, including positive effects on survival, which is another 
context for improving hospital processes. Many processes are manually planned, 
instead of using resources more efficiently, so they run sequentially. Besides, sen-
sors facilitate accessing accurate information about the current status and position 
of pieces of equipment, caregivers, and patients. Sensors also provide a more ac-
curate patient picture because they can continuously record data and provide in-
sight into increasing biometric parameters’ diversity (Jain et al. 2021). Remote 
monitoring will revolutionize diagnosis and treatment. Topol (Toole 2013) calls 
this human digitalization. When this new patient image is compatible with analytic 
techniques, new insights will change early diagnosis, diagnosis, drug, and treat-
ment. A prerequisite for this change is that the data should not be treated in 
isolated silos but combined with other resources and visible in the text. 

Another process is rooted in reaction therapy. Only after an accident do patients 
undergo treatment at the hospital and take more preventative care (MacIntosh et al. 
2016). Moreover, increasing the possibility of monitoring patients at home will give 
them greater freedom than at the hospital. Generally, this means that borders 
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between hospitals, homes, and other care places become increasingly blurry. It is 
essential to note that healthcare frequently happens everywhere. 

4.4 Properties of Fog-Based Computing 
Compared to the system to fog architecture, placing processing near the machine 
can reduce the latency time because the physical distance is less, and the possible 
response time in a data center can be omitted. In this comparison, only a latency 
device can be reduced because the intensive computational tasks that take a long 
time for sensor devices limited to resources can transfer fog computing nodes and 
predict the latency time (Deng et al. 2015). 

4.4.1 Privacy 

In comparison to the system for fog architecture, fog computing can reduce data 
diffusion; for example, by analyzing the sensitive data at the local gate instead of 
the data center outside the user’s control, it can improve user data privacy 
(Vaquero and Rodero-Merino 2014). 

4.4.2 Energy Efficiency 

Several methods for fog computing can improve the energy efficiency in sensor 
devices. First, the gateways can act as a communication proxy so that the machines 
can increase their sleep period. During sleep mode, the gate will respond to any 
request or update, and then the sensor is processed by awakening the device. 
Second, heavy energy consumer computations and other services can be removed 
from battery nodes (Deng et al. 2015). 

4.4.3 Bandwidth 

Compared to the device to fog architecture, fog computing can reduce the volume 
of data sent to data centers. This reduction can happen in a few ways: raw data can 
be used, analyzed, preprocessed, and compressed, so only a small amount of data 
needs to be sent (Cao et al. 2015, Xu et al. 2016). Local nodes can also respond to 
system requests based on stored local data, so it is unnecessary to communicate 
with data centers at all (Gia et al. 2015). 

4.4.4 Scalability 

Fog computing can improve the scalability of the system. Local computation can 
reduce the load from concentrated resources and expand as needed. 
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Vaquero and Rodero-Merino (Vaquero and Rodero-Merino 2014) refer to 
scalability as using “mini-clouds.” 

4.4.5 Dependability 

Fog computation can increase the reliability of the system in two ways. By allowing 
multiple nodes in the network, the same function can be used as redundancy. 
Moreover, it can perform closer computations to sensor nodes that are less dependent 
on network connection availability to more concentrated sources (Yannuzzi et al. 
2014). 

4.5 Fog Computing in IoT-Based Healthcare 
Fog computations also activate new applications: by adding a higher level of in-
dependence and intelligence on edge, fog computing creates delay and response 
time and energy saving for wearable and low-cost devices. At the same time, it 
performs complicated tasks such as crash detection (Cao et al. 2015). The next 
generation of healthcare devices without using simple algorithms and with limited 
accuracy replace expensive and complicated machines. Fog computing enables 
these devices and eventually leads to the “Internet of health issues.” Fog computing 
is not cloud computing. It is an extension of it. Meanwhile, health systems in many 
countries struggle with significant challenges due to population growth and in-
creased disease. Many countries face a growing shortage of nursing personnel. As a 
result, the healthcare industry offers an information-based healthcare model 
(Nigam and Bhatia 2016). Part of this delivery model allows remote control of 
patients, leading to increased availability, quality, effectiveness, and continuity of 
healthcare for patients and reduces healthcare costs (Mandellos et al. 2009). Fog 
computation in new applications causes latency and response time and cost savings 
for wearable and low-cost sensors. In the next generation, healthcare systems re-
place expensive and complex machines by adding a higher level of independence 
and intelligence at the edge. 

4.5.1 Computation Center 

In the previous section, data from BAN to fog is performed at several network 
levels. This indicates that computational tasks’ distribution should not be easily 
centralized at a node’s hierarchical level. Placing the computational tasks in the 
infrastructure is not trivial. The different roles and computational resources of 
the available machines require careful consideration of the transaction and the 
completion of possible choices (Deng et al. 2015). Even if it is considered for some 
operations, a high-consumer environment through cloud computing is preferred to 
the other with fewer capabilities. Limitations such as privacy may limit the number 
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of available alternatives. For example, prevention of information leakage from the 
hospital site. 

It is also observed that despite the general acceptance of fog computers in each 
location between the cloud and an IV-A device, health features establishing sce-
narios impact decisions related to the fog concept significantly. In health infor-
matics, when comparing the responsibilities of fog in hospitals, or other locations 
where health activities are available, fewer resources are available (i.e., hospital 
physicians and older homes). Many examples of this effect are significant. 

When considering different levels that can be done through the device to the 
cloud, the execution of local processing (i.e., inside a center) may be of higher 
importance to discussing reliability (i.e., VI-C). This local process does not dis-
credit the collaboration between servers connected to the local node. They can 
overlap together, but if the connection to the outer side is declined, it presents 
additional guarantees and may be necessary for vital systems. Privacy and regula-
tions that occur with a particular scenario, especially in health informatics, may 
create more stringent restrictions, and the need to perform assigned tasks is in 
specific restrictions. 

4.5.2 Latency and Throughput 

Previous works show that the calculation of the loading rate offered by fog com-
puting in the vicinity of limited devices can reduce the latency time to 2.88 times 
(Gordon et al. 2012), compared to the amount of cloud loading. The available 
local resources and resources used in the cloud strongly influence the result. These 
resources depend solely on the number of servers used (i.e., access to the network 
infrastructure is almost negligible) with the mobile network’s wide coverage net-
works 4.4 and increasing data send rate. However, increasing the number of nodes 
and highly specialized sensors will increase the scalability concerns. The latency- 
sensitive programs may require improved mechanisms to control the latency be-
tween the sensors and the cloud (Deng et al. 2015). 

Theoretically, (Xu et al. 2016) using dedicated servers at the edge of the net-
work (i.e., cloudlets), there is an improvement, but it ignores the extensive usage of 
IoT devices and their specific feature. Also, this is a visual point that local executing 
of computation tasks should improve latency, throughput, and even energy con-
sumption (Tang et al. 2015). However, throughput and latency may be improved 
by fog computing by reducing the amount of data transmitted between the source 
and the destination, destroying the network core and the overall system (Aazam 
and Huh 2014). This load reduction may also reduce the probability of trans-
mission errors and can be achieved by performing computing operations such as 
elimination, feature extraction, or prediction (Gomes et al. 2017). 

Practical applications related to face recognition and speech recognition require 
a large amount of data, and it is shown that local computing can reduce latency 
(Hossain and Muhammad 2015). However, improving resource-limited devices’ 
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performance depends on whether devices are capable of bridging networks. Fog 
computations need to use the diversity of resources limiting resources and their 
capabilities in the entire hierarchy of network infrastructure to scale and present 
more rapid response time. 

4.5.3 Reliability 

Reliability of health programs, particularly for the use case class, is critical to vital 
monitoring and critical control. Every point of simple breakdown needs to be 
carefully reviewed. According to cloud-based solutions, data centers’ availability is 
generally high, but the power outage is still problematic, even with redundancy 
(Gunawi et al. 2016). 

The network path to data centers may break down. Finally, each connected to the 
central data center in different deployment scenarios can top working, although some 
are more exposed. Ambulances can pass through areas without cell phone coverage, 
or patients may interrupt their connection with wi-fi. This question arises concerning 
what degree of cloud services can be used for critical cases. In describing many use 
cases, it seems that these aspects have not been adequately addressed. 

Local computation can be used to completely replace essential tasks performed 
in data centers or for the use of local processing in case of limitations in the cloud 
(Byers and Wetterwald 2015), for instance, feature extraction for analyzing the 
patient’s ECG data in real time (Gia et al. 2015), (López et al. 2010). If caregivers 
depend on the performance to monitor patients’ well-being, the analysis should 
not be interrupted. When the task finishes in a close gateway, it can also be done 
when the data center or its connection is disconnected. For the use case class of 
data collection, what is essential is that the data may eventually reach some da-
tabase; the fog nodes may also buffer data locally to be transferred at a time when 
they can be further transferred (Mutlag et al. 2019). 

As in the cloud, fog computing nodes may also be subject to failure. However, 
the consequences and nature of failure are different from cloud computing. The 
failure in the cloud or network can affect the entire hospital. In contrast, when 
the resources of a lower network hierarchy are lost, the consequences of a separate 
region, such as hospital wing or discrete parts and handling such partial events, are 
more manageable considering re-equipment or replacement. It can also lead to 
local redundancies at the local level (Al-Khafajiy et al. 2018). 

4.5.4 Security 

Davis et al. (Davies et al. 2016) argue that privacy concerns due to the “excessive 
focus” of IoT systems are an important barrier to their growth. Even if data are 
protected within the cloud and data centers, a suitable solution to protect data is 
to prevent them from being sent in the first location and processing them to the 
primary source (Vaquero and Rodero-Merino 2014). In the vicinity of fog devices, 
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which can be located in lower infrastructure, they may provide the required trust 
and apply the necessary privacy mechanisms that threaten cloud computing in 
critical scenarios—for example, the program for the analysis of speech patients with 
Parkinson’s disease (Monteiro et al. 2016). 

Instead of sending audio recordings to a data center, analysis occurs locally, and 
only the result is sent. Although privacy is still a problem in decentralized solutions 
such as fog computing, trust and authentication must be used, especially when 
considering multiple vendors and fully wireless devices. The separation between 
the node and access points, or gateways, enables disobedient or compromised fog 
nodes to prevent local benefits (Yi et al. 2015), (Stojmenovic and Wen 2014). 
Implementors must implement reliable models and software and physical security 
mechanisms to protect networks and nodes and primarily achieve a decentralized 
network between mobile nodes, fog nodes, and sensors. The other way to calculate 
the computation work in an invalid fog computing node is the real computation 
(Gennaro et al. 2010), considering that computational tasks can be effectively 
mapped to the existing operation in these conditions. 

The fog node can also contribute to security operations. Since they often have 
more computational power than sensor-limiting devices, they may help carry out 
cryptographic operations (Hummen et al. 2014). Symmetric encryption supported 
by many embedded sensor nodes protects the link between the sensor device and 
the BAN gateway. BAN may secure the patient’s data before transmitting it to the 
network using concepts explained in (Hummen et al. 2014). The fog may also host 
other security functions such as intrusion detection (Shi et al. 2015) or direct 
information control that may leave the location (Davies et al. 2016). 

Sweeping everything and technological innovations may also create a new era 
for human and computer interaction and its relevance to users’ security and nodes. 
These systems require identification mechanisms that do not jeopardize machines’ 
operation and their mobility between different networks. 

4.5.5 Automatic Fog Computing 

Fog computing, in comparison to ground computing, provides flexibility. To re-
duce further complexity along with this ability, dynamic managed behaviors on the 
IoT and fog computing patterns (Yi et al. 2015), (Vaquero and Rodero-Merino 
2014) using available resources and coordination of actions expected to improve 
overall performance. Specific conditions of the scenario are fundamental to the 
possibility of independent and efficient management in fog computing and 
aligning the Internet with IoT to gain full advantage of its potential (Cerf and 
Senges 2016). Using big data, especially as a possibility for knowledge of context 
management (Salman et al. 2015), is very important considering the nodes and 
their different infrastructure roles. However, these considerations must control 
the heterogeneity of devices and vendors without introducing additional and un-
bearable costs. 
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Several parameters to improve fog computing management must be scaled by 
releasing the IoT devices and their specific applications. This requires nodes to decide 
if they need previous corrections without compromising their purpose in the system 
while participating in decision-making. The node’s autonomy or self-awareness 
enhances such a process by standard protocols (Orwat et al. 2008). These standar-
dized mechanisms are essential to ensure the interoperability between the devices 
(Cerf and Senges 2016), and “crossing the gap” of IoT (Davies et al. 2016). 

4.5.6 Energy Effectiveness 

The primary energy consumers are in sensor-computation networks and data 
transmission, in addition to the real measurement method’s energy. Fog computing 
justifies the energy efficiency by the expensive calculation of the sensor machines. 
Huetal et al. (Hu et al. 2016) show how the cloud properties of colorizing clouds can 
significantly improve mobile devices’ energy consumption. These results are for 
mobile apps. For BANs, the transmission cost may be different since it decreases the 
energy from less processing by increasing the cost of transmission. For the first time, 
the fog computing nodes are rich in energy, so they are suitable. However, if the fog 
nodes like mobile are moving in the mobile-deployment scenario, there is a com-
promise between mobile energy consumption and the sensor device; such compro-
mises may require independent reasoning inside the device to determine which 
strategy is more efficient. 

4.6 Conclusion 
In this chapter, we review fog computing concept. Then, we review IoT-based 
healthcare systems. Next, we present fog computing features that provides more 
efficient healthcare systems. We also discuss the challenges that still exist in this area. 
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5.1 Introductions: Background and Constraints of 
Traditional Healthcare Applications 

As an enabling technology for sharing data and computing power, the cloud has 
brought significant changes to many industries, including the medical and healthcare 
sector. With 5G on the horizon, ultra-fast and low-latency data transmission on the 
cloud and via the Internet will enable more medical and health applications, which 
formerly may have been constrained by data size and transmission latency. 

The integration of the 5G technology and cloud computing generate even 
more opportunities for medical and healthcare applications, free them from a 
variety of physical and nonphysical constraints, including:  

■ Storage constraint 

Medical and healthcare data are commonly high-dimensional, heterogeneous, long-
itudinal and serve a large population. A large volume is required to store, query, share 
and archive these data, with medical-imaging studies a typical example. Limited storage 
will be a serious constraint for most practical medical institutions in the digital era.  

■ Location and sharing constraint 

Traditionally medical data are owned by different medical institutions. Therefore, 
sharing these data among different locations and different entities is difficult.  

■ Computing power constraint 

Nowadays, medical and healthcare applications heavily involve data mining, ma-
chine learning, and artificial intelligence, which are all computationally de-
manding. For example, the mining of EHRs and the analysis of medical images 
demand more and more computing power. Standalone computers can hardly sa-
tisfy these computational demands.  

■ Expertise constraint 
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Traditionally, the diagnosis and analysis of medical data are also limited by the 
expertise of individual physicians who might provide a different diagnosis on the 
same data. 

5.2 Opportunities Provided by Cloud Computing 
and 5G  

■ Cloud storage 

With cloud storage, massive medical and healthcare data, including medical images 
and EHRs can be stored on the cloud, which is not only more scalable but also 
more cost-effective.  

■ Data sharing 

Cloud computing provides data sharing via the Internet, making the sharing of 
healthcare data much more convenient. Furthermore, data sharing can promote the 
use of wearable devices, remote monitoring devices, various IoT devices, remote 
visualization, and remote diagnosis, empowering physicians as well as patients to 
store, acquire, share, and utilize medical data in a much larger extent.  

■ Computing resource sharing 

Cloud computing can share powerful computing resources among different enti-
ties, making deep mining and processing of the medical data possible.  

■ Expertise sharing and empowering 

Cloud computing not only provides sharing of expertise via remote diagnosis, but 
also gathers and shares intelligence via machine-learning algorithms, exposing best 
expertise and knowledge to a wide range of institutions. 

5.3 Medical Imaging with Cloud and 5G 
Medical services such as medical imaging can be significantly enhanced and 
transformed by cloud technologies [Kagadis 2013, Daher 2018]. Collaboration 
among clinical services and hospitals can be promoted by sharing medical data and 
images. Patient empowerment may be achieved by enabling patients to have access 
to their health data via cloud services. Experts with different medical backgrounds 
can meet in remote diagnosis and remote surgery through the cloud and 5G. 
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Medical imaging, as a major medical data type, due to its nature of data- 
intensive, storage-intensive, and computation intensive, is very appropriate as an 
example to introduce the importance of cloud computing and 5G technology in 
the medical and healthcare sector. In the following subsections, the role of cloud 
computing will be introduced, with medical imaging as the example. 

5.3.1 Medical Image Storage 

The discovery of X-ray technology by Roentgen revolutionized medicine and 
healthcare. The application of the X-ray in the biomedical field makes it possible to 
examine the interior of a live body with little harmful impacts, creating the new 
branch of nuclear medicine; it led healthcare into the era of medical imaging. The 
invention of a variety of technologies, including X-ray, ultrasonography, CT, MRI, 
PET, etc. profoundly enhanced the capability of medical imaging. Most of medical 
images acquired today by tomography devices such as CT, MRI, and PET are 
essentially 3D images presented with 2D slices. 

The invention of digital computers heralded the era of digital images. Before 
the wide application of digital images, the most common media for preserving 
medical images are still films, which are difficult to store, carry, share, and digi-
talize. The advent of CT and MRI posed an extra burden by producing a large 
number of images in one study. Early digital storage might be tape-based, which 
is slow for reading and requires a large number of tapes for image archiving. The 
storage challenge of medical imaging is that it requires increasingly large data 
volumes to be preserved long term. 

The digital revolution and standardization of PACS and DICOM brought 
medical imaging into the digital-networking era. Compared to traditional films, 
digital transmission, sharing, storage, and processing of medical images are much 
more convenient. 

Compared to the common X-ray study, the storage requirements for CT and 
MRI medical images are more demanding since many slices are acquired in one 
study. Moreover, with the rapid renovation of medical-imaging techniques and 
devices, the space as well the time resolution of medical images has been sig-
nificantly improved, leading to the considerably increased size of medical images 
and the demand for storage surges. In addition, multi-modal tomography study 
and processing is a common practice today [Tawfik et al. 2021], which means 
more storage is needed for medical images from the same patient. 

Cloud computing is a solution of distributed computing and data interchange 
over the Internet. It provides a more economic and robust means for storage and 
sharing of medical images, satisfying the massive data storage that medical images 
need. It also provides services to query and access those data conveniently. 

Cloud computing also makes sharing of medical images among different entities 
such as hospitals, physicians, and even patients possible. With reuse of medical 
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images boosted, unnecessary imaging studies can be avoided, leading to extensive 
saving of time and money as well as reduction of radiation dose for patients. 

To wrap up, cloud-based PACS-compatible medical-imaging solutions are more 
cost-effective, more convenient for storing data, and more accessible to physicians 
and patients. 5G-based fast data acquisition will further improve the efficiency and 
user experience of cloud-based storage. 

5.3.2 Medical-Image Processing 

Medical-image processing and analysis requires intensive computing power. Cloud 
computing provides shared computing power over the Internet, available any-
where, even suitable for portable devices, home caring, and smart ambulance, 
achieving fast processing of large medical-image datasets. 

The benefits of cloud-enabled medical image processing include:  

■ Cloud-based image storage: Seamless integration with cloud storage for 
storing massive medical-image datasets 

■ Cloud-based image retrieval: Medical images can be accessed, queried, re-
trieved via the cloud, which encourages sharing and remote diagnosis  

■ Cloud-based image diagnosis: Easier access to multi-modal images, which 
might be important for medical image reconstruction and fusion  

■ Cloud-based image processing: Sharing of high-end computing power, 
lowering the cost of medical-image processing  

■ Cloud-based image analysis: Suitable for mining and deep learning of massive 
medical data; suitable for distributed and parallel processing algorithms  

■ Cloud-based intelligence: Easier access to shared data models, mature AI, 
and machine-learning algorithms 

5.3.3 Machine-Learning and AI 

Medical-image analysis, including segmentation, registration, classification, re-
construction, and visualization, is heavily dependent on machine-learning and AI 
algorithms. Intelligent medical-image processing and analysis is the future as it 
replaces human expertise with machine intelligence. The wide application of AI, 
together with cloud computing and 5G, may significantly change the future of 
medicine and healthcare [Alexander 2019]. 

AI algorithms are typically data and computing intensive. In recent years, the 
popular topic in AI is deep learning, whose application on medical-imaging 
processing has been studied by many researchers [Singh 2020]. Since most 
medical-image data are essentially 3D, the widely used deep-learning models for 
medical-image segmentation, registration, and classification are 3D deep-learning 
models, which are more data and computing intensive. Deep learning needs to 
leverage massive datasets to infer a convincing model, which makes them very 
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suitable for cloud-storage platforms. Moreover, deep learning requires high-end 
GPU computing powers, which make them suitable for GPU clouds. With decreased 
storage and computational costs via the cloud available, it has become more acces-
sible to analyze 3D medical images using 3D deep-learning with the cloud. In ad-
dition, with the help of the cloud, integrated data mining of imaging data, EHR data, 
and even data from wearable devices is made possible, which might produce better 
mining results and new insights. 

5.3.4 Visualization and Virtual Reality (VR)/Augmented  
Reality (AR) 

The result of medical-image analysis needs to be presented by medical-image vi-
sualization. Medical-image analysis and visualization inherently are analysis and 
visualization of human or other biological tissues and structures. Medical imaging 
represents 3D spatial structures by a series of 2D images; radiologists traditionally 
reconstruct the 3D anatomies in their mind. However, with the advancement of 
VR and AR technologies, as well as the revolutionary advances in graphics cap-
abilities, realistic 3D scenes can be rendered in real time, which boost 3D medical 
applications. 

Cloud computing and 5G play critical roles in medical VR/AR applications since 
fast access to data and fast processing of the data can utilize the cloud and 5G 
technologies. On the one hand, the reconstruction and visualization time can be 
reduced or even achieved in real time. On the other hand, the data can be transmitted 
to the end user much more quickly, which makes interactive or even real-time vi-
sualization possible. With the empowerment of the cloud and 5G, the technology 
trend will move more medical-image visualization capabilities to the remote ends, 
even to portable devices, freeing them from location and computing constraints. 

5.4 The Impacts of 5G on Cloud Computing 
5G, when coupled with cloud computing, is capable of transforming the cloud, 
propelling the operational efficiency of the cloud and accommodating more in-
teractive applications [Moyers 2020]. Some of the major impacts of 5G on cloud 
computing are listed below:  

■ Promoting cloud efficiency, accessibility, scalability, and usability 

Faster data transfer with 5G network increases the data efficiency and data size 
managed by the cloud. Faster accessing of medical and healthcare data from much 
larger databases could be achieved. Data access time will be significantly reduced, 
enhancing the usability of cloud-based applications. 
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■ Promoting use of mobile devices and IoT devices 

Faster data transfer, low data latency, better scalability, and pervasive clouds 
promote the use of mobile devices and IoT devices. More medical mobile devices 
and sensors could be used in and out hospitals, enabling remote monitoring, re-
mote diagnosis, and home care.  

■ Promotes interactive cloud applications 

Faster data transfer and low data latency reduce data-retrieval time and improve 
responsiveness and interactivity of applications. This may stimulate more inter-
active cloud-based applications. Remote and mobile medical and healthcare ap-
plications, including VR/AR applications, may benefit from this improvement.  

■ Promoting data analytics on the cloud 

Big-data-based data mining and deep learning requires access to large volumes of 
data and huge computing power. Faster data access and a more scalable data 
cloud support mining and learning based on larger datasets. Better responsive-
ness means the results of data analysis can be presented and interacted in a 
quicker way. Within the domain of medical and health data analytics, this re-
sponsiveness will promote remote and interactive data analytics applications 
backed by the cloud. 

5.5 5G in Healthcare 
5.5.1 5G in Healthcare Applications with High Processing 

Requirements 

Healthcare applications often include remote diagnosis and intervention, long-term 
monitoring using sensors for chronic diseases, remote surgery, and homecare with 
robots. The driving technologies for these applications include, but not limited to: 
monitoring devices, robotics, virtual/augmented reality, AI technologies, and data 
analysis. Here we summarise a few applications that demand intensive computations, 
where the high data rate and low latency ensured by 5G may contribute significantly. 
In addition, the flexibility brought by 5G also enriches the possibilities and coverage 
of the services.  

■ Robotics – Robots are widely used in healthcare, at home or in the hospital. 
In [Voigtländer 2017], the authors proposed an approach allowing off-
loading of time critical, computational-exhaustive operations onto a cloud 
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server. uRLLC slice is used for the communication between the robot and 
the cloud server.  

■ Image processing plays an important role in remote surgery where intensive 
computations and highly availability of resources are essential for achieving 
the required spontaneous services. Authors in [Schmoll 2018] demoed a VR 
game with the capability to migrate game servers across the world with 
uninterrupt service.  

■ Authors in [Healy 2017] provided AI-assisted detections to first responders of 
medical emergency services. The system is capable of detecting a patient’s 
demeanour on the scene of an incident using an Intel RealSense camera 
system. The authors demonstrated the system in a lab setting with 5G mobile- 
edge node. 

5.5.2 Benefit of 5G to Healthcare Applications 

5G Trends [2020] summarizes the benefits that brought by 5G in various sectors,  
Table 5.1 lists benefits to the healthcare sector. 

The indicative list in Table 5.2 is a compilation of key 5G features summarised 
by 5G PPP from a number of funded projects. The table lists a snapshot of the 
most important 5G features. 

5.5.3 An Example Application 

VIAPA [2019] presents a hybrid operating room equipped with advanced imaging 
systems, such as fixed C-arms (X-ray generator and intensifiers), CT scanners 
(computer tomography) and MR scanners (magnetic resonance). Below are some 
requirements: 

Table 5.1 Benefit Examples Drawn from Verticals Sector – Healthcare 
(Contents Retrieved from [ 5G Trends 2020])    

Benefit categories Benefit examples drawn from verticals  

Society critical Enable fully and connected digitized emergency 
ambulance operations, ambulance teleguidance, 
ambulance routing; Save lives through, e.g., smart 
wearables; Life-saving applications, e.g., wireless 
operating room calling on remote experts; video 
application for health purposes. 

Quality increase Smart wearables for health monitoring, emergency 
localization, and secure access to patient records    
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Table 5.2 Demonstrated and Planned 5G Functionalities in Verticals 
(Adapted from [ 5G Trends 2020], Authors Filled with Their Own Contents)    

5G features Healthcare  

Network slicing Four types of network slices have been 
specified by 3GPP so far, namely eMBB, 
URLLC, mMTC, and Vehicle-to-Everything 
(V2X) services. up to 256 such slice types 
can be allocated in the current 3GPP 
Release 16 specification. 

Mobile edge computing High intensive computation demand for 
imaging process, AI, AR/VR, etc will be 
processed at the edge that close to the 
applications. It reduces the transmission 
time. In addition, edge node provides 
better computation and memory facilities. 

Smart network 
management 

Splitting of control plane and data plane 
ensures that the network resources can be 
better controlled at the control plane. In 
addition, intelligence can be applied to 
manage the network resources. With the 
smart management, the applications can be 
delivered based on Quality of Service 
(QoS) requirements. providing automated 
mechanisms that will allow the fast and 
easy deployment of network slices along 
with the necessary network and computing 
resources, their dynamic adaptation during 
the lifetime of a service, and their eventual 
release when these are no longer needed. 

Location services & context 
awareness 

Identifying exact location is one example for 
context awareness. This is essential for 
some healthcare applications, for example, 
ambulance services or response to call 
from home care. High-accuracy 
localization not only fulfils the demanding 
QoS of 5G and beyond 5G, but also 
enhances the intelligence of user 
applications. 

5G NR capabilities With the new radio technologies, the access 
method of the 5G terminals for healthcare 
will be enhanced. 

(Continued) 
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■ Ultra-high resolution video: generated by endoscopes that produce up to 8K 
uncompressed (or compressed without quality loss) video. It supports high 
dynamic range (HDR) for larger colour gamut management (up to 10 bits 
per channel), as well as high frame rate (HFR), i.e.., up to 120 frame per 
second. The graphics allow surgeons to distinguish small details like thin 
vessels and avoid any artefacts that could potentially induce surgeons to make 
wrong decisions.  

■ 2D ultrasound images: 2D ultrasound requires data rate of 160 Mbit/s up to 
500 Mbit/s. The data stream includes uncompressed images of 512 × 512 
pixels with 32 bits per pixel at 20 fps (up to 60 fps in the fastest cases).  

■ 3D ultrasound volumes: dedicated 3D probes requires higher data rates, i.e., 
above 1 gbit/s of raw data, and are expected to reach multi gigabit data rates 

Table 5.2 (Continued) Demonstrated and Planned 5G Functionalities in 
Verticals (Adapted from [5G Trends 2020], Authors Filled with Their Own 
Contents)    

5G features Healthcare  

Softwarization Softwarization enables flexible management 
of network resources. It de-couples the 
network functions from its hardware, 
removes impact for hardware changes to 
the applications, and shortens the time 
taken for deployment of an application. It 
eases the network resources and 
management. 

Service chaining The service chain concept composes and 
imposes the order in which service 
functions are invoked for a particular 
service. SDN and VNF support the dynamic 
creation and management of service 
function chaining. It enables to efficiently 
utilise the network resources, to meet 
requirement for healthcare application, 
where heavy computations are needed, 
such as in the imaging processing. 

Guaranteed QoS Quality of Service needs to be guaranteed 
for various application requirements, such 
as requirement for low latency, large data 
rate, or real time. Healthcare is no different 
froms other applications, and therefore, 
QoS requirements needs to be met.    
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in the future. That is 3D Cartesian volumes of 256 × 256 × 256 voxels, each 
encoded with 24 bits at 10 volumes per second.  

■ CT/MR scans: images can range from a resolution of 1024 × 2024 to 3000 × 
3000 pixels where higher resolutions are used for diagnosis purpose and 
lower ones are more suitable to fluoroscopy. The frame rate is typically at 
5 to 30 frames per second. Higher rates are possible to monitor moving 
organs in real time. 

Research and trials are undertaken to identify and measure the performance KPIs 
when 5G supports different applications. Clause 7.5 of 3GPP TS 22.261 [5G 
Service 2019] listed performance requirements for highly reliable machine-type 
communication, which is fundation of tele-diagnosis or tele-monitoring systems. 

5.6 Introduction to 5G Technology 
Having discussed healthcare applications empowered by 5G, we now move on to 
discuss the networking environment where the application, which, equipped with 
image-processing functions, will be deployed. Medical application is a generic term 
covering medical devices and applications involved in the delivery of care to pa-
tients [VIAPA 2019]. The applications will be used in a hospital, home, and on the 
run (e.g., ambulance). 

5G mobile communication has been deployed since 2020. One of the features of 
5G is its seamlessly merging with the cloud infrastructure and technology. The ty-
pical features of 5G are fast data transmission rates and ultra-low latency compared to 
the previous generations of the mobile communications. In some medical applica-
tions, such as remote surgery and ambulance services, real-time imaging processing is 
required. In remote surgery, a real and virtual combined environment, where 
human-machine interaction generates realistic experiences, robots obtain and handle 
information on behalf of humans. Mobility introduced by mobile communication 
added an extra benefit to such applications. And high bandwidth and low latency 
brought by 5G ensure that KPIs for such applications can be guaranteed. 

In the next sessions, the architecture and features of 5G and their connections 
with medical and healthcare applications are introduced in detail. 

5.7 Software Defined Network in 5G 
The technology used for network slice deployment is network functional virtuali-
zation (NFV), supported by a software defined network (SDN). NFV consists of the 
network functions that form a slice or a service to be implemented as virtual network 
functions. Network function virtualization replaces network functions provided by 
dedicated hardware elements, such as routers, load balancers, and firewalls, with 
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virtualized instances running as software on commercial off-the-shelf hardware. NFV 
transforms the way networks are built and services are delivered. With NFV, a wide 
array of network functions is simplified and efficiencies are maximized. As a result, 
introducing new revenue-generating services is faster and easier than ever before. 
NFV is a key enabler of the 5G infrastructure. NFV enables network slicing, a virtual 
network architecture that allows multiple virtual networks to be created atop a shared 
physical infrastructure. The virtual networks can then be customized to meet the 
Quality of Service (QoS) needs of applications, services, devices, customers, or op-
erators. NFV enables the distributed cloud and helps to create flexible and pro-
grammable networks for the needs of future mobile communications. NFV applies 
to entire 5G networks, including core networks, radio access networks (RAN), and 
network management systems [NetVirtual 2017]. 

Different types of virtualization technologies based on full virtual machine 
(VM) implementations can be adopted in 5G. NFV softwarization also covers all 
the requirements of 5G networks and has already been used in coexistence with full 
VMs and container-based virtualization. These three technologies: full VMs, 
containers, and Unikernels, with different properties, may coexist in the same 
infrastructure and may be chosen opportunistically depending on the requirements 
of the scenarios and workloads. 

The infrastructure of the 5G networks is based on SDN. It provides the 
communication between the applications and services in the cloud and the mobile 
terminal. Therefore, the network benefits from resource virtualization, and it can 
be managed dynamically and in real time. The concept of SDN-based connectivity 
between virtualized network functions (VNFs) enables multidimensional carrier- 
grade communication paths without utilizing of tunneling protocols. The main 
idea of introducing SDN is to separate the control plane from the data plane and 
enable external control of data through a logical software component called the 
controller. As a result, network hardware, such as switches and routers, behaves as 
simple forwarding devices without the ability to make routing decisions. Separating 
control plane and data plane can be achieved by a well-defined programming 
interface between the switches and the SDN controller. 

With 5G being actively researched and worked on by the WGs and TSGs from 
different standardization bodies, it promises to provide more than just high-speed 
Internet. Release 16 in 2020 by 3GPP addresses the standardization of 5G [ETSI 
2017]. For this reason, three types of network slices have been specified by 3GPP 
so far, they are: eMBB, URLLC, and mMTC services. Up to 256 such slice types 
can be allocated in the 3GPP release 16 specification [NFV 2017]. mMTC is 
introduced to support massive machine-type communication, where currently, 
pervasive human-centric applications dominate the market. Autonomously com-
municating devices will create mobile traffic that significantly differs in characters 
compared to the human-to-human traffic. The coexistence of human-centric and 
machine-type applications will impose diverse functional and KPI/performance 
requirements that 5G networks will have to support. 
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5G defined the following types of slices:  

■ eMBB (enhanced Mobile Broadband) slicing is for applications that demand 
high speed, such as augmented reality, high quality video, and real-time 
video services. To meet the high bandwidth requirement, caching can be 
deployed in the mobile cloud engine of a local data center to ensure high- 
speed services located in close proximity to users; therefore, bandwidth re-
quirements are reduced from the backbone networks. 

■ URLLC (ultra reliable low latency communications) slicing is for applica-
tions that demand strict latency, such as self-driving, assisted driving, and 
remote management. RAN real-time and non-real-time processing function 
units must be deployed onsite to reduce latency.  

■ mMTC (massive machine-type communications) slicing is for applications 
that involve a small amount of network data interaction and a low frequency 
of signaling interaction. These services include: IoT applications, such as 
smart meters. 

5.8 5G Architecture 
5G standization is still in progress, and deployment is in its very early stage. So- 
called vertical application is at early stage of development. The healthcare appli-
cation is regarded as one of the vertical applications that will potentially benefit 
from 5G technologies. The actual function and scenario are yet to be defined. 
However, medical-imaging processing, assisted by AI algorithms, will certainly be 
needed in healthcare applications. 

5G system architecture, defined by ETSI [5GS 2020], supports data con-
nectivity and services to deployments using techniques such as NFV and SDN. 
The architecture is designed with the key principles and concepts. Here are some of 
them [5GS 2020]:  

■ Separate the user plane and control plane functions, which allows the planes 
to independently scale and evolve, and ensures flexible deployment;  

■ Modularize the function design to enable flexible and efficient network 
slicing;  

■ Minimize dependencies between the access network (AN) and the core 
network (CN);  

■ Support a unified authentication framework 

5.8.1 Logical Structure of 5G 

Figure 5.1 illustrates 5G network functions from the viewpoint of the logical and 
physical network softwarization and programmability. 
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■ The physical resources layer consists of the underlying hardware facilities. 
The multi-domain network operating system facilities include different 
adaptors and network abstractions. This system is responsible for allocation 
of (virtual) network resources and maintaining network state to ensure 
network reliability in a multi-domain environment.  

■ The data-plane layer comprises VNFs and physical network functions 
(PNFs); it carries and processes the user data traffic. 

■ The control-plane layer accommodates the two main controllers, software de-
fined for mobile network coordination (SDM-X) and software defined for 
mobile network control (SDM-C), as well as other control applications. 
Following the SDN principles, SDM-X and SDM-C translate decisions of the 
control applications into commands to VNFs and PNFs. SDM-X, SDM-C, and 
other control applications can be executed as VNFs or PNFs by themselves. 

■ Management and orchestration (MANO) plane(s) manage(s) the virtual re-
sources based on the QoS requirements of each application. MANO is also 
responsible for slice orchestration and re-claims the slices when they are no 
longer needed by the allocated services. ETSI NFV MANO functions include 
virtualized infrastructure manager (VIM), VNF manager, and the NFV 
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orchestrator (NFVO). An inter-slice broker handles cross-slice resource allo-
cation and interacts with the service management function. The MANO layer 
also accommodates domain-specific application management functions, ele-
ment managers (EM), and network management (NM) functions. Those 
functions would also implement ETSI NFV MANO interfaces to the VNF 
manager and the NFVO.  

■ The service plane layer comprises business support systems (BSSs) and business- 
level policy and decision functions. It supports applications and services oper-
ated by the tenant. This includes the end-to-end orchestration system. 

5.8.2 Slicing and Integrating with Broadband 

Network slice applies at different part of the network, as shown in Figure 5.2, to 
handle diverse vertical requirements. In Figure 5.2, the slices are also mapped to 
the core network, transport network, and access network, respectively. 

In addition to the slice type, each network slice is further categorized via a slice 
differentiator to widen the support for different vertical applications. These net-
work slices are essentially logical networks operating on top of the same physical 
infrastructure. Network slices may operate in total isolation among themselves or 
they may share resources and network functions. A vertical service may require one 
or more network slices, which may be controlled or operated by more than one a 
mobile network operator and the vertical application provider. 
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From the end-to-end perspective, transport network slicing management needs 
to be integrated with broadband network services. Transport network slicing is a 
fundamental enabler for migrating the multi-service broadband network (MSBN) 
from “one architecture fits all” to the “network per service.” The transport network 
slicing is clarified into three types: the network service as a service focusing on fixed 
networks, supporting 5G-related 3GPP-use cases, and slicing across fixed-mobile 
converged networks. As shown in Figure 5.3, service management and network slice 
control supported by MSBN require a continuous process of analyzing the service 
requirements and assuring the desired performance, even when the conditions of 
the network change or the requirements from the customer perspective evolve with 
time. Combining the network slice management with the service management as 
transport management domain provides capabilities such as service abstraction, 
service negotiation, service operations, service adjustment, and service template-to- 
vertical applications, application/service providers, and third parties for end-to-end 
service management. 

5.9 Edge Computing 
Edge computing brings content and computing resources closer to the users, re-
ducing latency and load on the backhaul [ETSI MEC 2015]. In edge computing, a 
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data centre is placed at the edge of the Internet, close to mobile devices, sensors, 
and end users. Increased networking capabilities of 5G potentically strengthened 
the connections between the edge devices and the data centres in cloud. 

In the case of smart ambulance, the equipment act as edge computer within 
each car handles real-time processing, such as safely navigating intersections. 
However, some decisions require cloud-based information, navigation decisions, 
and route-planning; they will be originated and executed in the cloud. Carefully 
allocating computations to the edge and the cloud and efficiently communicating 
between the edge and the cloud are essential in achieving the best performance. 

In the home-care application, smart apps and connected apps are used. The 
applications often require instant communication and connection with data ana-
lytic mechanisms for real-time decision making. When critical actions are being 
completed by these types of smart apps, latency needs to be as low as possible to 
minimize machine error. Edge computing brings processing closer to the user (or 
device), and hence, reduces delay caused by transmission. 

Due to limitation on the computing resources of the terminal, even in the case of 
robotics embedded with powerful computation facilities, when intensive training is 
needed, a common practice is to offload the tasks to computing systems with suf-
ficient computing resources, i.e., data centers in the cloud. However, the drawbacks 
of offloading are that it incurs high latency and network congestion in the IoT 
infrastructures. In this case, edge computing appears as an appealing solution. 

5.10 Conclusion 
As an enabling technology for sharing data and computing power, the cloud has 
brought significant changes to many industries, including the medical and 
healthcare sector. With 5G on the horizon, ultra-fast and low-latency data trans-
mission on the cloud and via the Internet will enable more intelligent and inter-
active medical and health applications. This chapter presents a survey of 5G 
technologies and their related applications in medicine and healthcare in the 
background of cloud computing. 5G will transform traditional cloud computing to 
allow larger data volume to be accessed quicker and easier for medical and 
healthcare applications. Use of mobile devices and IoT devices will be encouraged 
by 5G technologies, and interactive applications will become more prevalent. 
Furthermore, medical analytics based on data mining and deep learning will also 
benefit from 5G-powered clouds. For future medicare services, 5G may not only 
mean faster data retrieval and larger data storage, but it might also revolutionize the 
whole Medicare industry by distributing more reliable Medicare services via 5G- 
powered clouds, decentralizing traditional roles of hospitals and physicians. 
Community-based and patient-oriented medical services might benefit from 5G- 
powered remote diagnosis and IoT sensors. More accurate analysis and diagnosis 
can be achieved with larger datasets and better computing power. To conclude, 
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5G-powered clouds will be one of the most important driving forces for trans-
forming the Medicare industry in the coming years. 
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6.1 Introduction and Background 
Access and sharing of patients’ health and medical history in and among the healthcare 
facilities is still a dream for another day in Africa and across the world. In the public 
healthcare facilities, the situation is far worse due to a resistance in the adoption and 
application of the latest technologies, such as cloud computing. “Technological ad-
vancements have brought about dramatic changes to the management and disposition 
of records since cloud computing emerged” (Shibambu & Marutha 2021). Cloud- 
computing technologies offer many innovations, including ease of access to, and 
sharing of, patients’ information. “Cloud computing is widely used in various 
healthcare institutions, facilitating decision-making and communication on various 
levels” (Intellectsoft US 2021). In the current circumstances, healthcare facilities across 
the world are functioning in silos without sharing patients’ healthcare and medical 
history; even though they have the same patients in service delivery. In African 
countries, the situation is far worse. The different facilities rendering healthcare services 
to the same citizens have no means of sharing their patients’ information with each 
other when patients attend various healthcare facilities to receive different healthcare 
services. This lack of sharing applies to public healthcare facilities and private healthcare 
facilities. Healthcare service is not like a vehicle dealership where a vehicle may be 
serviced without perusing its prior service history because there are no implications in 
this situation. Instead, for the healthcare service to be rendered, without keeping abreast 
of the health and clinical history of the patient, a very serious health risk may be posed, 
one that may even result in death or critical implications for the patient. The absence of 
a patient’s medical and health history is a very serious health-threatening risk. 

A key problem in Africa, especially in the Sub-Saharan countries, is that records 
management is still operated manually in a paper-based format and medium. 
Although everything has advantages and disadvantages, manual records creation 
and management have not had much or significant advantages as compared to the 
electronically created and managed records in a digital form and medium. Some of 
the key advantages of electronic records management are that records may be 
accessed in a matter of seconds, and the same records may be accessed and used by 
an unlimited number of users at the same time. Maintenance of the electronic 
records storage and systems may be costly yet very simple, in comparison to 
manual paper-based records storage maintenance. The electronic records storage 
upgrade may also be simple and easy but involves a significant amount of money. 

Imagine a situation in a country where records in different healthcare facilities 
are created and managed manually in a paper-based format. These facilities must 
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share the health and medical history of each patient as the patient moves from 
facility to facility for consultation. If the sharing of patients’ records is a priority for 
such facilities, it will mean they will need to employ the service of vehicles and 
drivers moving around different facilities with files. The time spent on such ac-
tivities would be significant, and the turnaround time for clinicians to access pa-
tients’ information would also be significant. This may be much more time 
consuming as compared to sharing patients’ information on a network in a matter 
of seconds when electronic records are managed using the appropriate technolo-
gical systems, such as cloud computing. This topic has resulted in this study 
to investigate a framework for the application of cloud-computing technology to 
improve patients’ medical history access for clinicians to ensure quality of care in 
the fourth industrial revolution. 

6.2 Cloud-Computing Technology and Healthcare 
Services 

Cloud computing is a technology that makes records accessible to users for dif-
ferent business purposes on a network over the Internet by ensuring that the re-
cords stored are maintained, backed up, and remotely available to users at all times 
(Neelima & Padma 2014). This implies that users can access and store records 
remotely using the latest technology on gadgets such as smartphones, tablets, and 
laptops with compatible Internet applications. Shibambu and Marutha (2021) 
underscore that cloud computing is “storing data with a cloud service provider 
rather than on local systems such as an external hard drive, a compact disc and 
many more.” Cloud computing may be used to serve as a central repository in 
which facilities store and share their records (Marutha 2016). To ensure proper 
control over the records stored on the cloud, organisations or governments will 
need to have a clear policy guideline that govern storage, security, and access to 
such records (Decman & Vintar 2013; Marutha 2016). Decman and Vintar 
(2013) further underscore that the organisation must be ready to spend to see a 
successful implementation of cloud-computing technology that comes with more 
advantages. They further elaborate that the policy for the management of cloud 
computing will need to be informed by legislation and international standards. 
Implementation has a high need for hardware and software that is standardised 
across the facilities involved in sharing to ensure interoperability and compatibility 
(Asogwa 2012:206; Decman & Vintar 2013:418). Cloud computing provides for a 
technological solution that is centralised in the preservation, management, ar-
chiving, access, and sharing of digital records (Decman & Vintar 2013). They 
further underscore that cloud computing connected to the latest technological 
solution may enable access to, and the sharing of, patients’ information through 
smartphones, tablets, or laptops at any time and place where clinicians find 
themselves needing to render service to specific patients. This ability implies that 
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with this nature of technology, healthcare providers may be able to move around 
helping patients at their homes or within hospital wards and clinics carrying only a 
smartphone or tablet. These devices can be enabled with applicable applications for 
creating and capturing recent patients’ records and be used to access previous 
health and medical history records of patients. 

In order to share patient records through cloud computing with ease, health-
care facilities will need to meet certain key requirements pertaining to the system 
operated in their facilities for patients’ administration and record-keeping. For 
instance, healthcare facilities will have to agree to use common electronic records 
management systems for interoperability (Decman & Vintar 2013:415). In the 
event that facilities form a consortium for cloud-computing development or 
subscription, it may bring further benefits, such as cost effectiveness in terms of 
technology, a reduction or the elimination of record duplications across the fa-
cilities, and support service staff (Decman & Vintar 2013:415). In case the fa-
cilities belong to government, there should be a support structure made up of 
technical expert staff across the country to attend to problems and system chal-
lenges at a facility levels. The funding for hardware and software may also come 
from the national level of government to ensure successful implementations. 
Cloud-computing technology will “ensure that all healthcare institutions are able 
to access the medical records for each patient wherever and whenever they attend 
to patients’ illnesses” (Marutha 2016). 

Cognizant (2021) underscore that “cloud infrastructure powers provisioning 
and virtual workstations in the cloud, enable developers to deploy resources quickly 
and work remotely.” Cloud computing is even more relevant and provides further 
advantages during the current COVID-19 pandemic, where most countries in-
troduced a robust lockdown requiring people to stay indoors to curb the spread of 
the virus, enabling medical practitioners to operate remotely without the necessity 
of assistance from any other colleagues. Intellectsoft US (2021) add that “cloud 
computing is one of the leading trends in digital transformation for 2021.” They 
further state that with the cloud-computing technology, supplying companies like 
“IBM, Dell and Iron Mountains” are also dominated, especially now with the rise 
of the coronavirus pandemic to enable healthcare facilities to operate virtually with 
ease and lower costs. Cloud-computing technology enables the building of an 
ecosystem that is self-sufficient and cost-effective (Intellectsoft US 2021). “Cloud 
computing creates shared hardware accessed through a network connection, ap-
plicable for various healthcare purposes” (Intellectsoft US 2021). Intellectsoft US 
(2021) further elaborates that 

… healthcare practitioners mostly apply cloud computing to communica-
tion, decision-making, and forecasting. The technology can create an entire 
IT infrastructure that unites hospitals, patients, insurance companies, and 
R&D centers inside a sole informative ecosystem.  
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According to Intellectsoft US (2021), cloud computing may be implemented fol-
lowing two alternative models in the healthcare fraternity. The two models are the 
distribution model, which considers hardware and software; and the deployment 
model, which considers ownership of the cloud. The distribution model provides 
three technological things as a service, namely: software, infrastructure, and platform. 
Regarding “Software as a Service,” the cloud service provider offers information- 
technology infrastructure and the healthcare facilities provide their own applications 
and operating system. Regarding “Infrastructure as a Service” the cloud service 
provider offers the information-technology infrastructure and operating system; then 
the healthcare facilities as the clients provide only the applications for the system to 
kick-start. In the case of “Platform as a Service” the cloud service provider supplies 
everything including information-technology infrastructure, the operating system, 
and the applications to make the system ready for use; the healthcare facility just 
starts with operation to use the system (Intellectsoft US 2021). 

Furthermore, the development model is made up of four elements or options: 
private, community, public, and hybrid. The application of a private cloud in-
volves one organisation operating on the platform with its own branches and di-
visions. Community cloud computing is suitable for a group of organisations with 
a common modus operandi, interest, objectives, and vision. This may be a form of 
consortia in the same subject area as healthcare service institutions in both private 
and public such as hospitals, clinics, pharmacies, and blood-test laboratories, to list 
only few. Public cloud computing may be applicable to only public institutions 
sharing the same interests as public hospitals, clinics, pharmacies, and blood-test 
laboratories, to name but a few. Hybrid cloud computing provides for a combi-
nation of different clouds for options in access. This system is like a combination of 
different clouds that can be centrally integrated for access by both public and 
private participating bodies or facilities (Intellectsoft US 2021). 

Cloud computing brings about many benefits in the healthcare service sector. 
The empowerment of both healthcare providers, patients, and other stakeholders, 
with intellectual insight obtained from accurate and complete patient information, 
is a tremendous benefit. Cloud computing enables the healthcare providers to 
foresee the health risks and challenges beforehand through e-predictions for an-
ticipated services. Multiple data-source technologies can provide meaning to a 
complex picture in the healthcare service to patients. Cloud-computing technology 
can handle big data effectively with clear data analysis. Cloud computing can re-
duce a significant number of medical errors by supporting clinicians with analytical 
information for accurate decision making and treatments. The software for cloud 
computing is also cost-effective as most things, including reports, are accessed 
automatically through analytic technology. Cloud-computing technology also 
brings opportunity for flexibility to the organisation since it is able to change with 
the passing of time as the organisation evolves to keep abreast of industry changes. 
The system also enables the organisations to be transparent enough, as required by 
most legislation in different countries, as transparency enables both clinicians and 
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patients access to the information affecting them (Intellectsoft US 2021). In a way, 
this simplifies accountability too. 

Nevertheless, like many other technologies, cloud computing also has its own 
barriers, but they are outweighed by many benefits (Shibambu & Marutha 2021).  
Intellectsoft US (2021) also add that there are challenges and issues pertaining to the 
implementation and adoption of cloud-computing technology for different organi-
sations. Stratosphere Network (2021) and Shibambu and Marutha (2021) show that 
once the records are kept and managed on the cloud, cloud-service providers control 
the information from the organisation that created it and the entitled owners of such 
records; cloud systems may have some shortfalls in the provision of some of the 
functionalities required. This is the reason Shibambu and Marutha (2021) underscore 
that adopting or subscribing to cloud computing does not warrant the organisation to 
do away with their own local servers, hoping that all will be well with only the cloud 
server. Instead, local servers may still be maintained as a backup since cloud technology 
is still beyond the organisation’s control. This will be used as a fall back in case cloud 
storage gives problems pertaining to information access in the future. Bandwidth also 
needs to be sufficient for the organisation to allow timely system response during 
retrieval and storage of records (Shibambu & Marutha 2021). According to  
Intellectsoft US (2021), other challenges include the unavailability of system spe-
cialists, limited functionalities, and security issues. There are very limited companies 
that deal with or may be able to satisfactorily supply cloud-computing services. 

Intellectsoft US (2021) advise that even after applying cloud computing for the 
organisation, other technologies such as smart-connected services, artificial in-
telligence, and master data management technologies are still needed. Lavinski 
(2019) shows that cloud computing comes with some risks to the organisation, 
such as data confidentiality and security, network connectivity that may be very 
low, problems that are very technical, compliance to local or national legislation, 
vulnerability, and total Internet dependency. For instance, Intellectsoft US (2021) 
shows that in the healthcare sector, wireless networks may lead to cyberattack and 
the hacking of patients’ important information that may also identify them, in-
cluding personal or demographic information, treatments, diagnosis, banking 
details, and so forth. This is the reason there is still great concern pertaining to 
wireless systems and remote access to information in the healthcare industry. 
Security is one of the major challenges in the wireless network environment, 
healthcare fraternity not exclusive (Intellectsoft US 2021). 

There is no problem that does not have a solution. Solutions can start with the 
regulation of access and use by introducing legislation and policies, coupled with 
different types of technical security measures. For instance, Ngoepe and Saurombe 
(2016) and Jackson and Shelly (2012) advise that records and information stored 
and preserved on the network platform require regulation by adhering to legisla-
tion and policies that impose mandates and obligations on people involved to 
discharge functions in a proper manner, as required by the organisation. Shibambu 
and Marutha (2021) underscore that legislation, policies, and procedures may help 
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the organisations involved with a strategy and the strength to enforce common or 
uniform practice in their modus operandi. 

In addition, cloud computing has more advantages than disadvantages, namely, 
to swiftly support heathcare facilities’ missions for quality patient care, provide for a 
community of healthcare providers that are smart in rendering their services to cli-
ents, and ensure reliable intervention to challenges through the network established 
through the system (Intellectsoft US 2021). Stratosphere Network (2021) add that 
cloud computing is not difficult to implement because users are able to retrieve and 
access data at any time and whenever they may be finding themselves needing in-
formation to discharge their day-to-day responsibilities. They further attest that with 
cloud computing, the organisation does not need to acquire any hardware; instead, 
they may own a local server as a backup for their data on the cloud. It also offers 
measurable and controllable costs per user and is flexible for upgrade to higher or 
lower levels through enhancements (Stratosphere Network 2021). 

Since cloud-computing technology relies on an international network, clients 
may be able to access their organisational information or records from any place 
outside the organisational premises across the world (Galloway 2013). With cloud 
computing, people can work virtually or remotely across the globe storing, ac-
cessing, and sharing the common information for discussion, decision making, and 
problem solving (Shibambu & Marutha 2021). This may be an ideal system for 
healthcare providers operating at different healthcare facilities assisting same pa-
tient or patients with common healthcare problems or even communicating 
challenges and solutions for communicable illness outbreak purposes. For instance,  
Intellectsoft US (2021) attest that cloud-computing technology also provides the 
advantage of communicating timely about communicable diseases across scattered 
communities in their sphere of influence. Shibambu and Marutha (2021) shows 
that “many cloud consumers are sharing a disc that has been partitioned by the 
cloud service provider with an intention to save costs.” 

Overall, the success in the implementation of cloud computing relies con-
siderably on organisations and stakeholders that are unified and gives a dedicated 
time and effort to work on the system until it meets their common needs and is ready 
for implementation or rollout. To maximise benefit from the cloud-computing end 
product with ease, healthcare facilities will need to work on a common methodology 
and plan for development and implementation. The healthcare institutions will also 
need to deploy reputable and professional organisations with expertise, skills, and 
experience for the development of effective and efficient cloud-computing systems 
and technology (Intellectsoft US 2021). 

6.3 Problem Statement 
In different healthcare facilities across the world, clinicians and healthcare providers 
render different healthcare services to the same patients without any knowledge or 
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information about treatments, diagnosis, or prescriptions rendered to these patients 
by their previous practitioners. The current practice is that each facility creates and 
keeps medical and health records that contain patients’ health and medical history at 
their respective facilities without sharing the information. The purpose of keeping 
these records is to ensure that when the patient returns for further healthcare, 
healthcare practitioners will be able to refer back to previous records regarding 
treatments and illnesses. This access helps the practitioner understand the implica-
tion of the current treatment in terms of risks by considering the previous treatment. 
The problem is that each facility is only able to check a patient’s medical history 
pertaining to treatments administered at their own facilities and not treatments 
administered at previous facilities, which may place the patient at risk. The main 
cause may be due to a lack of collaborative strategies and systems that enable all 
facilities to share information about a patient’s medical history in the course of 
discharging their duties to the same patient. This kind of system may also help the 
healthcare fraternity to collaborate and provide a benchmark as some may have 
expertise that others do not. Again, the practitioners may also be able to commu-
nicate with each using the system enabled by cloud computing about the previous 
critical service rendered. This will guide the current doctor in terms of what to do 
and what to prescribe to patient. 

6.4 Purpose and Objective of the Study 
The purpose of the study was to investigate a framework for the application of the 
cloud-computing technology to improve patients’ medical history access for clin-
icians to provide quality of care in the fourth industrial revolution. The objective 
of the study was:  

■ to propose a framework for the application of cloud-computing technology 
to improve patients’ medical history access to clinicians for quality of care in 
the fourth industrial revolution. 

6.5 Methodology 
This qualitative study applied the literature to investigate a framework for the 
application of cloud-computing technology to improve patients’ medical history 
access to clinicians for quality of care in the fourth industrial revolution. During 
the study, the literature was searched using the keywords from the title of the study 
using the Google search engine. The Google search engine then would take the 
researcher to the appropriates site hosting required articles. The keywords used 
include: cloud computing, technology, patients’ records, healthcare quality, medical 
history, clinicians, and fourth industrial revolution. This enabled the researcher to 
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limit the searches to specific subject areas. The Google search engine provided the 
results in summary and titles of articles, so the researcher was able to analyse each 
summary to determine its relevancy before opening any of the documents. Once 
the summary showed that the article may contain the information addressing issues 
in the study, it was opened and reviewed, and cited in the article discussion. The 
researcher went through all the summaries until reaching the saturation. 

6.6 Discussion and Recommendations 
In the healthcare facilities, a patient’s medical and health history plays a very im-
portant role in enabling the quality of patient care for the healthcare service provi-
ders. The fact of the matter is that should the patient be treated without reference to 
their medical history, then the possibility exists that the incorrect treatment or 
prescription may be administered. This may affect the health and life of the patient 
negatively since some treatments may result in certain implications for the patients. 
In addition, certain medical prescriptions may also end up giving patients some side 
effects if unnecessarily repeated or coupled with previous prescriptions obtained from 
other healthcare facilities. It is irrelevant if treatment duplications and prescription 
repetitions were rendered at the same facility or different facilities. The only solution 
is for healthcare providers to know which treatments and prescriptions were given to 
patients, regardless of the place or facility they attended before being treated. 
Healthcare facilities need to work together as one, regardless of their scattered fa-
cilities. They need to work toward sharing patients’ medical histories so as to avoid 
mistakes that may easily be avoidable; this will ensure quality patient care at all the 
times. This will eliminate a situation where patient records are not easily accessible 
from different facilities. Healthcare facilities need to come together and form a 
collaborative consortium in the interest of patient quality healthcare. This will enable 
them to adopt and use common electronic systems, which will help them keep and 
share patients’ medical and healthcare history records. Treatment and prescription 
errors will be minimised, as well as duplicate recordkeeping. Malpractice litigation 
will also be minimised and record storage capacity reduced. Implementation of the 
solution will also depend on the scope coverage of the facilities. For instance, im-
plementation could be national, thus covering facilities within a particular country; 
regional, thus covering facilities within certain countries; continental, thus covering 
countries across a particular continent, like Africa; or international, thus covering 
facilities across the entire world. Depending on the coverage, a project may be led by 
the leading or controlling entity or government body. For example: a country project 
may be led by the national department of health; a regional project could enlist the 
Southern African Development Community (SADC) countries to assist; a continental 
project may be led by a continental body like the African Unity (AU) for Africa; and, 
internationally, the World Health Organization (WHO) may take the lead. 
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6.6.1 Proposed Framework 

The study therefore proposed a framework in Figure 6.1 for the application of 
cloud-computing technology to improve patients’ medical history access to clin-
icians for quality of care in the fourth industrial revolution. The framework was 
developed based on the literature and discussion in the study to ensure that im-
plementation of the findings was guided accordingly. The framework proposes the 
adoption of cloud computing to ensure proper storage, retrieval, sharing, and 
disposal of patient records during healthcare service delivery. Disposal may be 
discharged in a form of destruction or transferred to an archive’s repository, de-
pending on the value of the records that need to be disposed of. Only records with 
enduring value are suitable for transfer to an archive repository, while ephemeral 
records should be destroyed in any preferable way when they are deemed im-
practical for the service; destruction should be based on the set retention periods. 
Looking at item number 1 in Figure 6.1, healthcare facilities may need to colla-
borate to ensure effective sharing of patients’ information about their medical and 
health history when rendering service to such patients. At the same time, this may 
create room or opportunity for facilities to benchmark with each other on matters, 
strategies, or decisions pertaining to patients’ treatments. Item number 2 in the 
framework shows that collaborated facilities must ensure that the system is pow-
ered with appropriate security and safety measures to ensure confidentiality, in-
tegrity, and authenticity of the records stored and shared on the cloud. In other 
words, the system should have safety and security measures to protect the records 
when they are created, stored, and retrieved during a patient’s consultation. The 
intention is to maintain the characteristics of the records, such as integrity and 
authenticity, and to ensure confidentiality for patients’ personal information. In 
other words, the system must restrict access to unauthorised people. Item number 
3 shows that the system must make records accessible and available. This implies 
that clinicians are not supposed to struggle when they need patients’ records; it 
must be a matter of pressing the button or opening the application on a smart 
phone, laptop, or desktop computer. Records must be available and accessible at all 
times when healthcare providers need them to help patients. Item 4 clearly in-
dicates there should be appropriate governance during the process of applying the 
system, creating storage, and when sharing patients’ information. Governance may 
be implemented through the creation and implementation of legislation, policies, 
and procedures. This also controls human behaviour and ensures conformance to 
operational rules, standards, and procedures. Issues pertaining to safety, security, 
confidentiality, integrity, and the authenticity of records will need to be addressed 
in the governance documents and guidelines. Other matters will be the creation 
storage, preservation, access, and disposal of the records stored in the shared cloud, 
as well as collaboration strategies and interactions among different facilities and 
practitioners involved in the healthcare practice. 
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It is hoped that the proposed framework for the application of cloud- 
computing technology to improve patients’ medical history access to clinicians for 
quality of care in the fourth industrial revolution in Figure 6.1 will bring about a 
closing of gaps in accessing a patient’s medical history when providing healthcare 
services to patients. This may ensure that practitioners have access to a patient’s full 
medical and health history, whenever they render healthcare services to them. 

Figure 6.1 Framework for Application of Cloud-Computing Technology to 
Improve Patients’ Medical History Access to Clinicians for Quality of Care in the 
Fourth Industrial Revolution.    
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6.7 Concluding Remarks 
It is not a matter of overemphasising that it does not matter by whom and where 
the patients’ records were created. If certain parts of a patient’s medical and health 
history are not available, the record is still incomplete. Patients usually do not stay 
at one facility or healthcare provider, but rather visit different facilities and in-
stitutions, especially if the illness takes long to be cured or resolved. Instead, the 
possibilities are that these patients may receive similar treatments and prescriptions 
from different practitioners at different facilities, whether it be private or public 
practices. The negative impact of this outcome is very severe because it affects the 
quality of the patient’s care, life, and health. The problem encountered is a lack of 
cooperative collaboration and integrative technology to ensure that a patient’s 
information is properly and effectively shared in the process of rendering healthcare 
services. It is high time that healthcare institution owners and practitioners realise 
that they need to focus on quality patient care and not business competition at the 
expense of patients’ lives. This kind of business is supposed to be seen as a calling, 
not competition with counterparts. 
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7.1 Introduction 
Evaluated at 15.9 billion in 2020, the global medical-imaging market is expected to 
expand at a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 5.2% from 2021 to 2028, 
according to GVG (2020). Market size is estimated at 20.1 billion US dollars in 
2021, with key factors driving growth, including increasing demand for early-stage 
diagnostics of chronic disease and rising aging demographics. Key players in the 
market include GE Healthcare, Philips Healthcare, Siemens Healthcare, Canon 
Medical Systems Corporation, Fujifilm Holdings, Shimadzu Corporation, Toshiba 
Medical Systems Corporation, and Hitachi Medical Corporation, among others. 

As these numbers suggest, it’s a tens-of-billions global industry with key service 
providers and manufacturers across the globe, and that’s not even accounting for 
the installed base of medical-imaging devices already in use. 

In terms of numbers of imaging exams being performed, historically, X-ray is 
the most frequently used imaging technique with more than 100 million X-ray 
exams being performed per year globally, followed by MRI, PET, SPECT, CT, 
and nuclear medicine, according to IQ4I (2015). 

In England alone, 44.9 million imaging tests were reported from March 2019 to 
March 2020, compared with 44.8 million in the previous period (2018–2019), an 
increase of 0.3%, according to NHS (2020). Plain radiography (X-ray) was most 
common with 23.2 million procedures, followed by diagnostic ultrasonography 
(ultrasound, 10.3 million), Computerized axial tomography (CT scan, 6.0 million), 
and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI, 3.8 million). July 2019 was the month with 
the most reported activity, 4.04 million tests, with the following months impacted 
by the COVID-19 pandemic (ongoing at the time of this writing) and the national 
lockdown. 

While on that subject, Richards (2020) observes that although the need for 
radical investment and reform of diagnostic services was already recognized before 
the COVID-19 pandemic hit (major expansion of diagnostic capacity was already 
clearly identified as being needed), the pandemic has highlighted and further 
amplified the importance and the need for radical change in the provision of di-
agnostic services, while also providing an opportunity for change. Many beneficial 
improvements concerning diagnostic pathways, such as increased use of virtual 
consultations and community services have already been made, but must now be 
embedded. 

According to NHS (2021), most medical services groups in operation in 
England today provide their own imaging services, using operating models that 
need investment in premises, IT, and equipment. 
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But that’s not exclusive to England since it is the norm for medical services 
across the globe. 

Providers are also competing for increasingly scarce medical and non-medical 
staff. The capability to share digital images remotely and in real time is fundamental 
to the creation of an imaging network, but, as of today’s standards, the right solution 
will not be the same for every network: it will vary according to a range of different 
contextual factors, such as existing systems and contract end dates. 

In that sense, there is much that needs to be done to deliver key benefits to 
patients and healthcare professionals, such as:  

■ sustained local services so patients can be scanned close to where they live but 
also have access to specialist opinion across a wider geographic area,  

■ faster turnaround times for reports,  
■ reduced risk of missed diagnosis,  
■ availability of images and other test results to the clinician at the point of 

treatment, reducing the need for multiple visits for treatment,  
■ greater service resilience where small or remote sites are struggling to recruit,  
■ improved IT interoperability, rapid transfer of images in emergencies,  
■ improved access to multidisciplinary training environments through “academy 

style” models, 
■ more flexible working opportunities, “home reporting” and flexible retire-

ment options for professionals,  
■ access to better training and continuing professional development, being able 

to work across different sites and gain experience, for professionals,  
■ more opportunities for professionals to increase skill mix levels and both 

advanced practice and assistant practitioner roles. 

With current standards in IT interoperability, cloud and edge computing could go 
a long way in addressing some if not all of those concerns, but there’s a catch. 

Like everything that permeates medicine (and especially with regard to in-
formation of private and personal nature, where medical confidentiality is seen as 
an ethical guarantee, something considered a fact), treatment, storage, transmis-
sion, access, and everything that involves digital-medical examination is strictly 
governed by rigid standards. 

In this context, digital imaging and communications in medicine (DICOM), 
established and maintained by the National Electrical Manufacturers Association 
(NEMA) is the current standard, establishing the rules for storage and transmission 
of medical images, as well as protocols and standards for integration between devices 
such as image-capture scanners; data servers – which DICOM calls PACS (picture 
archiving and communication systems) – printers and several other network assets 
from multiple manufacturers, being widely adopted in hospitals, clinics, and other 
health institutions around the world. 
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Originated in the mid-1980s, with its first version published in 1985, DICOM 
became part of the ISO standards catalog as standard 12052:2017 “Health in-
formatics – Digital imaging and communication in medicine (DICOM) in-
cluding workflow and data management” In 2017. The standard has gone 
through several revisions, additions, and updates. Its most current version, at the 
time of this writing, is 2021c from 2021. The standard covers any branch of 
medicine where the use of imaging is predominant, also including veterinary and 
dentistry. Other standards such as Health Level 7 (HL7) and Integrating the 
Healthcare Enterprise (IHE) incorporate DICOM to specify aspects related to 
the storage and transmission of medical images. 

As for IT interoperability and cloud-computing concerns, DICOMWeb – which 
is the DICOM standard for web-based medical imaging – is a set of RESTful services 
that enables the interoperability of healthcare images using industry-standard toolsets. 

In other words, DICOM and DICOMWeb represent the current standard for 
medical-image management, enabling hundreds of service and product providers 
in the field to achieve interoperability between devices and IT services. 

Initially drafted in 2003, DICOMWeb is considered a stable standard in its 
current incarnation, according to Genereaux et al. (2018), enabling the use of 
cutting-edge technologies, such as image analysis and machine learning, reducing 
the barrier for data storage, transmission, and retrieval. By preserving the DICOM 
information model, it makes the transition and evolution of legacy services and 
equipment smoother. Other models based on DICOM, such as the one proposed 
by Godinho et al. (2017) exist; however, they became obsolete with the in-
corporation of DICOMWeb to the current standard, as well as standardization 
efforts such as those described in Silva et al. (2017). 

Finally, this chapter aims at providing an overview of current standards in use 
on healthcare technologies and services in the medical imaging field (also called 
diagnostic imaging), as well as identifying gaps and improvement opportunities 
pertaining to current standards in interoperability, use of cloud and service- 
oriented architectures, security, scalability, optimization, and ubiquity. Section 7.2 
brings an overview of DICOM and DICOMWeb, Section 7.3 reviews ongoing 
work and discusses improvement opportunities, and Section 7.4 concludes while 
also commenting on possible future work. 

7.2 DICOM and DICOMWeb 
Digital imaging and communications in medicine (DICOM) is the standard for 
the communication and management of medical-imaging information and related 
data (ISO, 2017). According to Genereaux et al. (2018) – the work that describes 
the original proposal for the DICOMWeb standard – DICOM defines formats for 
images, video streams, waveforms, and derived data, enabling modalities such as 
computed tomography, magnetic resonance, X-ray, ultrasound, angiography, PET 
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scan, microscopic image exams, exams with cameras, and ophthalmological de-
vices, which can be formatted with objects of one or multiple frames, multi-
dimensional volumes, or video loops. These can be associated with documents such 
as requisitions, consent forms, and reports. For each format, the standard defines 
which metadata is meaningful and should be provided as well (e.g., patient 
identification, demographics, parameters and workflow context). 

DICOM is a worldwide standard that can be used in every locale. It provides 
mechanisms to handle data that support cultural requirements, such as different 
writing systems, character sets, languages, and structures for addresses and person 
names. It supports the variety of workflows, processes, and policies used for bio-
medical imaging in different geographic regions, medical specialties, and local 
practices (ISO, 2017). In terms of the information model, according to Genereaux 
et al. (2018), DICOM defines a logical hierarchy starting with the patient, as 
shown in Figure 7.1, where a patient can be a human or an animal (in case of 
veterinary practice) and has a collection of studies. Each study represents a set of 
images organized for a particular diagnosis and contains a collection of series. Each 
series represents a single acquisition event, on a single device (ie, an exam), and 
contains a set of instances. Each instance represents a single data object, which can be 
an image, a collection of images, or a document (measures, parameters, or report). 
Each instance has its own set of metadata (study, series, instance attributes), each 
with its own data type. As new imaging technologies for exams emerge, new types of 
data are defined. 

Figure 7.1 DICOM Information Model (Based on  Genereaux et al. (2018)).    
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The DICOM standard defines that image-capture devices should communicate 
with a central service for storing images and their descriptor objects – called in-
formation objects. The service providers for storing and making available the 
images and their respective data are known as PACS – picture archiving and 
communication systems. The DICOM standard describes a generic framework for 
defining information objects – the information object definition (IOD) – as 
presented in Figure 7.2, which demonstrates in a generic way how to describe real- 
world entities. 

Information objects are an abstraction of a real information entity (CT image, 
structured report, etc.), which is acted upon by one or more DICOM commands 
(ISO, 2017). Real-world entities are described according to the IOD model, as pre-
sented in the representation of a patient in Figure 7.3. It graphically describes op-
erations (such as “to visit”) and relationships that a patient has with other entities (such 
as “equipments,” “studies,” “exams”). 

The DICOM standard defines several service classes. A service class associates one 
or more information objects with one or more commands to be performed on those 
objects, determining requirements for command elements and how the resulting 
commands are applied to information objects, while also determining requirements 
for both service providers and users of communication services. DICOM also spe-
cifies how applications should build and encode data resulting from information 
objects and service classes, including support for more common image-compression 
standards, such as JPEG, and also establishes how data dictionaries should be de-
fined. This is intended for the standardization of the innumerous types of exams and 
fields of application in which DICOM is to be used, with exam data ranging from 
2D to 3D images, single-frame to multiple-frame exams, including video streams, 

Figure 7.2 Information Object Description – IOD (Based on  NEMA, 2021).    
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point-cloud data, and other formats. Data dictionaries are used to categorize attribute 
fields, filters, parameters, and other aspects pertaining to exam metadata. On the 
upper boundary of a DICOM application, there are HTTP (DICOMWeb) and 
RTP services used for the network exchange of data. On the lower boundary of a 
DICOM application, there is a basic file service that communicates with physical 
storage devices for storage and retrieval of files. Figure 7.4 describes the general 
DICOM communication model. 

The standard also defines the service and the protocol used to exchange messages 
(called command streams for the execution/calling of commands and data streams 
for data communication) using the so-called DIMSE (DICOM message service 
element). In this context, “commands” are requests to operate on information across 
a network. “Command elements” provide encoding of a parameter of a command, 
which conveys this parameter’s value, and “command streams” are the result of 
encoding a set of DICOM command elements using the DICOM encoding scheme 
(ISO, 2017). Data dictionary is the registry of DICOM data elements which assigns 
a unique tag, a name, value characteristics, and semantics to each data element. Data 
elements are units of information as defined by a single entry in the data dictionary. 
Data sets are exchanged information consisting of a structured set of attributes. 
The value of each attribute in a data set is expressed as a data element. Data streams 
are the result of encoding a data set using the DICOM encoding scheme, where 
data element numbers and representations are specified by the data dictionary 
(ISO, 2017). 

Figure 7.3 Patient Information Object (Based on  NEMA, 2021).    
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DIMSE, in turn, provides two types of information-exchange services: no-
tification services and transaction services. Notification services are used in a 
publisher-subscriber manner, allowing observers to subscribe to subjects of in-
terest and be notified of changes, and transaction services are used to store and 
modify data. 

DICOM image format and protocols have a series of particularities, intrinsic to 
the needs of the medical field, in particular metadata whose absence can lead to 
incomplete information and serious errors with impacts on the health of patients 
(humans or animals). There are nuances associated with displaying medical images, 
including marker transformation, lifecycle management, scaling, and handling of 
large data sets. Even though IT systems and personnel are no strangers to concepts 
of image display, content upload and download, historically DICOM does not use 
the same technology standards found in other web applications. It should also be 
noted that the DICOM format is not recognized by Internet browsers and other 
agents commonly used in association with these systems, alerts Genereaux et al. 
(2018). Storing, retrieving, and displaying medical images, therefore, requires in- 
depth knowledge of the acquisition parameters and rules of the DICOM protocol. 
Storage, bandwidth, and latency issues are made more evident by image datasets 
that grow from gigs to terabytes. Extracting metadata for example requires tra-
versing binary data rather than XMLs or JSONs. Scaling a PACS system also 
requires specialized knowledge that is not covered by cloud-computing infra-
structure virtualization services. 

With the latest technological advances, the needs of patients and healthcare 
professionals have also evolved. Consistent, device-independent, and remote access 

Figure 7.4 General DICOM Communication Model (Based on  NEMA, 2021).    
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is a necessity and a reality that cannot be ignored. Application-development 
paradigms have pivoted to service-oriented architectures, as a result. 

DICOMWeb is the current standard for image transmission in web-based 
environments, in regards to interoperability and architectural standards for web 
and cloud. It is composed of a set of RESTful services, allowing a direct im-
plementation or to be used as a proxy for DIMSE services. 

The following services are provided by DICOMWeb, as shown in Figure 7.5:  

■ Query (QIDO-RS – Query based on ID for DICOM Objects) – for 
querying DICOM objects  

■ Retrieve (WADO-RS / WADO-URI – Web access to DICOM persistent 
objects) – used for retrieval of DICOM objects. WADO-RS is used for 
collections of objects and WADO-URI for single instances  

■ Store (STOW-RS – STore Over the Web) – used for storage of DICOM 
objects  

■ Worklist (UPS-RS – Unified Procedure Step) – used for management of 
worklist items  

■ Capabilities – Service discovery 

OBS: “RS” indicates a RESTful implementation, but there are also WS versions 
available that adhere to SOAP standards. The following sections (7.2.1 through 
7.2.5) describe these services in detail, including available methods and related 
HTTP verbs, parameters, and header structures for each service. 

Figure 7.5 DICOMWeb Operations (Based on  Genereaux et al. (2018)).    
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7.2.1 DICOMWeb Search Service (QIDO-RS – Query Based  
on ID for DICOM Objects) 

ID-based queries for DICOM objects enable searches for studies, series, and in-
stances by patient ID. Search parameters can be informed using pre-defined 
parameter IDs, as seen on the data dictionary section of the standard. For instance, 
as seen in Figure 7.6,  

GET http://server.com/studies/?00100010=DOE^JOHN^ 

should retrieve all studies of the patient(s) named “John Doe,” where 00100010 
indicates the data element “PatientName” (subsection “Registry of DICOM Data 
Elements,” tag “(0010,0010)”). The response can be provided as XML or JSON 
according to the server implementation support. Table 7.1 describes all QIDO-RS 
accepted methods, and Table 7.2 describes accepted search parameters. All request 
methods use the “GET” HTTP verb. 

Figure 7.6 QIDO-RS (Based on  NEMA, 2021).    

Table 7.1 QIDO-RS Methods (Based on  NEMA, 2021)    

Path Description  

{s}/studies? … Searches for studies 

{s}/studies/{study}/series? … Searches series of a study 

{s}/studies/{study}/series/{series}/ 
instances? … 

Searches for instances of a series    
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7.2.2 DICOMWeb Retrieve Service (WADO-RS – Web Access 
to DICOM Persistent Objects) 

WADO-RS (web access to DICOM persistent objects) is the service used for re-
trieving studies, series, and instances through a UID (unique identifier). The 
returned response will contain a binary object containing the metadata and pixels. 
Images suitable for display in web browsers can be requested by specifying the 
media type as “image/jpg” or “image/png,” for example. Images can be requested 
in a specific size or cropped to specific regions. An example request can be seen in  
Figure 7.7. Table 7.3 describes all WADO-RS accepted methods, Table 7.4 de-
scribes accepted search parameters for retrieval of rendered images, and Table 7.5 
describes required and optional headers. All request methods use the “GET” 
HTTP verb. 

Table 7.2 QIDO-RS Parameters (Based on  NEMA, 2021)     

Key Value Description  

{attributeID} {value} Searches for elements of the given 
value 

includefield {attribute} | all Includes informed attributes in the 
response 

fuzzymatching true | false If fuzzy matching should be applied to 
the search 

limit {n} Limit returned results 

offset {n} Ignores a given number of leading 
results    

Figure 7.7 WADO-RS (Based on  NEMA, 2021).    
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7.2.3 DICOMWeb Storage Service (STOW-RS – STore  
Over the Web) 

STOW-RS is a DICOMWeb service that allows storage of specific instances to the 
server. Unique identifiers should be provided for each SOP (service object pair) of 
study, series, instance, using the UID (unique identifier) field. It will also be 

Table 7.3 WADO-RS Methods (Based on  NEMA, 2021)    

Path Description  

{s}/studies/{study} Retrieves a complete study 

{s}/studies/{study}/rendered Retrieves a rendered study 

{s}/studies/{study}/series/{series} Retrieves a complete series 
object 

{s}/studies/{study}/series/{series}/rendered Retrieves rendered series 

{s}/studies/{study}/series/{series}/metadata Retrieves series metadata 

{s}/studies/{study}/series/{series}/instances/ 
{instance} 

Retrieves instance objects 

{s}/studies/{study}/series/{series}/instances/ 
{instance}/rendered 

Retrieves rendered 
instances 

{s}/studies/{study}/series/{series}/instances/ 
{instance}/metadata 

Retrieves instance metadata 

{s}/studies/{study}/series/{series}/instances/ 
{instance}/frames/{frames} 

Retrieves instance frames 

{s}/{bulkdataURIReference} Retrieves bulk data    

Table 7.4 WADO-RS Search Parameters (Based on  NEMA, 2021)     

Key Value Description  

annotation “patient”/“technique” Add burned-in demographics/ 
procedure details 

quality {n} Image quality (lossy factor) 

viewport vw,vh/sx,sy,sw,sh Width, height, or crop to specific region 

window centre,width,shape Center of the greyscale range in the 
image    
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necessary to specify the SOP class (among the fixed options determined by the 
standard, as per the “Data Dictionary” section). Data can be passed as XML or 
JSON. In response, the server returns a “receipt” of what was processed and what 
failed. It is possible for applications to upload a standard JPEG or PNG images to 
be stored as valid DICOM files, provided the mandatory metadata is informed as 
well. Figure 7.8 describes an example request for storing an imaging exam, and 

Table 7.5 Accepted Headers WADO-RS (Based on  NEMA, 2021)     

Category Media Type Support  

Single Frame Image image/jpeg default 

image/gif required 

image/png required 

image/jp2 optional 

Multi-frame Image image/gif optional 

Video video/mpeg optional 

video/mp4 optional 

video/H265 optional 

Text text/html default 

text/plain required 

text/xml required 

text/rtf optional 

application/pdf optional    

Figure 7.8 STOW-RS (Based on  NEMA, 2021).    
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Table 7.6 describes available methods for storing exams. All request methods use 
the “POST” HTTP verb (which is the default HTTP verb used to send new data 
to a remote server). 

7.2.4 DICOMWeb Worklist Service (UPS-RS – Unified 
Procedure Step) 

UPS-RS is a DICOMWeb service which enables work item management. 
Also describes how notifications work (including subscriptions). Figure 7.9 
describes an example request for retrieving a list of work items for a profes-
sional. Table 7.7 describes methods available to manage work items and 
subscriptions. 

7.2.5 DICOMWeb Capabilities Service 

The DICOMWeb capabilities service enables the discovery of supported services 
from a particular DICOMWeb endpoint. Using HTTP OPTIONS on an end-
point generates a WADL (web application description language) response that 
will be returned explaining the various supported options. Figure 7.10 describes an 
example request to discover the capabilities of a DICOMWeb server, and  
Table 7.8 describes the request syntax. The “OPTIONS” HTTP verb is used as 
determined by RESTful HTTP service standards. 

Table 7.6 STOW-RS Methods (Based on  NEMA, 2021)    

Path Description  

{s}/studies Stores instances 

{s}/studies/{study} Stores instances    

Figure 7.9 UPS-RS (Based on  NEMA, 2021).    
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Table 7.7 UPS-RS Resources (Based on  NEMA, 2021)     

Verb Path Description  

POST {s}/workitems{?AffectedSOPInstanceUID} create work item 

POST {s}/workitems/{instance}{?transaction} Update work item 

GET {s}/workitems{?query*} Search for work items 

GET {s}/workitems/{instance} Retrieve a work item 

PUT {s}/workitems/{instance}/state Change work item state 

POST {s}/workitems/{instance}/cancelrequest Cancel a work item 

POST {s}/workitems/{instance}/subscribers/ 
{AETitle}{?deletionlock} 

Create a subscription 

POST {s}/workitems/1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.34.5/ Suspend subscription 

DELETE {s}/workitems/{instance}/subscribers/ 
{AETitle} 

Delete subscription 

GET {s}/subscribers/{AETitle} open subscription 
channel 

N/A N/A Send event reports    

Figure 7.10 Capabilities (Based on  NEMA, 2021).    

Table 7.8 Capabilities Resources (Based on  NEMA, 2021)    

Path Description  

{s}/(any) Returns service capabilities    
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7.3 Discussion 
The DICOM standard continues to evolve, with revisions occurring more than 
once over the span of a year (in 2021 alone, three revisions of the standard have 
already been carried out at the time of this writing). 

However, these revisions are more of incremental and corrective nature than 
evolutionary. The current interoperability standard is quite outdated in terms of 
communication and scalability concerns for the reality of cloud computing, still 
focusing on more basic communication issues at the network layer level and leaving 
a large vacuum in terms of architectural concerns and best practices at the appli-
cation layer and interoperability level. 

DICOMWeb, the current standard for interoperability that comes closest to 
cloud concerns, still focuses on the historical view of “web services,” SOA versus 
REST, and does not address many of the issues relevant to the current standard of 
APIs such as those related to FOG and cloud computing, microservices, scalability, 
service discovery, resource scope, hierarchy, resource identification, state man-
agement, batch operations, filtering, versioning, access control, authentication, 
authorization and auditing, among other aspects commonly associated with cloud- 
computing solutions. 

Furthermore, despite proposing a flexible descriptor format for the most varied 
types of exams in diverse areas of activity related to medical, veterinary, and odon-
tological applications, the standard proposes a data dictionary with data elements 
represented and passed by encoded identifiers – which is not by any means 
developer-friendly – requiring constant use of reference material and conversion 
tables, instead of applying techniques of obfuscation of URLs and URIs or other 
security mechanisms on data transferred through endpoint requests. 

Other criticisms include questions related to data ingestion. Due to the large 
number of possible optional fields, it’s commonplace to have inconsistencies in the 
types of data inputted, due either to incompleteness (empty fields) or incorrect data 
(that does not conform to the field data type). Furthermore, it allows executable 
code, which raises security concerns due to the possibility of including malicious 
files (infected with malware and viruses). 

Limitations such as these lead to initiatives as the one described in Spaltenstein 
et al. (2020), which disregards the DICOMWeb standard and proposes an archi-
tecture that allows support for DICOM and non-DICOM images in an integrated 
way, to be used in specific niches such as radiological imaging. There’s also the one 
proposed by Hazarika et al. (2020), which explores the integration of the open- 
source viewer DICOM web viewer with DSpace, an open-source repository solution 
for storage and open access for academic and/or published content, also for the 
radiological imaging niche. Both, however, lack a broader abstraction of a cloud- 
based architecture. In Drnasin et al. (2020), an architecture is proposed based on 
WebRTC in the context of DICOM file sharing over P2P, as an alternative view for 
accessing images from a PACS central repository. Other initiatives, such as the one 
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described by Liu (2020) focus on the problem of optimizing high-resolution images 
for devices via the web, which is another issue overlooked in the DICOMWeb 
standard (it is not uncommon to find exam files with a single capture comprising of 
gigabytes or even terabytes of data, depending on the application area). 

Lebre et al. (2020) evaluate that, to better understand these issues, it’s im-
portant to note the typical infrastructure in a standard DICOM usage scenario. 
Usually, it’s composed of one or more PACS servers, serving acquisition mod-
alities, distribution mechanisms, and visualization equipment in a single organi-
zational domain, within an organizational intranet where authorized users have 
access to all resources within the repository. In this scenario, even basic security 
mechanisms such as permission-based access control like RBAC (rule-based access 
control) are often not required. However, this reality has also been changing with 
large organizations being divided into departments with different areas of activity, 
each with its own data infrastructure and organizational domains. Proprietary 
PACS solutions commonly provide some kind of authorization mechanism, but 
since those are not included in the DICOM standard, third-party solutions can 
gain access to data by ignoring these rules, warns Lebre et al. (2020). Traditionally, 
external clients can search and retrieve all DICOM objects stored on a server in 
PACS services without restrictions. 

All other shortcomings and aspects concerning cloud architectures left out of 
the standard can be seen under the same light, as these are concerns that do not 
usually exist in a “on premises” model, where services are hosted on an organi-
zation’s internal private infrastructure, while those concerns are most commonly 
associated with SaaS (Software as a Service), IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service) or 
PaaS (Platform as a Service) environments. 

As a consequence of this focus on platforms hosted on local networks, there is a 
myriad of web-based viewers for the DICOM standard, many of which are open 
source and free, to the point where choosing a web-based viewer becomes a challenge 
in itself, as discussed by Wadali et al. (2020). Each solution has its strengths and 
weaknesses, but none apparently manages to cover the wide range of specific PACS 
solutions from the various suppliers involved. 

On the other end, there’s also a myriad of PACS with DICOMWeb features 
available. One of these available implementations is DICOMcloud (2021), which, 
despite its name, does not include any features that address a cloud-oriented ar-
chitecture scenario. Figure 7.11 demonstrates DICOMcloud components. 

Production-ready environments with cloud and edge-computing capabilities 
for processing, storing, and provision of medical images can be implemented 
through the use of current technologies, though. That, however, could be a very 
complex and difficult task in the current scenario, one with low reusability and 
scalability. Persons (2020) explores the results achieved through three attempts 
undertaken in this regard by different organizations: the first one in Ontario, 
Canada; the second, ELGA, in Austria; and the third, the RSNA Image Share 
Network, in the United States. According to Persons (2020), although the 
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current standard allows the exchange of images, it’s not enough to establish that 
this occurs as a regular practice, bringing considerations beyond technological 
factors. It further establishes that the specification of the standards that must be 
used is critical to enable interoperability and highlights issues of information 
governance, the complex infrastructure required, as well as its cost of main-
tenance and implementation, concluding that governance and the establishment 
of a sustainable infrastructure are critical success factors. Furthermore, it es-
tablishes that interoperability is still the most critical factor in terms of allowing 
integrations with medical information services and patient registration (elec-
tronic medical records). 

In this sense, works such as the one proposed by Lebre et al. (2020) describe 
necessary extensions and relevant future work to be incorporated into the standard.  
Lebre (2020) proposes a cloud-oriented, multi-user, and multi-archive architecture, 
with a multi-permissions policy seeking to provide additional layers of security. The 
proposal makes use of open-source platforms such as Dicoogle (2021), which has a 
modular architecture and uses an indexing system based on documents as a database. 
Among other possibilities, this platform enables specialized applications focused, 
for example, on business intelligence (BI) and data analytics (DA) using ETL 
(extract, transform, load) techniques such as the framework proposed in Godinho 
et al. (2019). Dicoogle’s concept of plugins and provision of an SDK encourages 
developers and researchers to quickly develop new features, and it can be used to 
support three distinct scenarios, taking advantage of the modularized architecture: 
production, research, and teaching, providing a vendor-neutral archive (VNA) 

Figure 7.11 DICOMcloud Architecture. 

Source:  DICOMcloud, 2021.    
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service. VNAs, concludes Lebre (2020), are fundamental for modern medical-image 
management environments as they use standardized data formats and interfaces, 
making images accessible to healthcare professionals regardless of the proprietary 
systems where they were produced. 

According to Lebre et al (2020), some changes were introduced in the 
DICOMWeb implementation by Dicoogle to support RBAC mechanisms. 
Traditional PACS solutions generally provide some kind of proprietary authenti-
cation mechanism for their proprietary data-viewing client applications, but as 
said, they don’t control third-party application access, using standard DICOM 
access mechanisms. In Dicoogle’s implementation, the HTTP service must contain 
“Authorization” attributes in the headers to make use of the proposed system. 
Otherwise, the user is restricted to publicly available resources, or simply denied 
the service. 

7.4 Conclusion and Future Work 
DICOM and DICOMWeb are the de facto standard in use in the medical-imaging 
industry. But despite enabling integration with different devices and systems from 
different providers and enabling the use of web technologies, there are still multiple 
deficiencies and gaps that must be addressed for it to more adequately support 
the reality of cloud computing and IoT. Extensions and evolutions of the standard 
have been discussed but usually in a very biased view based on local solutions, private 
network infrastructures, and specific niches. 

The standard lacks a broader vision that meets current standards for interoper-
ability and scalability so that it can become consistent with the integrated, ubiquitous 
vision brought by the cloud and IoT. Issues related to latency and bandwidth also 
need to be considered, given the possibility of large datasets for exams. Basic security 
aspects such as access control, authentication, and authorization also urgently need to 
be included in the standard. 

In a market described as oligopolistic, permeated by customized solutions that 
iterate over the DICOM standard adding proprietary tech to the complexities of 
interoperability, vendor-neutral initiatives should be encouraged. Just as well as the 
development of the standard toward better adherence to today’s reality of ubiquitous 
and unobtrusive computing, accessible through convenient, continuous, and com-
plete applications where anything is available anywhere, anytime, for anyone. 

Moving in a different direction, due to its necessity to support a myriad of areas 
of expertise in diagnostic imaging, ranging from human medicine to veterinary 
medicine, from neurology to odontology, handling such different formats as single- 
frame, multi-frame, 2D, 3D imaging, video, and audio streams, point clouds, 
waveforms, and derived data, the DICOM standard has accumulated a great deal 
of complexity on its own specifications. Relevant work could be done in simpli-
fication and abstraction of some of that complexity, perhaps proposing lightweight 
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derivations aimed at specific niches of application that could be bundled together 
to provide specializations or subdivisions – forks, or branches, if you will – from 
the main standard. For example, DICOM2D, DICOMVideo, and DICOM3D 
specializations could be described providing developer-friendly entry points to the 
main standard. 
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8.1 Introduction 
The approaches based on cloud computing and Internet of Things (IoT) in-
tegration became popular when the limitation of storage and computing capacities 
of the IoT devices as compared with continuously increasing requirements re-
garding the volume of sensor-generated data and their complex analysis started to 
increasingly influence the performance level of provided solutions. Cloud com-
puting has become a very attractive complementary solution to compensate these 
limitations due to its capacity to provide ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand 
network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (Mell and 
Grance 2011). Cloud-computing benefits include: flexibility to cope with dynamic 
data storage and processing requirements, anytime, anywhere, on any device secure 
access to patient data, advanced data governance, and disaster recovery solutions, 
cost-effectiveness generated by the pay-per-use principle (Strome 2015). 

Complementarities between the IoT and cloud computing are obvious from 
many perspectives (Botta et al. 2016): computational and storage capabilities (lim-
ited vs. virtually unlimited), components involved (real world things vs. virtual re-
sources), coverage (limited vs. ubiquitous), Internet usage (data concentration and 
transmission vs. service delivery). These complementarities generate obvious benefits 
in the case of their integration: scalable cloud capabilities and resources compensate 
for IoT technological constraints, while the IoT capability to interact with real-world 
things enables the diversification of cloud-based services (Perera et al. 2014). 

The “cloud of things” concept was proposed to emphasize the importance of 
tight integration of cloud and IoT technologies. In (Aazam et al. 2014) major 
issues specific to this concept are identified: standardized protocols, energy effi-
ciency, dynamic allocation of resources (depending on type, amount and frequency 
of data generation), identity management at the network level, service discovery for 
cloud managers or brokers, QoS provisioning considering the unpredictability of 
IoT environment, location of data storage for time-sensitive data, security and 
privacy, unnecessary communication of data. Another example of this integrated 
approach is provided by the Horizon 2020 BigClouT project dedicated to create 
distributed intelligence that can be implanted throughout a smart city network 
(BigClouT 2017). The solution is based on three key technologic enablers (IoT, 
cloud computing, and big data) and four-layer architecture: city entities, city IaaS, 
city PaaS, and city SaaS. This solution is a further extension of the former ClouT 
approach, aiming to help cities to face emerging challenges such as economic 
growth and development or efficient energy management by establishing an effi-
cient communication and collaboration platform exploiting all possible informa-
tion sources. The CloudThings architecture is oriented on deploying, operating, 
and composing IoT-based applications and services using cloud-specific services 
(Zhou et al. 2013). 

In the context of demographic aging as an obvious trend with a significant 
economic and social impact, the ambient-assisted living (AAL) concept has raised 
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as a priority approach in healthcare, defining a system characterized by being 
connected, context-aware, pervasive, personalized, adaptive, and anticipative. 
According to the AAL Europe site (http://www.aal-europe.eu/), by 2060, almost 
30% of the EU population will be over 65, as compared with almost 20% in 2017. 
For projects funded by the AAL programme, health monitoring (HM) is a central 
functionality, as it is illustrated by reported results of some recently finished ones: 
Pelosha (https://www.pelosha.eu/) – an integrated personalisable environment to 
address key aspects of older adult’s health with specialized AAL services and ap-
plications; vINCI (https://vinci.ici.ro/) – an IoT framework for non-intrusive 
monitoring to assist caregivers and provide smart care for older adults at out- 
patient clinics and outdoors; FreeWalker (https://www.freewalker-aal.eu/) – a 
flexible and versatile solution for guiding and monitoring elderly or cognitive 
impaired persons in the outdoor environment and providing emergency in-
formation to recover disoriented persons safely. 

With regard to HM requirements, the integration of IoT and cloud computing 
has a beneficial influence on improving the quality of life for elder people with chronic 
diseases (Gachet et al. 2012). Assisting medical staff in monitoring the treatment of 
elderly at home, developing personalized health services such as warnings or reminders 
for medication, providing personalized access to health information available on the 
Internet, supporting these social categories to do daily activities being aware in every 
moment about their health status are among these benefits. 

The chapter is devoted to an HM solution centered on the integrated cloud- 
IoT sensing service offer. The intended contribution of this approach is to improve 
the sensing services accessibility and their fit with consumers’ requirements. 

The remaining part of the chapter is structured as follows: Section 2 provides 
an overview of specific HM architectural solutions adapted to the usage of IoT and 
cloud technologies. In Section 3, the generic sensing service scenario is introduced. 
Section 4 is devoted to the integrated sensing service offers approach, presenting 
the main roles, their business interactions, and the basic service operation rules. In 
Section 5, the specificity of the sensing service integrator, playing the central role in 
the proposed approach, is illustrated by its business model specifications and core 
entities of its managerial data structure. Section 6 presents two implementation 
scenarios of the integrated sensing service approach with the focus on the service 
integrator role. Some concluding remarks are presented in the final section. 

8.2 Specific HM Architectural Solutions – An Overview 
The BodyCloud SaaS approach is dedicated to collecting health-monitoring data 
(blood pressure, heart pulses, electrocardiogram, body movements) by sensor nodes 
in the body sensor network, and their real-time transfer to be stored, processed, 
analyzed, and visualized in a scalable fashion (Fortino et al. 2014). The architectural 
solution for a healthcare system based on the IoT devices, networking, and cloud 
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technologies, proposed in (Zhang et al. 2017), is structured on three layers: (1) data 
collection (heterogeneous raw data in a variety of structures and formats, collected 
from a variety of sources and preprocessed before being transferred to the next layer), 
(2) data management (distributed heterogeneous data storage capabilities and ad-
vanced data processing and analysis methods), and (3) application service (access to 
visual data analysis results, open unified interface to data for development of user- 
centric applications and services). A six-layered solution for the smart hospital 
network system architecture detecting, locating, and monitoring smart objects is 
proposed in (Alharbe et al. 2015): data processing (collection real-time data using 
sensor-based technology), data integration (into appropriate databases), cloud 
computing (increase capacity of shared resources at the hospital level and in its in-
teraction with the healthcare system), network (transfer data from different sources 
on one or multiple destination hubs), knowledge reasoning (data mining specific 
processing to support decision making responsibilities), and visualization (data re-
presentation to make it accessible to the user community). In (Plageras et al. 2016), 
the proposed three-layered framework for healthcare monitoring includes: home 
network to connect IoT devices and the local server, the gateway, and cloud resource 
for storing and analyzing data and video. 

The MSI-MDD platform architecture for cloud-based monitoring services of 
seniors affected by dementia, presented in (Alexandru and Ianculescu 2017), takes 
advantage of the benefits generated by the integration of various assistive technol-
ogies, including cloud and IoT. A monitoring system proposed in (Li et al. 2017) is 
structured on data collection and data-transmission phases, to deal with real-time 
patient health information for heart diseases. An IoT-based health-monitoring 
system proposed in (Azimi et al. 2017) includes a management technique and a 
specific computing architecture to make possible autonomous adjustments to the 
patient status, while the IoT monitoring solution in (Pinto et al. 2017) is able to 
enroll vital information of patients and to activate alarms in emergency situations. In 
(Verma and Sood 2018), the proposed cloud-IoT m-health monitoring framework is 
used to trace potential diseases and rank their severity level. A recommender system 
for diabetes-specific prescriptions based on patient’s body monitoring for identifying 
risks of foods and drugs is presented in (Ali et al. 2018). A comprehensive survey of 
HM solutions is provided in (Alsalibi et al. 2021). 

8.3 Generic Sensing Service Scenario 
The generic scenario of the sensing service is based on the interaction of four 
entities: the sensor owner, the sensor publisher, the extended service provider, and 
the sensor data consumer (Perera et al. 2014). The sensor owner might be a private 
or a public organization, a commercial sensor provider or an individual. In case the 
sensor owner decides that the data provided by its sensors will be available in the 
cloud, it has to define the access policy to these data that the potential sensor 
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publisher should implement and potential users should comply with. A sensor 
sends data to a single sensor publisher, but subject to this policy, these data might 
be shared between several sensor publishers if necessary. The sensor publisher is a 
cloud provider that evaluates existing sensor owners’ offers considering the po-
tential sensor data consumers’ interest in accessing these data. The extended service 
provider is a separate business entity specializing in advanced analysis and visua-
lization of published sensor data. 

The sensor data consumer has to identify and interact with all these providers 
to aggregate existing offers according to its needs. In case of HM, the medical staff 
is usually neither prepared nor interested and available for this effort. To avoid this 
inconvenience, the approach based on the integration of various sensing service 
contributors’ offers is proposed, which implements the principle of “single-point- 
of-contact” in relation to the consumer side. 

8.4 Integrated Sensing Service Offer Approach 
8.4.1 Main Roles and Business Interactions 

On the provider’s side, the sensor device owner (SDO), sensor data publisher (SDP) 
and extended service provider (ESP) roles have a meaning similar with entities in the 
generic scenario presented above. SDO administrates and maintains a pool of devices 
that are available for sensing services, i.e., their data are published in cloud and are 
accessible for further use. SDP is a cloud-IoT platform administrator, which is 
publishing sensor generated data. ESP delivers value-added software solutions to 
process, analyze, and visualize sensor data published in the cloud, according to users’ 
requirements. For example, in the case of real-time supervision and monitoring of 
mentally impaired or aging people, such high-quality services could be real-time 
analytics of monitoring data, risk assessment, fall, and crisis (seizure, stroke, heart 
attack) predictions. 

On the customer’s side, the integrated offer beneficiary (IOB) formulates the 
problem that has to be solved using sensing services, while the expertise to analyze 
the results provided by sensing services and to formulate recommendations to IOB 
belongs to the integrated offer user (IOU). In the HM context, IOB is the 
monitored patient and IOU is the medical unit providing HM services. 

The sensing offer integrator (SOI) company plays the central role in this ap-
proach, as shown in Figure 8.1. After identifying a market opportunity, SOI 
analysis customer’s requirements and starts negotiating the contributions to the 
integrated offer: (1) the sensor data publication in the cloud, (2) the availability of 
necessary sensor devices, and (3) the access to value-added services for sensor data 
analysis and visualization. 

Next, SOI concludes the service provision contract with IOU that stipulates the 
configuration of the integrated service offer, the conditions of its activation, and the 
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access rights to the monitoring results (4). Based on provisions of the main contract, 
the interactions (1) to (3) are concluded by addendums to the framework agreement 
on SOI partnership, regarding concrete contributions to the concluded contract. 
Also, SOI negotiates a subsidiary contract with IOB on the provision, operation, and 
maintenance of sensor devices during the active monitoring sessions and on accessing 
the monitoring results according to the IOU’s recommendations (5). 

In addition to these main SOI interactions, the following supporting interac-
tions are specific to this model, with the aim of implementing the service provision 
contract: (6) SDP and SDO decide on technical conditions to integrate identified 
sensor devices in the IoT platform; (7) SDP and ESP identify the requirements for 
installation and execution in cloud of selected value-added applications; (8) IOU 
stipulates the monitoring rules and IOB obligations during a monitoring session, 
as well as its access rights to available sensor data and value-added results. 

(1) to (8) are called business interactions between entities playing those roles 
because they are governed by the provisions of the concluded contract. The model 
functioning involves also direct interactions between representatives of partici-
pating entities to solve various technical or procedural issues. 

8.4.2 Operation Rules 

The basic operation rules of HM service according to this approach are as follows: 

(OR1) Sensors belonging to sensor devices accepted by the HM facility (IOU) 
are published sensors, i.e., they are eligible as monitoring data sources. 
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(OR2) An active sensor is a published sensor selected to be used as a data source 
during the patient’s monitoring session. 

(OR3) Within the contractual relationship between SOI and IOU, a treating 
doctor belonging to IOU formulates and negotiates with SOI representatives 
the integrated service configuration requirements for the benefit of the pa-
tient (IOB). 

(OR4) After it, the doctor will activate the configured service as many times as 
necessary during the monitoring period by initiating a monitoring session. 

(OR5) Each data instance collected by an active sensor during a monitoring 
session is stored and identifiable as a distinct value of a monitored 
parameter. 

(OR6) Using the collected sensor data instances, each extended service accepted 
by IOU is available to generate instances of results from a predefined list. 

(OR7) Each extended service result instance generated on request during a 
monitoring session is stored and identifiable as an output of the monitoring 
session. 

(OR8) During the monitoring session, the session initiator (i.e. the doctor) has 
full access to the monitoring session data and result instances, and decides 
on their distribution to other stakeholders, according to their access rights. 

(OR9) At the end of the monitoring session, all collected data and result in-
stances will be archived to be available for later consultation, according to 
their archiving regime. 

For (OR3), the service configuration requirements include:  

■ the monitoring period;  
■ the sensor devices allocated to the monitored patient;  
■ the list of sensors on each allocated device, which are relevant during the 

monitoring period;  
■ the selected value-added services for processing and visualization of collected 

sensor data; 
■ the list of other interested parties that are allowed to access monitoring re-

sults (other doctors, assistive personnel, the monitored patient, caregivers) 
and their access rights;  

■ the archiving regime for monitoring data and results. 

8.5 Service Offer Integrator Specificity 
8.5.1 SOI Business Model Specifications 

A business model describes the rationale of how the value is created, delivered, and 
captured. The SOI business profile is close to the classical full service provider 
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model, described in (Weill and Vitale 2001), where the aim is to provide total 
coverage of customer needs in a particular domain, via a single point of contact. 

According to (Osterwalder and Pigneur 2010) a business model is structured in 
nine main building blocks, which are briefly specified in Table 8.1. 

Table 8.1 Building Blocks of a Business Model (Adapted from  Osterwalder 
and Pigneur 2010)     

Name Definition Details  

1. Customer 
segments 

groups of people or 
organizations an 
enterprise aims to 
reach 

Typology: mass market, niche 
market, segments with slightly/ 
very different needs and problems 

2. Value 
propositions 

products and services 
that create value for  
a specific customer 
segment 

Sources of value: novelty, design, 
performance, accessibility, price, 
usability, customization, cost 
reduction, risk reduction. 

3. Channels the way a company 
communicates with 
and reaches its 
customer segments  
to deliver a value 
proposition 

Channel phases: rise awareness, 
help customers evaluate the 
proposed value, deliver a value 
proposition to customers, and 
provide post-purchase customer 
support. 

4. Customer 
relationship 

types of relationships  
a company 
establishes with 
specific customer 
segments 

Typology: based on human 
interaction, no direct relationship 
(self-service), automated services 
(customized self-service), co- 
creation (creating value with 
customers), helping companies 
better understand their customers. 

5. Revenue 
streams 

various ways a 
company generates 
cash from each 
customer segment 

Typology: asset sale, usage fee, 
subscription fee, lending/renting/ 
leasing, licensing, brokerage fee 
(intermediation services), 
advertising fee. 

6. Key 
resources 

what assets are 
required by the 
business model 

Typology: human and financial 
resources, physical assets (e.g., 
manufacturing facilities, 
distribution networks), intellectual 
resources (e.g., brands, proprietary 
knowledge, patents, copyrights). 

(Continued) 
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Based on this structure, the proposed specifications for the SOI business model 
are as follows. 

Customer segments: within the HM application domain the variant of “seg-
ments with slightly different needs and problems” is the most appropriate. 

Value propositions: service availability, benefits of the cloud-IoT infrastructure, 
performance level of value-added services, accessibility, and usability of provided 
results are the main sources of value generation for its customers. 

Channels: the right choice is the own and direct channel as efficient customer 
relationship management is a key success factor for this business profile. Also, 
considering the novelty of this approach on the market, the SOI channel should 
carefully implement and cover all channel phases, with specific attention paid to 
the first two ones. 

Customer relationship: the priority goes to the direct, personal relationship 
with each customer. Another important critical success factor is the co-creation 
dimension, as this direct relationship is expected to provide relevant input for SOI 
itself in understanding specific needs and building a highly customizable offer. 

Table 8.1 (Continued) Building Blocks of a Business Model (Adapted from 
Osterwalder and Pigneur 2010)     

Name Definition Details  

7. Key activities what a company has  
to do according to  
its business model 

Examples: production related 
activities, activities providing 
solutions to customers’ needs, 
supporting activities (promotion, 
management, maintenance). 

8. Key 
partnerships 

suppliers and partners 
that are important for 
key resources and  
key activities of the 
business model 

Main benefits: reduction of risk and 
uncertainty (strategic alliances), 
optimizing the allocation of 
resources and activities (e.g., 
outsourcing or sharing 
infrastructure), acquisition of 
particular/specific resources and 
activities. 

9. Cost 
structure 

operation costs for  
key resources, 
activities and 
partnerships (variable 
or fixed costs, 
economies of scale, 
economies of scope) 

Main cost models: cost-driven 
model (low price value 
propositions and extensive 
outsourcing), value-driven model 
(oriented on value creation and 
highly personalized products and 
services).    
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Revenue streams: they are specific to the SOI business profile mentioned above, 
i.e. usage/subscription fees from the customers’ side, advertising fees from third- 
party providers, fees for selling data about customers and membership fees from 
the providers’ side. 

Key resources: the cloud-IoT infrastructure, the human resource expertise of 
providing and integrating infrastructure services and advanced data analytics and 
visualization services, the licensed software. 

Key activities: as specific to a service company, they are those dedicated to 
solving customer needs. 

Key partnerships: they should be capable to provide complementary con-
tributions to the integrated service offer and available for long-term collaboration 
to reduce risk and uncertainty. 

Cost structure: it includes fixed costs for infrastructure operation, variable costs 
for sensor devices and value-added applications. The economy of scale is specific to 
this business model because of the better valorization of sensor data through their 
sharing between more interested users, which is a basic reason to adopt the cloud- 
IoT solution. 

8.5.2 Core Entities of the SOI-MIS Data Structure 

To ensure the effective implementation of the SOI business model, an efficient 
management information system should be in place, fully compliant with the basic 
operational rules of the SOI approach. To illustrate this request, the core entities of 
the database conceptual schema for the SOI-MIS are presented in Table 8.2. 

Table 8.2 Core Entities of the SOI Managerial Data Structure    

Name Basic attributes  

Sensor Device Owners sdo-id, sdo-name, sdo-contact info 

Sensor Device Statuses sds-id, sds-name (available, active, 
defective) 

Sensor Devices sd-id, sd-name, sdo-id, sds-id, sds-date- 
time 

Published Sensor Types pst-id, pst-name (e.g., temperature, 
pressure, acceleration) 

Published Sensors ps-id, ps-name, pst-id, sd-id 

Sensor Data Publishers sdp-id, sdp-name, sdp-contact info 

Extended Service Providers esp-id, esp-name, esp-contact info 

(Continued) 
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8.6 Implementation Scenarios for Integrated Sensing 
Service Approach 

For most medical units and especially for small ones (clinics, general practitioners) 
that provide remote monitoring services specific to the outpatient treatment re-
gime, the dominant scenario for implementing the integrated sensing service ap-
proach is to outsource it to a specialized provider, as a unique point of contact that 
takes full responsibility in implementing the service configuration requests, in 
service provision and operation, including administration of its results. This is 
mainly due to requirements generated by the quality metrics specific to this service, 
such as: high availability during the monitoring sessions, scalability to cope with 
inherent dynamics of monitoring volume (number of participants, duration of 
monitoring periods), intensity (number of monitored parameters, complexity level 
of data analysis), and health data security and privacy. 

Table 8.2 (Continued) Core Entities of the SOI Managerial Data Structure    

Name Basic attributes  

Extended Services es-id, es-name, esp-id, sdp-id 

Extended Service Results esr-id, esr-name, es-id 

Service Offer Integrator’s 
Contracts 

ctr-id, iou-id, ctr-start, ctr-end, ctr-value 

Integrated Offer Users iou-id, iou-name, iou-contractual info 

Integrated Offer Beneficiaries iob-id, iob-name, iob-contact info, iou-id 

Contract-Sensor Devices ctr-id, sd-id 

Contract-Extended Services ctr-id, es-id 

Monitoring Session Initiators msi-id, msi-name, iou-id 

Monitoring Sessions ms-id, ms-name, ctr-id, msi-id, iob-id, ms- 
start, ms-end 

Monitoring Session-Published 
Sensors 

ms-id, ps-id 

Monitoring Session-Extended 
Service Results 

ms-id, ers-id 

Published Sensor Data Instances ps-id, psdi-date-time, psdi-value 

Extended Service Result 
Instances 

esr-id, esri-date-time, esri-file-name    
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With regard to this last group of metrics, the main recommended solutions 
proposed in (EC-AIOTI 2017) include: data control by the user in any phase of 
the data life cycle, empowering the user to obtain sufficient knowledge on what its 
devices and related system are doing and sharing, encryption by default in com-
munication and storage, life-time protection, trusted and transparent updates only 
by authorized parties, and identity protection by decoupling personal identity from 
device identity. 

In addition, we should be aware that the medical staff is not available for the 
service operation effort. Their main interest is to have access to sensing data and 
results as decision support to solve patient problems. 

Another scenario to implement the integrated service approach is specific to large 
medical facilities (hospitals) where the institutionalized patient setting is dominant. 
Depending on available financial, human, and technical resources, such medical unit 
may decide to implement the SOI role inside the unit. 

The most significant specificity of this scenario is generated by the IT de-
partment capability to provide the functionality of IT infrastructure layers addi-
tional to cloud computing: edge and fog computing. 

Edge computing is a complementary solution to currently dominating cloud 
computing where edge devices have more computing and storage capabilities, 
which improve their functionality and reduce the volume of data sent to the cloud. 
Being in line with requirements generated by many business models and appli-
cations, this computing paradim was pushed at the peak of the Gartner’s hype 
cycle for cloud computing, 2018 (Smith and Anderson 2018). 

Fog computing was initially defined as an extension of the cloud with the aim 
to provide networking, computing, and storage services between end devices and 
traditional cloud computing data centers (Bonomi et al. 2012). As compared with 
edge computing, the computing power and intelligence are in the local area 
network (Vermesan et al. 2018). This mid-infrastructure layer generates such 
significant advantages as minimizing the volume of data sent in the cloud, im-
proving the privacy of sensitive data stored locally, limiting network commu-
nication impact on data latency and time-response performance, greater scalability 
for a variable number of connected devices and amount of data being generated 
and collected. 

Under these circumstances, a three-layer infrastructure will be available, cap-
able of providing decision support for:  

■ time-critical decisions specific to risk evaluation in a real-time monitoring 
regime;  

■ medical diagnosis based on current monitoring results and patient-related 
short- and medium-term historical data available in the local database;  

■ predictive analysis, which is specific to personalized healthcare based on long- 
term data available in the cloud. 
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This infrastructure will impact on the interactions between SOI (IT department) 
and the other roles on the provider’s side. In relation to the cloud provider, SOI 
will take over its responsibilities regarding sensor data publishing and will negotiate 
the necessary cloud resources to implement the long-term data storage and ad-
vanced analytics capabilities. In relation to SDO, SOI will negotiate conditions for 
integrating the sensor devices into the local edge-computing layer and, optional, 
the set up of a local buffer of the most critical and frequently used sensor devices. 
In relation to ESP, SOI will negotiate access to the extended services, which are 
specific to advanced data analysis for both diagnosis and predictive kind of decision 
support. In addition, the assimilation and in-house implementation of the most 
frequently used value-added services may be subject of these negotiations. 

8.7 Conclusions 
The advantages of combining cloud computing and IoT are generated by the 
complementarities between these two technologies. For traditional IoT applica-
tions, including HM, the cloud-IoT-based sensing service brings the advantages of 
improved efficiency in sensor data usage, scalable data storage and processing re-
sources, facilities in data accessibility and sharing, advanced data governance and 
disaster recovery, and cost effectiveness. The chapter is dedicated to the integrated 
sensing service offer approach in HM, which provides the benefits of the single- 
point-of-contact principle in relation between medical units and service providers’ 
side, simplifying their interaction, minimizing medical staff’s effort to set up and 
operate the service, and improving service accessibility and its quality of operation. 
The provided information was structured with the aim to ensure the right under-
standing of the approach and favorable premises for its successful implementation 
and operation. First, the approach was described in terms of main roles, their re-
sponsibilities and interactions, as well as the basic service operation rules. Then, the 
specificity of the SOI company, playing the central role in this approach, was em-
phasized through its business model specifications and core entities of the managerial 
data structure. Two implementation scenarios were detailed for the integrated sen-
sing service approach in case of medical units that provide HM services in outpatient 
and inpatient settings, respectively. In both cases, specific solutions for implementing 
the service offer integrator role were proposed. 

In a larger context, the anonymised collected data and statistical results may be 
shared by an extended community of stakeholders, including research and aca-
demia, governmental institutions, and policy makers in healthcare. 

As a final remark, the proposed approach might be of interest to any other 
application domain that could benefit cloud-IoT advantages. Nevertheless, the 
domain-oriented specialization of service companies implementing the SOI role is 
expected to have a significant influence on their efficiency and competitiveness on 
the market. 
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9.1 Introduction 
During good sleep, muscle and tissue rejuvenate. Memory consolidation also oc-
curs. Therefore, maintaining the quality of sleep is crucial for human beings. Based 
on the survey of the National Sleep Foundation on 1,000 participants from 
the USA, 13% of the participants did not have enough sleep on non-workdays. 
The percentage was higher on workdays, in which 30% of the participants did not 
have enough sleep. The findings of this survey show that many people lack sleep, 
particularly on workdays. The lack of sleep may disturb individuals’ lives by re-
ducing productivity due to energy loss. Early detection of sleep-related disorders 
may prevent further sleep disorders in which evaluating sleep stages can be a good 
method for sleep study and early indication. According to the gold standard of 
sleep study, several stages of sleep can be classified as awake, REM, and NREM. 
The NREM contains several stages such as light sleep (stage 1 and 2) and deep 
sleep (stage 3 and 4).Classification of sleep stages can be done by visiting a sleep 
specialist. An experiment will be conducted for patients in the specific room to 
monitor their psychological conditions during sleep. Common devices such as 
electroencephalography and ECG can be employed for detecting brain waves and 
heart rates, respectively. For this work, ECG was chosen rather than EEG because 
it provides more comfort, where in EEG installation, EEG electrodes need to be 
placed on the patients. For ECG cases, a non-contact ECG sensor already exists. 
The ECG produces a signal as the result, as shown in Figure 9.1. Each data 
generated can be identified by sleep specialists. However, manual identification is 
very tedious and exhausting. Automatic identification of sleep stages will be very 
helpful for sleep research as the initial diagnosis. Recent developments of portable 
sensors, embedded system, cloud computing, and machine-learning algorithms 
have led to the emergence of big data analytics for healthcare. A sleep-monitoring 
system is developed using these technologies to allow patients to monitor their 
sleep condition regularly. The ECG signal collected using a portable ECG sensor 
can be aggregated in the data aggregator before being sent to cloud computing for 
signal processing. The sleep stage can be classified automatically by a machine- 
learning algorithm for early diagnostic. In the field of machine learning, artificial 
neural network has been known as a promising and emerging method that can be 
applied in many fields. One of the advantages of applying a neural network in 
the sleep study is that it has tolerance for some undesirable data or events with the 
ability to learn non-linear and complex relations. On the other hand, a neural 
network has some drawbacks, such as slow backpropagation learning, which can 
lead to local optima solution. LSTM is a type of recurrent neural network that 
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addresses the vanishing gradient problem in vanilla RNNs through additional cells 
and input and output gates. Intuitively, vanishing gradients are solved through 
additional additive components, and forget gate activations, that allow the gra-
dients to flow through the network without vanishing as quickly. 

GRU is another commonly used RNN architecture, similar to an LSTM, but it 
only has two gates – a reset gate and an update gate – and notably lacks an output 
gate. Fewer parameters mean GRUs are generally easier/faster to train than their 
LSTM counterparts. The data features must be extracted in order to use RNN 
algorithm for identifying sleep stages. Features can be extracted based on heart rate 
variability from ECG. The HRV is one of physiological phenomena showing 
the continuous beating of the heart, which varies during sleeping. To extract the 
features of HRV, several methods can be employed, such as geometrical, time 
domain, poincare, as well as frequency domain. The study was conducted using 
several RNN architecture. The classification of sleep stages was conducted using 

Figure 9.1 Several Components of ECG Signal.    
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LSTM and GRU. The performance of LSTM and GRU were evaluated to obtain 
the optimum algorithm by calculating the accuracy percentage. The main con-
tributions of this study is building a classifier model using RNN to achieve optimal 
accuracy in terms of sleep stages classification using HRV features obtained from 
ECG signal and evaluating the performance of each proposed RNN model 
compared to the previous research. 

9.2 Proposed Methods 
The methodology includes: 1) MITBPD collection, 2) pre-processing of data, 
3) feature extraction of HRV, and 4) model building and evaluation. The algo-
rithms used in this work were LSTM, LSTM with peephole connection and GRU. 
Performance comparison also was made. 

9.2.1 Data Collection of MIT-BIH Polysomnographic Dataset 

The data obtained contained recordings of physiological signal of the human body 
during sleeping. ECG, EEG, blood pressure, and respiration were included in 
MITBPD. The reason for using MITBPD dataset is because it is one of public 
ECG datasets that has labelled annotations and has been used by many previous 
researchers to make sure that the results of comparison carried out are fair. For 
simplicity, only an ECG signal was used, which was digitized with 12-bit per 
sample and sampling frequency of 250 Hz. The 18 files recorded during the 
sleeping period of 2 female and 16 male subjects were utilized. The participants’ 
ages ranged from 32 to 56 years old (x = 43) with weight 89 –152 kg (x = 119 kg). 
Prior to pre-processing, 10,274 samples were retrieved in which each sample re-
cording has a duration of 30 seconds. The MITBPD has class distribution of 
17.79%, 38.28%, 4.76%, 1.78%, 6.89% and 30.5% for NREM1, NREM2, 
NREM3, NREM4, REM, and awake sleep stage. 

9.2.2 Pre-Processing of the Data 

Data annotation and RR interval were recorded and pre-processed. RR interval is a 
time delay between the current and previous heart beats. By calculating the time 
that elapsed between two consecutive R waves of ECG signal, RR interval was 
obtained. Data annotation was labelled by a sleep specialist, confirming the sleep 
stage for every 30 seconds. First, problematic data were removed. In this step, the 
annotation data and RR interval were synchronized. The problematic data refer to 
the missing timestamp that makes both data fail to synchronize. The data will be 
removed. Each annotation data may contain many RR intervals. If the annotation 
data did not match the scope of the research (such as awake, NREM, REM), then 
the data were removed. Then, feature extraction was performed to those set of RR 
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interval from each annotation. For feature extraction of heart rate variability to 
track and interpret the electric activity of the heart, ECG can be used. There is a 
constant variation in the human heartbeat, which is recorded by ECG. The ner-
vous systems, such as parasympathetic and sympathetic nerves, control the heart 
rate fluctuation. In this work, those variabilities were utilized to extract the 18 
features, as shown in Table 9.1. 

Table 9.1 The List of Features Extracted from HRV      

No Name of 
Feature 

Method of 
Extraction 

Explanation   

1 SDNN Time Domain SDNN is the standard deviation of NN 
intervals 

SDNN RR RR= ( )
N j

N
j

1
1 =1

2

2 RMSSD Time Domain Root Mean Square of the Successive 
Differences 

RMSSD RR RR= ( )
N j

N
j j

1
1 =1

1
+1

2

3 SDSD Time Domain standard deviation of the successive 
difference between adjacent R-R 
intervals  

4 NN50 Time Domain Total number of pairs of adjacent NN 
intervals differing by more than 50 ms 
Count RR RR( )j j+1

where RR RR > 50j j+1

5 pNN50 Time Domain Percentage of adjacent NN intervals 
differing by more than 50 ms 

pNN50 = × 100NN
N

50
1

6 AVNN Time Domain AVNN is mean of all normal sinus to 
normal sinus of NN intervals 

AVNN RR=
N j

N
j

1
=1

7 HRV Triangular 
Index 

Geometric al total of RR interval / height of 
histogram of all RR intervals with 
7.8125 ms bin  

8 SD1 Poincare standard deviation of perpendicular 
points to the line-of-identity 

SD SDSD1 =2 1
2

2

(Continued) 
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9.2.3 First Algorithm: Long Short-Term Memory 

In 1997, Hochreiter dan Schmidhuber introduce LSTM to solve the long-term 
dependencies problem. Like RNN, LSTM also consists of module-module with 
repeating process where each module used is a LSTM module. LSTM modules 
have different processes compared to normal RNN modules with the addition of 
cell state or memory cell that will be used to store information for long periods. 
The memory cell will decide what information what will be stored within the gate. 

Table 9.1 (Continued) The List of Features Extracted from HRV      

No Name of 
Feature 

Method of 
Extraction 

Explanation   

9 SD2 Poincare standard deviation of parallel points 
along the line-of-identity 

SD SDNN SDSD2 = 22 2 1
2

2

10 SD1SD2 Ratio Poincare Ratio of SD1 dan SD2 

SD1SD2 Ratio = SD
SD

1
2

11 S Poincare Area of Ellipse 
S = × SD1 × SD2

12 TP Frequency 
Domain 

Total Power  

13 VLF Frequency 
Domain 

TP ranging from 0‒0.04 Hz  

14 LF Frequency 
Domain 

TP ranging from 0.04‒0.15 Hz  

15 HF Frequency 
Domain 

TP ranging from 0.15‒0.4 Hz  

16 LFHF Ratio Frequency 
Domain 

The ratio of LF to HF indicates the 
sympathovagal balance 

LFHF Ratio = LF
HF

17 LFnorm Frequency 
Domain 

Normalized LF value 

LFNorm = LF
TP VLF

18 HFnorm Frequency 
Domain 

Normalize HF value 

HFNorm = HF
TP VLF
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In LSTM, there are three gates: input gate, forget gate, and output gate. Each 
gate functions as a filter to store the information or not based on each gate’s 
weight value. 

9.2.4 Second Algorithm: LSTM with Peephole Connection 

Gers et al. proposed LSTM with peephole connection, which is a variation from 
LSTM that has a weighted peephole connection. The purpose of the peephole 
connection is to connect CEC with other gates that are in the same block memory, 
allowing all gates to access the current cell state. In the original LSTM, every gate 
receives a connection from input and output units where when the output gates are 
closed, there are no gates that can access each CEC being controlled, which can led 
to decreased performance. 

9.2.5 Third Algorithm: Gated Recurrent Unit 

Chung et al. proposed a gated recurrent unit, which is a variation from LSTM that 
does not have an output gate. The purpose of GRU is to make each recurrent unit 
catch dependencies within different time scales with adaptives because not all in-
formation impacts the next step. Inside GRU, the component that organizes the 
information flow is known as gate, and GRU have two gates, the reset gate and the 
update gate. The reset gate on GRU will determine how to combine the new 
information input with past information, and the update gate will decide how 
much past information that will be stored. 

9.3 Results 
9.3.1 Model Training and Evaluation 

The algorithms were used to classify four sets of data, which are 6, 4, 3, and 
2 numbers of sleep stages in which the sets can be categorized as follows (1) six 
classes: awake, stage 1, stage 2, stage 3, stage 4, and REM, (2) 4 classes: awake, 
deep sleep, light sleep, and REM, (3) three classes: awake, NREM, and REM, 
(4) two classes: awake and sleep. The MITBPD has class distribution of 17.79%, 
38.28%, 4.76%, 1.78%, 6.89%, and 30.5% for NREM1, NREM2, NREM3, 
NREM4, REM, and awake sleep stage. To validate the data, the 70% training 
and 30% testing data were implemented using stratified sampling where 
the training and testing data were used further for accuracy evaluation. The 
number of retrieved data was adjusted proportionally. The training and testing 
results data from train-test split are different from data that used in previous 
works. 
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9.3.2 Pre-Processing 

The invalid data without annotation or irrelevant annotation, as well as incomplete 
RR interval, were taken out. The 1.17% of total data removed amounted to 120 data. 
The rest of the 98.83% data, 10,154 samples were synchronized with annotation data, 
data normalization, feature extraction, and RR interval. 

9.3.3 First Algorithm: Long Short-Term Memory 

The network takes 18 features as the input and for each EEG window “time step,” 
the concatenated element vector is then fed to a stack of two (NLSTM layers) large 
recurrent LSTM layers with three units each. The two layers have 264 and 84 
trainable parameters. The output layer is a small LSTM unit with softmax output 
activation, and it has 24 trainable parameters. The component output vector re-
presents for each time step the class probabilities (or soft decisions) that the given 
30 s input windows belong to sleep stages wake, REM, N1, N2, and N3, re-
spectively. The experiments consisting of 100 LSTM iterations for each experiment 
were performed to evaluate LSTM algorithm. All 18 features were executed without 
a prior selection process. The mean accuracy of training data for six, four, three, and 
two classes were respectively 45.12%, 60.1%, 65%, and 71.07%. Consecutively, the 
mean accuracies of testing data for six, four, three, and two classes were 47.06%, 
62.29%, 68%, and 72.92%. According to the accuracy evaluation, the difference 
of training and testing accuracy was significant in which the differences were 1.94%, 
2.19%, 3%, and 1.85% for six, four, three, and two classes. 

9.3.4 Second Algorithm: LSTM with Peephole Connection 

The network takes 18 features as the input and for each EEG window “time step,” 
the concatenated element vector is then fed to a stack of two (NLSTM layers) large 
recurrent peephole LSTM cell layers with three units each. The two layers have 
264 and 84 trainable parameters. The output layer is a small peephole LSTM cell 
unit with softmax output activation, and it has 24 trainable parameters. The 
component output vector represents for each time step the class probabilities (or 
soft decisions) that the given 30 s input window belongs to sleep stages wake, 
REM, N1, N2, and N3, respectively. The experiments consisting of 100 LSTM 
with peephole connection iterations for each experiment were performed to eval-
uate LSTM with peephole connection algorithm. All 18 features were executed 
without a prior selection process. The mean accuracy of training data for six, four, 
three, and two classes were respectively 44.34%, 60.49%, 65.06%, and 71.28%. 
Consecutively, the mean accuracies of testing data for six, four, three, and two classes 
were 46.76%, 61.67%, 67.5%, and 72.27%. According to the accuracy evaluation, 
the difference of training and testing accuracy was significant in which the differences 
were 2.42%, 1.18%, 2.44%,and 0.99% for six, four, three, and two classes. 
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9.3.5 Third Algorithm: Gated Recurrent Unit 

The network takes 18 features as the input and for each EEG window “time step,” 
the concatenated element vector is then fed toa stack of two (GRU layers) large 
recurrent GRU layers with three units each. The two layers have 264 and 84 
trainable parameters. The output layer is a small GRU unit with softmax output 
activation, and it has 24 trainable parameters. The component output vector re-
presents for each time step the class probabilities (or soft decisions) that the given 
30 s input window belongs to sleep stages wake, REM, N1, N2, and N3, re-
spectively. The experiments consisting of 100 GRU iterations for each experiment 
were performed to evaluate GRU algorithm. All 18 features were executed without 
a prior selection process. The mean accuracy of training data for six, four, three, 
and two classes were respectively 45.27%, 60.03%, 65.05%, and 71.24%. 
Consecutively, the mean accuracies of testing data for six, four, three, and two 
classes were 46.50%, 61.24%, 68%, and 72.56%. According to the accuracy 
evaluation, the difference of training and testing accuracy was significant in which 
the differences were 1.23%, 1.21%, 2.95%, and 1.32% for six, four, three, and 
two classes. The performance comparison of the proposed method and the existing 
methods is shown by Table 9.2. 

9.4 Conclusion 
In this research, sleep stage classification from heart rate variability of ECG signal 
was performed using three types of algorithms, four sets of classes, and two sets of 
features. Meanwhile, LSTM, LSTM with peephole connection, and GRU were 
used as algorithms. The set of classes are six, four, three, and two sleep stages in 
which the accuracy was compared. The study shows that LSTM exhibited the 
highest accuracy, followed by GRU and LSTM with peephole connection, re-
spectively. It can be concluded that RNN model can be used to classify sleep stages 
with good accuracy results.  
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10.1 Introduction 
The Internet of Things (IoT) has improved the quality of medical care processes 
using innovative technology [1]. For progressive nations, human health and well- 
being are imperative goals. Medical devices used by health professionals and 
doctors are essential for monitoring and preventing a patient’s illness. IoT for 
patient monitoring provides several opportunities for researchers and developers to 
monitor patients remotely by using cloud- and fog-computing technologies [2,3]. 
The main characteristics of the IoT are [4]: 

■ Interconnectivity: IoT provides interconnectivity of most devices for com-
munication and information exchange.  

■ Things-related services: The IoT can provide confidentiality and semantic 
consistency between physical and virtual things.  

■ Heterogeneity: Devices used in IoT are heterogeneous as each integrated device 
in this network is manufactured by a different vendor. Deployed intelligent 
devices can also transfer and gather data over the Internet to reach their shared 
goal of providing the specialized service for which they are designed. 
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■ Dynamic changes: The number of devices connected over the network, as 
well as their state of waking, active, sleeping, connected, and disconnected, is 
efficiently handled by the IoT.  

■ Enormous scale: The IoT handles data generated by many devices and their 
interpretation to generate useful information.  

■ Safety: This is one of the essential characteristics. The protection of our data, 
as well as the network endpoints, means creating a security paradigm.  

■ Connectivity: The connectivity network accessibility and compatibility of 
various things can be provided. 

The IoT architecture consists of different technologies that safely deploy devices 
to deliver intelligent services. The sensors and actuators used in electronic de-
vices are smart for communication and collection of data via network compo-
nents. The collected data is transmitted to the storage servers for processing and 
then delivered as a service to the application users. Figure 10.1 shows how IoT 
communicates with other devices. All the recorded data is digital, which can be 
accessible by the end-users. The IoT architecture consists of the following four 
components:  

■ Smart devices: A smart device is an electronic gadget that can connect, share, 
and Interact with users and other smart devices. Although usually small in 
size, intelligent devices typically have the computing power of a few 
gigabytes.  

■ First Hope Network: The local network translates the device communication 
protocols to Internet protocols.  

■ The Internet: The Internet connects intelligent devices with backend servers.  
■ Back-ed server: These are primarily data centers or client applications. 

Figure 10.1 IoT Architecture.     
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With the advancement of technology, IoT is the opening opportunity for many 
innovative applications such as healthcare, transportation, robotics, automation, 
logistics, and industrial manufacturing. Remote patient monitoring (RPM) is one 
of the services provided by IoT that offers various benefits to both patients and 
physicians at anytime, anywhere, including continuous patient health monitoring 
and access to real-time health data through the Internet [5,6]. 

10.1.1 Remote Patient-Monitoring Application Architecture 

Intelligent devices connected through networked systems can provide clinicians or 
caretakers with the patient’s present and past health records in remote patient- 
monitoring (RPM) applications. The RPM application architecture mainly monitors 
the patient’s health condition and a processing part to identify health-related issues. 
The typical vital signs such as heart rate, blood pressure, temperature, respiratory 
rate, and SpO2 can be measured by Bluetooth-enabled sensors that collect a patient’s 
health data, as shown in Figure 10.2. The sensed data are pre-processed and sent to 
the connected gateway, usually a smartphone or tablet, via Bluetooth, which runs an 
application that authenticates the patient’s ID or other necessary information before 
transmitting to the cloud servers. After necessary authentication, the patients’ real- 
time health data can be accessed using the cloud services from doctors or clinicians’ 
personal computer or smartphones. The cloud services can have intelligent algo-
rithms that can automatically raise alarms to clinicians for early intervention. 

10.1.2 Alarms in RPM 

The effectiveness of remote patient-monitoring systems depends on algorithms for 
automatically processing data to raise clinically significant alarms for the clinicians to 
make an informed decision and early intervention [7]. These clinical alarm needs to 

Figure 10.2 An Architecture for Remote Patient Monitoring (RPM).    
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be triggered “right on time” and accurate so that treatment can be commenced “well 
on time.” Automated alarm signals play a pivotal role in increasing the quality of care 
and contributing to patients’ good health, especially in remote patient monitoring, 
where clinicians or guardians are away from the patient. 

Monitoring devices raise alarms with advanced data-processing algorithms for 
specific life-threatening situations when the life support devices are not working 
appropriately or when a patient’s condition is forecast to deteriorate [8]. Therefore, 
an in-depth investigation of the patient’s clinical needs and monitoring environment 
for efficient alarm generation is needed [7]. The capability of monitoring devices that 
detect a patient’s clinical deterioration, depending on the algorithm used, results in 
frequent alarms. In most cases, most of these alarms may have crossed the pre-set 
parameter limits but have minimal or no clinical significance [9]. Due to frequent 
false positive alarms, clinicians can become less sensitive toward patients’ alarms and 
neglect any possible dangerous situations [8], leading to alarm fatigue [8,10,11]. 

10.1.3 False-Positive Alarms 

The literature in [12–14] has identified that most of the alarms in intensive care units 
(ICU) are non-actionable or false-positive, and only 5–13% of ICU alarms were 
actionable. One-quarter of monitored patients are responsible for two-thirds of all 
alarms [12]. In contrast, another study in [7] found that 2% of patients observed data 
in ICU contributed to 77% of false arrhythmia alarms. These studies show that only 
a few patients generate most false alarms. 

Fewer false-positive alarms can be achieved in the ICU by applying the in-
terventions to available medical devices such as changing the electrodes every day, 
with possible alarm delay, and the personalised widening of the alarm parameters 
as only < 26% of alarms found to be clinically significant [15]. Proper alarm 
settings, such as turning off duplicate alarms and considering alarm delay for alarm 
autocorrection and staff education on setting personalised parameter limits, are 
essential for reducing false alarms [16]. 

One of the significant issues with the current RPM application is the high 
sensitivity due to the advanced algorithm used in the medical devices, causing an 
increased number of false-positive alarms resulting in alarm fatigue, which decreases 
the quality of care [7,17]. And these current RPM applications, historically, do not 
have the sensitivity and specificity of the commercial-grade, non-mobile sensors that 
the hospital used. This problem will likely be exacerbated as we migrate to more 
aggregated sensors with arguably worse patient/sensor interfaces such as skin contact. 
Various other factors such as the lack of standard guidelines, pre-set threshold, pa-
tient’s movements, a faulty device, low battery, data-processing algorithms con-
tribute to an increased number of unnecessary alarm signals [18–20]. 

The contribution of this chapter is that it considers all the literature that builds 
upon medical devices and allows the researcher to translate the knowledge for 
futuristic RPM applications. The lack of standard guidelines for generating the 
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alarm signal has been identified in the literature. Our proposed pentagon approach 
to developing a more efficient alarm signal will attempt to address this gap in the 
literature. Various causes for the origin of false-positive alarms have been identified 
from the literature. A classification has been done for multiple interventions used 
in the literature to reduce false-positive alarms based on four major approaches: 
clinical knowledge, physiological data, medical sensor devices, and clinical en-
vironments focusing on the causes of false-positive alarms. This review was con-
ducted according to the critical review guidelines [21]. 

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the proposed 
pentagon approach. Section 3 presents the classification categories. Section 4 presents 
the results, and the discussion, and conclusions are shown in the last section. 

10.2 A Pentagon Approach 
The literature does not address a general guideline to develop an effective alarm-signal 
generation strategy for clinical needs. This work proposes the “pentagon approach” 
for clinical alarm generation to guide researchers, clinicians, and developers to design 
an effective alarm-generation strategy for their needs. An effective alarm-generation 
strategy can help in reducing frequent false-positive alarm signals. The proposed 
guidelines in the pentagon approach (see Figure 10.3) provide a well-structured flow 

Figure 10.3 A Pentagon Approach to Building a Clinical Alarm Strategy.    
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of phases that help build an elegant solution at each level with clinical data ver-
ification. The guideline consists of the following five steps: the gathering of clinical 
requirements, selection of an appropriate method, application design and develop-
ment, clinical trial, clinical analysis, and clinical response. 

10.2.1 Clinical Requirements 

This initial step in the guidelines includes gathering all the details required for the 
alarm strategy. A detailed list of clinical requirements should be made by inter-
viewing the clinical staff and analysing the existing system. A few items on the 
clinical requirement list could be the scope for changes, the need for alarm, the 
expectation of patients and nurses, parameters to be observed, patient-centric alarm 
systems or generalised alarm systems, and the feasibility of the new systems, a 
scoring system to be used, medical devices to be used, architecture. Identifying the 
various causes that can affect the clinically recorded data value of the measured 
parameters is also essential for this phase. Studies show that some false-positive 
alarm signals are due to patient movement, smaller-sized sensors, or not appro-
priately placed sensors [22]. 

Selecting a suitable alarm strategy based on the gathered clinical requirements 
can help build an efficient system with fewer false-positive alarms. Literature [23] 
shows how identifying the causes and effects of unnecessary alarm signals is helpful 
for overall system quality. This paper-proposed method selection focused on the 
leading causes of the false-positive alarm in the current system. Identification of the 
leading causes for the origin of false-positive alarms has been discussed in Section 3 
in detail. Therefore, selecting methods is the following step after gathering the 
requirements in building an effective alarm-signal strategy. 

10.2.2 Method Selection 

After gathering the clinical requirements and specifications, selecting the appro-
priate method to raise the alarm signal is imperative. The clinical needs and spe-
cifications list will input the proper alarm-strategy phase. Method selection should 
be made to reduce the unnecessary alarms focusing on the clinical requirements. 
However, the literature does not identify various methods focusing on the alarm 
causes. A critical review has been done to identify and categorise the multiple 
methods used in the literature, focusing on the causes in this study to fill the gap. 
The critical review has been discussed in Section 3. This categorisation will help 
researchers further identify the possible methods for the categories’ causes. 

The simplest and most widely used methods are customisation of the pre-set 
threshold value [24–27], machine-learning techniques [28,29], pattern-matcher 
method [30], and median filter [31]. The time delay method of the sensor value 
received at the destination by the clinician or a caretaker in RPM using the time-critical 
parameter is a proper technique to lessen the anomalies in the alarm signal [32,33]. 
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10.2.3 Design and Development 

Once the method is selected in the previous phase, the next step is to design and develop 
the alarm strategy. The design behind an alarm-signal strategy depends on the clinical 
rules, algorithms, and necessary features. The development of the alarm-signal strategy 
is carried out based on the expected outcomes, the risk associated with the alarm signals, 
security, and privacy of the clinical environment. In the case of remote patient mon-
itoring, the design and development of the alarm signal, the strategy included net-
working technologies such as ZigBee, Bluetooth, and cellular networks [34,35]. 

10.2.4 Clinical Trial and Analysis 

The design and development from the previous phase for a required clinical setup 
take the form of software, smart device, or other tangible means. The developed 
solution is then implemented technically in the relevant clinical environments for 
the trial. Clinical trials are done to check the feasibility of the developed alarm 
signal strategy according to precise clinical requirements. The following aspects 
need to be considered for the clinical trial and analysis:  

■ various problems encountered  
■ alternate methods  
■ quality of applied methods  
■ reliability of the alarm  
■ validation of the alarming outcome  
■ performance measures  
■ limitation of the designed system in real-time  
■ software or hardware bugs  
■ improvements needed for various clinical needs 

The literature shows that the developed alarm-signal strategy is more effective if 
tested in the clinical setting before actual deployment [34,36]. The reasoning alarm 
system designed for remote patient monitoring is more productive by testing the 
alarm system on various mobile devices and observing their response time [34]. 
The prototype of the developed fuzzy logic-based alarm system for automated 
anesthesia level controller has proven beneficial in literature [36]. 

10.2.5 Feedback Loop 

After the clinical trial, the deployment of the alarm-signal strategy is performed in 
relevant clinical settings. The feedback for these life-critical alarm systems is most 
effective through direct interviews with the clinicians, a questionnaire, or a focus 
group of the stakeholders [37,38]. Quantitative and qualitative approaches have a 
firm agreement and can be used as an effective tool for collecting feedback for these 
alarm systems. Key factors to be considered for this phase are as follows: 
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■ Culture  
■ Ease of use  
■ Clinical staff perspective  
■ Patient perspective  
■ Security of data  
■ Performance  
■ Quality of results 

Based on the collected feedback, the necessary steps are planned to make the 
system work better in the clinical environment. The motivation behind im-
plementing the feedback is to maintain the implemented strategy for various new 
requirements using the pentagon approach. The following section describes the 
classification categories of multiple causes of false alarms. 

10.3 Classification Categories 
The first phase of the pentagon model is to identify the clinical requirements. 
Identifying the causes of false-positive alarms is one of the essential clinical require-
ments. The unusual movement of the patient [39], the vibration of the sensors, use of 
incompetent clinical knowledge, inappropriate medication, erroneous sensor place-
ment on the body of the patient, time of the measurement, use of incorrect parameter 
values, incorrect threshold settings [40], false interpretation of the alarms, software 
bugs, and hardware malfunction [41] are the few identified causes from the literature. 

The identified causes are categorised based on the nature of the cause of the 
false-positive alarm under knowledge, data, device, and environment, as shown in  
Figure 10.4. As one of the main contributions of this work, we classified the causes 

Figure 10.4 False Alarm 1 Causes in a Clinical Setup.    
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into four broader categories. Our study of various alarm-strategy methods in the 
literature convincingly falls under any one of these more general categories. Also, 
we have found that the causes of the alarm are related to one of these categories. 
The following gives a brief description of the categories and the nature of the 
causes of false-positive alarms.  

■ Data: The false-positive alarms that arise due to incorrect parameter values, 
delay in data arrival of sensor data, in case of remote patient monitoring, 
incorrect threshold settings, and software bugs that directly affect the in-
terpretation of the vital signs of the patient falls under the data category.  

■ Device: Device or technically related false positive alarms include faulty 
electrodes, erroneous sensor placement on the patient’s body, and hardware 
malfunction that falls under the device category.  

■ Environment: False positive alarms can be triggered due to the unusual 
movement of the patient, external noise, power-line interference, ambient 
temperature, and vibration from the ambience that originate in the clinical 
setup come under the environment.  

■ Knowledge: The knowledge category consists of those false positive alarms 
caused due to human error, such as lack of training for the clinicians, in-
accurate interpretation of the alarm signals, incorrect parameter values, and 
drastic changes in vital signs due to improper medication. 

The motive behind categorising the causes of false-positive alarms is to identify the 
methods that can overcome the causes. The methods that are related to the causes 
are collated under approaches. The naming of the approaches is derived from 
the identified categories, as shown in Figure 10.5, and are based on the suitable 
method one can choose to reduce the effect of causes responsible for frequent false 
positive alarms. 

Figure 10.5 Classification of False-Positive Alarm 2 Artefacts and Approaches.    
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Our literature review is based on the significant publications in the clinical and 
biotechnology field and further refined for the clinical trials. The literature review 
has shown the following methods used to reduce the number of false-positive 
alarms: pattern match, changing electrode, machine learning, time delay, median 
filter, dimension reduction, sensor fusion, integration, coalition game theory, and 
team-based. Figure 10.5 shows the approaches consist of different types of methods 
that are similar and related to the approach and are related to the approach type 
that can be used to solve the causes of the false-positive alarm. The classification of 
the approaches and the methods is helpful in the second phase of the pentagon 
model, which is method selection, and will facilitate the third phase of the pen-
tagon model, the design and development of the alarm-signal strategies, depending 
on the nature of the false alarm. A detailed description of the approach and the 
methods are given in the following section. 

10.3.1 Physiological Data-Based Approach 

In physiological data-based approaches, the observed vital signs data is the leading 
cause of false alarms. The identified methods used to reduce clinical false alarms 
focusing on the physiological data are discussed below. 

10.3.1.1 Customised Alarm Signals 

The customised alarm signals are those alarm signals that are set manually based on 
user requirements and differ based on the user’s physiology and medical condition. 
Studies show that personalised alarm-signal parameters and set manual limits 
for physiological monitoring reduced false-positive alarms by 43% from the base-
line [24]. For instance, 89% reduction in the total mean weekly alarm signals were 
measured by self-reset alarm signals for bradycardia, tachycardia, and heart rate 
(H.R.) limits where low H.R. is et to 45 bpm and high H.R. is set to 130 bpm [25]. 
Adapting parameter limits of SpO2 monitors also results in fewer warnings per day 
and improved “nurses” satisfaction with the less frequent and effective alarm signals 
[26]. Notable improvements were achieved by implementing procedure-specific vital 
signs settings for cardiac patients by considerably reducing 80% of false-positive 
alarms [27]. 

10.3.1.2 Machine Learning 

In machine-learning methods, alarm-signal systems learn about a clinical event that 
needs to be detected with the help of customised algorithms and datasets. 
Multivariate approaches in ICU alarm signals can achieve higher accuracy than using 
different algorithms for different alarm signals. These approaches can extract hun-
dreds of relevant features to capture the characteristics of all alarm signals from arterial 
blood pressure (ABP) and electrocardiogram (ECG). The comparison study [28] 
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found a 13.96% false-positive alarm suppression rate against feature-based false- 
positive alarm detection. 

Srivastava [29] shows that feature extraction based on data segments has been 
used for machine learning. Based on this method, two models using random forest 
classifiers (RFC) and thresholds have been developed to assess the data. K-fold 
cross-validation has been applied for the evolution of RFC due to less than 750 
records from the physio-net database. Simple association rules have been used on 
two designed models using the two subsets of data for arrhythmia and predicted 
95.56% of reliable alarm signals. 

The machine-learning algorithm was applied to 4107 “experts” labeled data 
extracted from 114 quality signals of ECG, PPG, and ABP waveforms. The false- 
positive alarm-suppression rate for the extracted dataset is 86.4% for asystole, 100% 
for extreme bradycardia, and 27.8% for severe tachycardia with no suppression of 
any true-positive alarms. The suppression of true-positive alarm means that reliable 
alarm signal or clinical usefulness was not suppressed. While for the ventricular ta-
chycardia alarm signals, the false-positive alarm suppression performance was 30.5%, 
with a true-positive alarm suppression rate below 1% [42]. 

10.3.1.3 Time Delay 

The time delay method uses some delay time before triggering the alarm signal. 
This delay proved helpful in false-positive alarm reduction. Decreasing the alarm 
limit of SpO2 to reduce false-positive alarms may increase more episodes of hy-
poxemia. However, a delay of 15 seconds between crossing the threshold value and 
triggering the alarm signal would reduce the false-positive alarm by 60% [15]. A 
minimal threshold variation of short durations of a 14-second delay in an ICU 
reduced false-positive alarms by 50%, while a 19-second delay reduced alarms by 
67% [43]. 

Over 12 months, 316,688 alarms were recorded for 6,701 patients in trauma 
resuscitation. It was found that a 2-second delay in alarm signal would reduce 
incidents by 25%, and 5 seconds would reduce the alarm signals by 49% [44]. 

10.3.1.4 Integration of Techniques 

The integration of techniques uses sensor fusion, time delay, feature extraction, etc., 
to reduce false-positive alarms. For example, the algorithm derived from the features 
and timings of the ABP signals used to reduce ECG arrhythmia alarm signals on an 
average of 47% for 447 adult patient records in the MIMIC II database [45]. 

Suppressing ICU alarm signals using automated features and engineering using 
ABP signals, coupled with machine-learning algorithms such as vector machines, 
random forest, and extreme random tree classifier, suppressed 90.3% of the false 
tachycardia alarm signals. And only 0.54% of the true-positive alarms were in-
correctly suppressed [17]. 
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10.3.1.5 Coalition Game Theory 

Coalition game theory works by grouping the agents in the game together. A 
similar way for a patient monitoring system based on this theory has been de-
veloped, which considers inter-feature dependencies on the PhysioNet’s MIMIC-II 
database also resulted in an improved classification of the alarm signals [46]. Inter- 
feature’s mutual information helps in the accuracy of the classification of the alarm 
signals. This method has been applied to collect data from hospitals for arrhythmias, 
including asystole, extreme bradycardia, extreme tachycardia, ventricular tachy-
cardia, ventricular flutter/fibrillation, arterial blood pressure (ABP), and photo-
plethysmogram (PPG). And observed features such as mean, variance, median, 
kurtosis, and entropy resulted in the successful suppression of 75% of false-positive 
alarms [47]. 

10.3.1.6 Sensor Fusion 

Different physiological sensor information is fused in sensor fusion. This in-
formation was then fed into the customised algorithm to predict true-positive 
alarms. A set of algorithms using heart-rate variability (HRV) index, Bayesian 
inference, neural networks, fuzzy logic, and majority voting has been proposed in 
[48] to fuse the ECG, arterial blood pressure, and PPG. Upon fusion, three 
kinds of information are extracted from each source. Namely, heart rate varia-
bility, the heart rate and difference between sensors, and the spectral analysis of 
low and high noise of each sensor are fed as an input to the algorithms. The 
results are validated with 20 sets of recordings from the MIMIC database, which 
showed that neural networks fusion had the best false-positive alarm reduction of 
92.5%. In contrast, the Bayesian technique decreased by 84.3%, fuzzy logic was 
80.6%, majority voter was 72.5%, and the heart rate variability index showed a 
67.5% reduction [48]. 

A Bayesian approach has been used to fuse electrocardiogram, arterial blood 
pressure, and PPG from physiological sensors to create robust heart estimations. 
The HRV index and majority voter technique are then compared using 20 selected 
records from the MIMIC II database. Results showed that Bayesian fusion presents 
a lower error rate of 23%. In comparison, the other evaluated techniques give an 
error rate of 35% (ECG only), 40% (ABP only), 41% (PPG only), 37% (HRV 
index), and 31% (majority voter) [49]. 

10.3.1.7 Pattern Discovery 

Pattern discovery identifies various signal patterns by observing physiological data 
features, time, the relationship between alarm-signal categories, etc., which are 
responsible for alarm signals. Heuristic techniques to extract inter-alarm signal re-
lationships include identifying the presence of alarm-signal clusters, the pattern of 
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transition from one alarm signal category to another, temporal association, and 
prevalent sequence have developed. Desaturation, bradycardia, and apnea constitute 
86% of alarm signals, and by inhibiting a category further, the 30s/60s alarm signal 
reduced by 20% [50]. 

10.3.2 Clinical Device-Centric Approach 

Artefacts3 caused due to device-related issues falling under clinical device-centric 
approaches. The approaches for the solution should be device-based for causes 
such as faulty devices, device malfunction, defective device parts, and aged de-
vices. Literature shows that few studies have focused on devices to reduce false- 
positive alarms. Changing the electrodes daily on cardiac monitors results in 
average alarm signals per bed being reduced by 46% [51]. A two-adult nursing 
unit was examined by changing the electrocardiographic electrode for two in-
tervention periods – the change of electrodes showed the cardiac monitor alarm 
events were decreased by 20.6% and 71.0% in the first and second intervention 
periods [52]. 

10.3.3 Clinical Knowledge-Based Approach 

An erroneous assessment of the patient’s condition or incorrect interpretation of 
the false-positive alarm falls under clinical knowledge-based approaches. The ap-
proaches that use the knowledge gained from experience or research to interpret 
the alarm signal fall under this category. 

10.3.3.1 Pattern Match 

The clinician uses pattern matching to match patterns from the observed data or 
signals. A knowledge-based approach, based on pattern match, for neonatal in-
tensive care unit for probe change has been conducted in [53] and shows that 45 
probe changes with the accuracy to identify 89% of false-positive alarms. The 
clinician marks up features of interest on the monitor data. Then their knowledge 
is used as a pattern matcher over a particular set of intervals for a new collection of 
raw data [54]. 

10.3.3.2 Team-Based Method 

Grouping various methods based on clinician knowledge can be done, which acts 
as a team to reduce false-positive alarms. A team-based method to reduce cardiac 
monitor alarms has been developed. This method has four steps:  

■ Setting up age-appropriate parameters  
■ Daily electrode changes 
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■ Individual monitor assessment  
■ Procedure to stop monitoring 

The results show compliance increased from 38% to 95%, and the median 
number of alarms decreased from 180 to 40, which is a 77.78% decrease in false 
alarms [55]. 

10.3.4 Clinical Environment-Based Approaches 

In this approach, artifacts are due to the surrounding environment in which the 
patient monitoring setup resides. The causes, such as power-line interference, elec-
trode malfunction, floor vibrations, wobbly connections, and any other artefacts 
caused due to multiple sources that may or may not be related to other sources fall 
under this category. 

10.3.4.1 Median Filters 

A median filter removes short-term noise in the measurement signal without 
manipulating the baseline signal. Some literature studies use this method to 
remove interference caused by sources like power lines, noise, subject movement, 
etc. Due to power sources in the ECG signal, interference could be reduced 
using the notch filter in the monitors, a band-stop filter with a narrow stopband 
is used [56]. 

An effective combination of a “short” (15 seconds) and a “long” (2.5 minutes) 
filter in a database of 10 cardiac surgery patients has been evaluated. The result 
showed that therapeutic consequences increased from 12 to 49%, with no relevant 
alarm signal missed [31]. 

The artificial neural network (ANN) based algorithm has been developed for 
removing non-linear time-varying noise characteristics of ECG to detect QRS 
complex. The noise removal using a linear whitening filter for MIT/BIH ar-
rhythmia database records 97.5% and band-pass filtering records 96.5% [57]. 

10.3.4.2 Dimension Reduction 

Dimension reduction reduces the number of input variables used to evaluate the 
output, as more inputs make the processing task more complicated. Continuous 
and non-invasive B.P. monitoring problems have been addressed with a proposed 
methodology of de-noising, feature extraction, and various regression stages using 
dimension reduction. For dimension reduction, the study reduced the length of 
the original feature vectors using principal component analysis (PCA) to reduce the 
feature-length from over 190 to 15. Using this methodology, the cumulative error 
percentage for threshold 15mmHg comes from diastolic blood pressure (DBP) 
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95.7%, mean arterial pressure (MAP) 93.1%, and systolic blood pressure (SBP) 
72.7%, which is less as a comparison to British hypertension society standards [58]. 

10.4 Results and Discussion 
We have reviewed the various methods and techniques to reduce false-positive 
alarms in patient-monitoring systems. The leading causes of false-positive alarms in 
these methods and techniques lack analysis of the sources of false-positive alarms. 
There are various artefacts like movement, vibration, and noise in the clinical 
setup. These artifacts are the reason for false-positive clinical alarms [59]. The 
recorded artefacts can lead to changes in physiological recorded patient data or 
misinterpret the algorithm used for monitoring patient’s conditions, resulting in 
higher numbers of false-positive alarms. 

We have categorised various approaches based on the nature of the causes that 
have been identified in the literature to reduce false-positive alarms. The graph in  
Figure 10.6 has been plotted for suppressing false-positive alarm rates in the 
proposed approaches by various methods and techniques in these approaches. It is 
not feasible to collate all the methods that use the same sample size and clinical 
setup. Therefore, this paper considers all those methods that conducted clinical 
trials rather than simulations. 

Figure 10.6 Suppressed False-Positive Alarm Rate for (a) Physiological Data 
(b) Clinical Environment, (c) Clinical Device Centric, and (d) Clinical Knowledge- 
Based Approaches.    
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10.4.1 Physiological Data 

The chart shows that most false-positive alarms are due to the vital signs data. 
Subsequently, many methods suppress the same, such as customised alarm parameters, 
machine learning, time delay, coalition game theory, integrating various methods, 
sensor fusion, and pattern discovery. These listed methods focus on patient data to 
reduce false-positive alarms using multiple ways. 

10.4.2 Clinical Device-Centric 

Interestingly, the number of false-positive alarms due to the device is minimal. 
Subsequently, daily electrode change is the only method found in the literature to 
suppress the false-positive alarm caused due to device-centric issues. The apparatus 
used for remote patient monitoring is getting more reliable and efficient. Changing 
the electrode daily effectively suppressed false-positive alarms for device-related 
problems by 46%. 

10.4.3 Clinical Knowledge-Based 

Similarly, fewer clinical false-positive alarms are found due to incomplete clinical 
knowledge. The pattern match is one of the methods under clinical false-positive 
alarms with the suppress false-positive alarm rate of 89%. Clinicians use their 
knowledge to identify the patterns in the recorded patient data to predict the 
patient’s condition. Another method under clinical knowledge is the team-based 
method, which suppresses a false-positive alarm rate of 78%. Clinicians use their 
knowledge to use various methods such as customised parameters or electrode 
changes to suppress the false-positive alarm. This clarifies minimum human error 
in the healthcare environment and the importance of regulatory measures followed 
in the device certification. 

10.4.4 Clinical Environment 

Although the clinical setup also contributes toward the false-positive alarms and the 
related methods to reduce them are median filters, which filter the signal for noises or 
disturbances, the false-positive alarm suppresses rate found to be 96%. Dimension- 
reduction methods were found to suppress the false-positive alarm rate by 73%. 

We have found that most artefacts causing false-positive alarms affect clinical 
recorded data with the overall observation. Many effective methods have been listed 
under a clinical data-based approach that focuses on clinical data to suppress false- 
positive alarms. Under clinical data-based approaches, sensor fusion and integration 
of various techniques have been found effective as they could suppress false-positive 
alarm rates of more than 90%. The clinical devices became more efficient and reliable 
using updated hardware and software, causing fewer false-positive alarms. On the 
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other hand, when the clinician uses their knowledge to match the pattern to reduce 
the false-positive alarm, they suppress the false-positive alarm rate by 89%. As fewer 
clinical alarms are recorded in the clinical setup, the mean filter is one of the effective 
methods to suppress false-positive alarms. 

10.5 Conclusions 
The presented pentagon clinical alarm-generation approach gives the guidelines with 
five phases that will be highly useful for the applied researchers and developers to 
create an efficient clinical-alarm signal strategy for patient monitoring. Significant 
factors to suppress false-positive alarms in the alarm strategy are highlighted in the 
pentagon approach. A critical review of various interventions from literature for false- 
positive alarms has been done to categorise them based on physiological data 
used, clinical device involvement, use of clinical knowledge, and the setting up of the 
clinical environment. These approaches are classified based on the source for various 
artefacts responsible for the false-positive alarms. This classification will act as a 
catalog for the researchers to view multiple interventions used in literature focusing 
on the artefacts for the false alarms. Our proposed work articulated that the methods 
used to reduce false clinical alarms without analysis of artefacts are significant sources 
of frequent false-positive alarms. For our future research direction, better physiolo-
gical data-based approaches with the help of data-mining techniques will be designed 
to reduce the number of false alarms in an RPM. 

Notes  
1. False alarm and false-positive alarm terms used in the paper signify the same meaning.  
2. False alarm and false-positive alarm terms used in the paper signify the same meaning.  
3. Artefacts are anomalies introduced into digital signals because of digital signal processing. 
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11.1 Introduction to Cloud Computing 
The “cloud” refers to a set of services, i.e., storage, database management, networking, 
etc., that exist on the Internet and are not hosted locally by the user. Organisations 
providing this service are called cloud providers for Microsoft and Amazon, and they 
usually charge for their services after a certain threshold is crossed; otherwise, it is 
provided free of cost in most cases [1,2]. 

It is a model for providing omnipresent, convenient, on-demand network 
access to a shared configurable computing resource that can be rapidly provisioned 
and released with minimal management effort or interaction from service provi-
ders. This cloud model is made up of five essential features, four deployment types, 
and three service models [3,4]. 

11.1.1 Essential Characteristics 

First is on-demand self-service, which is provided to the customer as desired. There 
is no need for any physical contact between the customer and the provider; thus, it 
reduces time and increases efficiency of the whole transaction. Additionally, it 
provides access to a lot of capabilities via networking by using thick or thin client 
platforms. 

Resource pooling, which compiles resources to serve customers via a multi- 
tenant method. There are unique virtual and physical resources dynamically as-
signed and reassigned based on consumer demand. The consumer has minimal 
control over or understanding of the exact location of the provided resources, but 
they may be able to define the location at another level, like country, state, or data 
centre. Capabilities may be provided, and in some cases, in response to demand, to 
grow outward and inward. Provisioning capabilities usually look infinite to the 
client, and they may be employed at a particular instance. Measurable customer 
service regulates and optimises resource utilisation; cloud systems employ a me-
tering capability at some level of abstraction apt for the kind of service like storage, 
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processing, bandwidth, among others. Transparency is achieved on both ends as 
every usage by the user and provision given by the provider [1]. 

11.1.2 Service Models 

Software as a service (SaaS) makes use of apps created by the cloud-service provider 
accessible via thin client interface, which is usually web based. The consumer is free 
to use multiple devices to employ the service but is unable to control the cloud 
infrastructure. The consumer may however be allowed to make changes to the 
user-specific applications in terms of configuration. 

With Platform as a Service (PaaS), the customer after gaining authorization 
develops applications that utilize the cloud platform, i.e., the libraries and tools 
already present in the infrastructure. The consumer cannot make changes to the 
core infrastructure itself; however, they can change the installed applications. 

Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) is a type of cloud (IaaS). Customers are 
given the ability to supply processing, storage, networks, and other basic com-
puter resources, allowing them to deploy and run any software, including op-
erating systems and apps. Although customers have no control over the cloud 
infrastructure itself, they do have control over operating systems, storage, and 
installed applications, as well as possibly limited control over some networking 
components. 

11.1.3 Deployment Models 

Private cloud. It is an infrastructure designed for the use of a single entity from which 
many clients may branch out. It is owned and operated by a separate third entity. 

Community cloud. This infrastructure is designed by a group of entities with a 
common goal. It is managed and operated as a community and not a single or-
ganization (Figure 11.1). 

Public cloud. Anyone who wishes to use the cloud infrastructure can do so. It 
might be owned, managed, and controlled by a corporation, a university, a gov-
ernment body, or a combination of these institutions. It is located on the cloud 
provider’s premises [6,7]. 

11.1.4 Introduction to Cloud Computing in Healthcare 

Cloud computing is here to stay, as large IT behemoths such as Amazon, Google, 
Microsoft, and others are substantially investing in it by creating vast data centres 
to support it and assist companies in using it. They’re developing medical-record- 
keeping services with their healthcare partners [8–14]. On Microsoft HealthVault 
applications, Microsoft and Kaiser Permanente collaborated. Its primary purpose is 
to consolidate health and fitness data in one location so that it may be easily 
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formatted and shared with healthcare organisations, including patients. Google 
Health obtains health records from Cleveland Clinic’s MyChart software via cloud 
services [15–21]. Many healthcare organisations are already reevaluating their present 
business strategies, including risks and benefits, to see how they can utilise the cloud 
because of its cost-effective methods [22–28]. The sooner these businesses use the 
cloud, the more efficient they will be and the more sharing opportunities they will 
provide for healthcare organisations and patients. According to research and a survey 
conducted by marketsandmarkets.com (M&M), approximately 32% of healthcare 
organisations are already using cloud-based applications. Around 75% of businesses 
that do not already use any cloud apps stated they plan to do so in the future three 
to five years. 

The analysis conducted by the same reached the conclusion that the public model 
will be the first picked by their strategic firms, eventually leading to the adoption of 
hybrid and finally private cloud models. This seems to be consistent with the poll 
conducted in 2010 by Accenture, Furthermore they add that the ones who will have 
an edge in the future are the ones who adopt this technology as fast as possible (Wan, 
Greenway, Harris, & Alter 2010) [2,8] (Figures 11.2 and 11.3). 

Figure 11.1 Cloud-driven Healthcare Services [ 5].    
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11.2 The Benefits of Cloud Computing in the 
Healthcare Domain 

Both patients and healthcare organisations benefit from the use of the cloud in 
medical services would result in significant improvements in patient-service quality, a 

Figure 11.2 Infrastructure vs Platform vs Software.    

Figure 11.3 The Topology for the IoT Framework for Healthcare Includes the 
Publisher, Broker, Subscriber, and the Technologies that Connect Them [ 29].    
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collaboration between healthcare organisations and cost savings in healthcare IT. 
The cloud network enables the sharing of data across IT, and this particular feature is 
used in medical organisations to better the customers’ experience. Data is shared 
among hospitals, imaging centres, clinics, pharmacies, and insurance companies 
so that prescription information, test results, etc., can be combined and compiled so 
that no time is wasted in parsing this information. All of this information would be 
utilised to make judgments, gain better diagnoses and treatments to generate better 
outcomes, schedule physician visits, expedite insurance acceptance, and so on, all of 
which greatly enhances a patient’s quality of care. When shifting to the cloud, one 
of the most important benefits for healthcare organisations is the reduction in IT 
expenditures. If the cloud model is implemented, all IT operations will be shifted to a 
remote cloud-computing infrastructure where they will be executed and stored. The 
new “pay-as-you-go” model allows businesses to only pay for what they use, elim-
inating the previous need to invest in costly hardware infrastructure or software 
licensing, as well as retain in-house employees for maintenance, security, and re-
plications, because cloud-computing providers handle it all. The value of human life 
is priceless, and medical resources are scarce (Wang, 2010). As a result, cloud-based 
healthcare services provides us with a cost-effective concept in which patients and 
health organisations benefit from this new technology by improving patient quality 
of service through a systematic and integrated platform (Wang, 2010), coordinating 
medical processes, and reducing IT infrastructure maintenance costs, all of which 
contribute to a better healthcare environment [2]. 

11.3 Looking at the Past of Cloud Computing  
in Healthcare 

Technology has been an integral part of many domains of healthcare, and the four 
most recent innovations have been electronic health records (EHR), mobile health 
applications, 3D printing, and telemedicine. Electronic health records first gained 
ubiquity in the 1960s. However, its adoption grew enormously between 2007 and 
2012, increasing from 34.8% to 71%, as researched by the Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention. The healthcare IT budget in the United States escalated 
under George W. Bush’s presidency, a National Health Information Coordinator 
sub-cabinet position was created, and an industry-wide mandate making it com-
pulsory for healthcare providers to implement electronic health record systems by 
2014 was issued. 

Congregation of data such as medical records in one system can benefit patients, 
staff, and hospitals in numerous ways. It can expedite the diagnosis and allow quicker 
access to the experts. It also has a benefit for the environment, by reducing power 
consumption and also allowing for reduced paperwork. Cloud computing not only 
helps medical staff and patients but also the human resources element of healthcare 
infrastructure. Costs can be transferred to infrastructure-management companies 
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that can use economies of scale to keep the system and upgrade it over time. 
They can then provide their services and hardware as a pipeline service to organi-
sations [30]. 

By introducing the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009, Obama 
backed this project (ARRA). Healthcare professionals that embraced EHR systems 
by 2014 received additional cash and incentives under the ARRA. It also imposed 
sanctions on those who did not comply. 

MEDLINE was searched in July 2013 and December 2014 for papers using the 
terms “cloud computing” and “cloud-based.” Two researchers separately categorised 
and summarised each journal and conference publication before combining their 
findings [31]. 

The research concluded that out of the 102 publications that were analyzed, six 
major themes emerged. They were telemedicine/teleconsultation, medical imaging, 
public health, patient self-management, hospital administration and information 
systems, therapy, and secondary data utilisation. The research also emphasizes the 
aspects of wide area network connectivity to enable accessing and sharing data and 
having quick flexibility to spontaneously adapt to computing demands. According 
to the research, eight articles advocate for cloud-computing services that are pay- 
per-use, removing the need for upfront investment. Meanwhile only 14 articles 
have showcased successful implementation, despite the fact that 22 articles illus-
trate the importance of cloud computing in the healthcare industry, and 66 articles 
focus on either conceptual or prototypes of these projects. Furthermore, cloud 
computing often viewed parallel to Internet/web-based data exchange in many 
papers fails to explain the specific technologies highlighted in them. The research 
concluded that regardless of the elevated interest in cloud computing and its ap-
plications in healthcare, there aren’t enough effective implementations. Many 
studies and articles just use the term “cloud” to relate to “virtual machines” or “web 
based” without highlighting its benefits. Involving third-party cloud partners also 
shines a light on the issues relating to data integrity and security that hamper its 
adoption in the healthcare industry. Inspite of these drawbacks, they still highlight 
cloud computing’s scalability, flexibility, pay-per-use, and broad network access. 

Cloud computing is an infrastructure system presented as an IT service that 
allows customers to connect to a shared pool of customizable and optimized com-
puting resources such as servers, and data centers on-demand through the Internet. 
The IT services enabled by CC are web-based and can be quickly deployed with little 
administrative and maintenance effort. While focusing on the distinctions of cloud 
computing with traditional IT infrastructures, CC comes through as “a fundamental 
change” in how IT services are evolved, established, preserved, upgraded, and paid 
for. If implemented in the right ways, CCSs can benefit numerous companies in the 
healthcare field that furnish healthcare-associated commodities and assistance. CC 
allows healthcare organisations with less-equipped IT resources to effortlessly access 
essential aforementioned services via a grid based on a pay-as-you-go pricing model. 
CC permits healthcare companies with a shortage of employees in IT industries to 
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quickly distribute said resources to address rapidly-changing medical demands while 
imposing just a minimal effort of their own IT staff. As a result, CC complements 
traditional health infrastructure and adds significant value to healthcare enterprises. 
In the healthcare industry, specialists have urged for a major acceleration of CC 
implementation. 

According to a recent poll, an escalating number of healthcare organisations 
want to use CCSs, and through that, reduce the costs by utilizing the benefits of 
CC (HIMSS, 2016) [32]. 

Shifting to cloud infrastructure and congregating data can help data specialists 
and doctors to analyze the overall health of the population and identify early signs 
of problems that might affect a huge subset of the population. This data can also be 
used to analyze certain regions and isolate geo-factors that might affect that specific 
area. This can help institutions in making timely well-planned decisions for specific 
areas and curb them before they reach critical mass. 

During times of crisis or natural/man-made disasters, access to personnel in-
formation of other healthcare organisations can increase collaboration between them. 
This can benefit patients who can be guided to treatment and experts more quickly. 

During times of crisis or natural/man-made disasters, shared infrastructure may 
collapse; therefore, data redundancy and local backups of the data are important in 
such a system. Data integrity and security are of utmost importance when dealing 
with local backups of data of such confidential nature. 

11.4 The Present Trends in Cloud-Computing Dynamics 
The integration of cloud computing with health information management has 
been observed as an ongoing trend worldwide. The agencies need to automate and 
boost up to get entry into the clinical statistics to offer “withinside the cloud” 
services and products to patients, doctors, and institutions. For example, the 
American Occupational Network and HyGen Pharmaceuticals are finessing pa-
tient care by employing the use of digital medical records and using the cloud to 
update the clinical processes. The investors are not just limited to pharmaceutical 
companies, but companies like Google and Microsoft are closely engrossed 
“withinside the cloud” as well. Their new services for the clinical reports are in 
tandem with Microsoft’s newly introduced HealthVault and Google’s Health 
program. While nonetheless in beta testing, these MNCs have partnered with 
massive pharma companies for their ventures, Microsoft collaborating with Kariser 
Permante and Google, on the other hand, working with The Cleveland Clinic. 
Microsoft and Google are distinguished examples of many different business en-
terprise services that can be following the accelerating fashion of putting formerly 
neighbourhood and personal fitness statistics “withinside the cloud.” This over-
flowing data can be saved in large statistics facilities and could offer access to prime 
facilities to all the concerned stakeholders [33] (Figure 11.4). 
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These trends are driving the healthcare market dynamics in today’s time:  

1. The growth and need for consumerism: 
The consumerist market trend shifted the market demand from volume- 
based to the value-based need for healthcare. Stakeholders are not ranked on 
the scope of the service required but on the value achieved by the consumer. 
The service fee module has long been awarded to doctors and hospitals for 
providing the necessary treatments. Value models try to commend profes-
sional providers and organisation providers based on care cabin and clinical 
results. This implementation is enabled by variable-on-demand IT resources 
so that the process becomes cost-efficient.  

2. Health regulations and financial risks involved: 
Healthcare reforms and regulations are changing the state of healthcare. 
Regulations affect the market structure and lead to integration both vertically 
and horizontally. Healthcare regulations are rapidly growing m-Health by 
trading clinical spaces for wellness spaces. All these factors affect the need for 
cloud-native applications that are designed and developed to meet the rapidly 
changing consumer demands along with keeping in mind the stipulations.  

3. Digitalization: 
The information holes that arose from pre-existing systems have been sig-
nificantly brought down with the advent of digitalization and the increasing 
number of “learned” consumers. Medical management is transitioning to a 
delivery model that is focused on being an information-providing module, 

Figure 11.4 3 Layers of Cloud Storage on the Cloud’s m-Health Monitoring [ 29].    
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being open to collaboration. The new-age technology provided by the cloud 
lowers initial outlays in the capital that was initially being paid by healthcare 
via long-term licensing.  

4. Preventative practice of medicine: 
Any consumer in today’s time has the advent of interest in acquiring the best 
aftercare and giving back to the community as well. Wearable tech through 
digitalization, IoT promotion, and m-Health is thus a part of the new trends 
being observed worldwide. Furthermore, the delivery of required services is 
becoming more decentralised, giving patients a broader range of institutions 
from which to seek treatment [6]. 

A few resources available in this field [34]:  

■ Centres for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) 
The CDC Information Innovation Consortium (CHIIC) was launched for 
the population to discover and get information about the surveillance 
shortcomings and their solutions for the health services available to them.  

■ IBM Explorys  
■ eClinicalWorks 

PRISMA creates a timeline for any patient by having a database from sta-
keholders ranging from primary healthcare providers to hospitals.  

■ McKesson 
ProPBM™ manages design control and provides the necessary content to analysts.  

■ Cerner 
Social risk factor determinator along with pointing on to vulnerabilities in the 
community, focusing on the socially affected factors concerning the patients.  

■ IBM Phytel Population Health Management 

Here are a few trends in the present-day applications in the healthcare field [29]:  

1. Ambient Assisted Living (AAL) 
The AAL is a fairly young IT course in which tech items are placed in the 
surrounding environment that acts as an assistant to senior citizens so that 
they can live independently. Recent advances in sensor-based tech, as well as 
the availability of smart healthcare gizmos, have caused a significant increase 
in AAL research. 

Furthermore, an increasing number of AAL applications use cloud 
computing to refine data, use it for analysis, and provide real-time mon-
itoring and effects mitigated.  

2. Internet of m-Health Things (mIoT) 
The use of mIoT through mobile computing and medical sensors to monitor 
patients and telecommunications and software-defined networks have been on 
the rising curve. Data retrieval, diagnosis, and practice of medicine become 
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more effective and efficient. As a result, it provides completely integrated 
functions and has the potential to become more inventive in the future.  

3. Wearable Technology 
In the IoT healthcare context, wearable devices are more pocket friendly and 
bring many benefits to the concerned parties. These devices can corroborate 
with any wearable accessory, the in-built sensors capture and monitor health 
and environment, later uploaded to a database or fog layer for real-time 
processing. In addition, these wearable devices are supported by all gadgets 
that analyse collected data and send it to cloud computing-based frameworks 
for data processing.  

4. Cognitive IoT (CIoT) 
The rise of sensor technology will lead to the prices rising significantly, but that 
will come along with upgradation of the technology being used and the level of 
sensors being used. As part of today’s new IoT concept, cognitive computing 
refers to brain-mimicing features to analyse data and patterns, using CIoT. As 
a result, the sensor’s processing power increases and it adapts automatically to 
the environment. 

Technology ensures efficient collaboration between different institutions, a feature 
beneficial for the future. 

11.5 Analysis 
E-health or e-healthcare is the use of modern technology, such as electronic and 
communication over the Internet, mobile phones, and computers, to make health-
care and treatment more accessible and also contactless. These days, e-healthcare uses 
a variety of technologies, resulting in a wide range of services being provided in areas 
such as being able to look up information and advice from the Internet with respect 
to healthcare, booking appointments online, or even getting on video calls with 
healthcare professionals, which results in problems being diagnosed in patients 
without physically being present. Additionally, no travelling would be necessary to 
meet the concerned personnel, which saves time and money [35].  

5. Healthcare for the Community 
Establishing IoT and cloud-computing networks in the context of public clinics, 
residential suburbs, or healthcare servicing the countryside. Community-based 
healthcare systems allow you to connect different networks to build a structure 
that is collaborative in nature.  

6. Blockchain and Healthcare 
An issue that impedes connective healthcare (sharing of data between sta-
keholders of healthcare) is data fragmentation. In recent times, the devel-
opment of blockchain technology has made fundamental progress in solving 
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the problem of data fragmentation. Blockchain, due to its feasibility, is also 
being promoted in developing countries with the inclusion of both the urban 
and rural populations. This can also prove to be a boon for the rural areas 
where services for healthcare are limited due to the lack of standard medical 
professionals. 

The implementation of this system may also be difficult due to unfamiliarity with 
information and communication technology or ICT, and additionally, the non- 
prevalence of the infrastructure involved to implement the same. Although it may be 
seen as difficult now, countries both developed and developing are rapidly deploying 
these infrastructures. The pandemic caused by COVID-19 resulted in a number of 
people becoming familiar with e-healthcare, with people needing to book their vac-
cination slots and interacting with healthcare professionals online. A large part of the 
population is familiarised and involved with the use of e-healthcare services and also 
prefers it over traditional involvement with medical professionals due to its viability. 
To implement this on a larger scale, cloud computing may be the most efficient way to 
bring this about [35]. As of now, cloud computing would prove to be a great advantage 
for developing countries. This would aid the implementation of advanced technolo-
gies and bring about modernization to such countries due to its low funding during its 
beginning processes [36]. 

Some key characteristics that are considered for implementing cloud computing 
in healthcare are: 1) Registration, 2) Symptom checking, 3) Appointment online, 
4) Diagnosis on call, 5) Messaging real-time 6) E-prescription, and 7) Manager for 
notification. Table 11.1 shows the required tools and their usage in the proposed 
model for implementing cloud computing in healthcare [51]. 

Table 11.1 Implementation Tools Required for the Proposed Model [ 35]     

S.no. Tools Usage  

1 HTML, CSS, JavaScript To bring about the frontend 
development 

2 Bootstrap, jQuery To bring about responsive web pages 

3 MongoDB Data storage in a cloud 

4 Node.js and Express.js For backend implementation 

5 Socket.IO, Redis 
PubSub 

Messaging between doctors and 
patients 

6 WebRTC Doctors and patients on video call    
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Taking a look at this model would give a better insight into the expectation 
and possible implementation of cloud computing. In addition to cloud com-
puting, AI can also be integrated into the system for better and personalised re-
sults. Cloud computing has a lot of advantages, some of them being the ability to 
constantly exchange medical information and bring ease of use to the entire 
system. Some companies that own public cloud-service providers are Dell, 
Amazon, and IBM. These clouds give users no control whatsoever and raise 
privacy concerns. Private clouds are those restricted to a certain organisation and 
data isn’t shared. In these types of clouds, the data may be hosted internally or 
externally. There exists another type of cloud known as a hybrid cloud, which 
integrates the features of both a private cloud and a public cloud. Some clouds 
known as community clouds are primarily used by smaller companies. These 
clouds are shared by multiple organisations within a community that shares 
certain needs [36] (Figure 11.5). 

The cloud infrastructure would involve both software and hardware compo-
nents [37]. For healthcare to begin its transition into cloud-based systems, the 
applications with respect to it must be finalised. Clouds are an alternative being 
considered instead of the infrastructure involved with networking due to its ability 
to reduce cost, and the time involved and bring about an increase in efficiency and 
flexibility. With a reduction in costs, healthcare systems can implement these funds 
in areas such as expenditure needs and staff budget. The additional advantages 
would exclude the need for effort with respect to system management. The cloud 
also is not required to be backed up and is available on a demand basis [38]. 

Figure 11.5 The Scope of Research in Cloud Computing with Respect to 
Healthcare [ 33].    
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Some important characteristics of cloud computing are as follows:  

■ Network access of a broad range  
■ Immediate flexibility  
■ Pooling of resources  
■ Measure of services [37] 

11.5.1 Comparison 

Cloud computing is defined as using the Internet to supply services such as the 
computing of various devices, cloud databases and servers, data storage and 
backup, networking, and a lot more. It has resulted in the change in the operation 
of applications driven by IoT. The integration of medical healthcare systems and 
cloud computing would result in a lot of advantages and an increase in efficiency 
with respect to traditional healthcare systems. Some major benefits would be 
centralized and seamless data storage; medical professionals would have easy 
access to patient information and data. The execution of such technologies 
would enable a significant increase in healthcare use. Although the systems of 
e-healthcare in developed countries are better than those in undeveloped 
countries, those undeveloped countries are definitely trying to implement these 
systems more efficiently [35]. 

The introduction of cloud computing to healthcare services would also require 
powerful computing systems with the ability to carry and process a large amount of 
data. Plenty of research is being done to better implement cloud computing due to 
the awareness of what these servers could achieve. In spite of the extensive research 
being done about cloud computing, the medical field is not ready to adopt these 
systems primarily because of privacy concerns with cloud computing. The medical 
data set consists of sensitive information that can be accessed only with the per-
mission of the patient involved [39]. 

Cloud computing is being sought after for e-healthcare, but there are certain 
challenges the medical community faces regarding its implementation:  

■ The first and foremost challenge would be the risk regarding information 
security. The data stored must be continually monitored to prevent the 
leaking of data. Additionally, the company hosting the cloud should have a 
good communication system. There are major issues with security over cloud 
computing since it may result in patients having no control over their sen-
sitive data. This lack of control may be the absence of adequate security over 
the kernels that store the relevant information.  

■ The conversion and integration of cloud computing into an extensible and 
reliable infrastructure would be hard to implement. Additionally, problems 
concerned with encryption, latency, and data transfer would need to be 
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resolved. This also poses a difficulty to developing countries trying to execute 
in developing countries because problems with migration and finances be-
come involved [36]. 

Researchers are aware of the privacy issues concerned with cloud computing and 
are hence working on its better implementation for e-healthcare. Now cloud 
computing is being used extensively in the fields of both science and business; it is 
also being used for personal use. When it comes to cloud computing, the com-
mitment is less with respect to the infrastructure involved with storage and 
computational processing. Companies can change their scalability as they wish and 
don’t have to commit to being either small-scale or large-scale. This is essential for 
organisations of small or medium sizes as they significantly lower costs involved in 
maintaining and buying the necessary hardware. There are companies that rent out 
their resources for data storage and managing the servers involved with cloud 
computing. Some important and large-scale cloud-computing software are 
Amazon, Microsoft, Google, and Alibaba [40]. 

We now look at how using cloud computing in healthcare organisations will 
provide an advantage for traditional data storage:  

1. Implementation of cloud computing would ease the ability to migrate data 
more easily and effectively.  

2. It would ease the workload on healthcare-related organisations and would 
allow better focus on issues involving strategizing.  

3. The cost-effective platform can be used for system hosting. Additionally, it 
makes hosting manageable across an organisation.  

4. It can also easily be modified with upcoming programs with continuous 
changes in technology and demands [41,42]. 

An expert in the field agreed in an interview on the implementation of e-healthcare 
and cloud computing that its usage would prove to be convenient but current 
infrastructure in developing countries makes its usage difficult and requires ex-
tensive development. The present infrastructure in a lot of developing countries 
needs to be renovated to give way to up-and-coming technologies, such as cloud 
computing. The implementation of these infrastructures would additionally be a 
burden on government budgets. The first and foremost is to implement the in-
frastructure pertaining to cloud computing in hospitals. This implementation 
would bring about a massive change in the management within organisations 
involved with healthcare. Since management plays a major role in the functioning 
of an organisation, it would definitely be a major change in the working en-
vironment. The security concerns involved with the implementation have been 
confusing with respect to the cloud models and hence require extra supposition to 
bring about more structure to the policies pertaining to data management. The 
management of identities and access seems to be another concern due to 
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computing resources being common. This in turn involves concepts such as au-
thentication, information security, and functionality. Another aspect these experts 
made a comment about is the legal factor involved. They believe that there would 
be a need for a new set of laws concerning this new advancement. They ad-
ditionally think that this aspect is neglected quite often [43]. 

The healthcare industry depends on reliability and availability when it comes to 
information and can even prove to be a threat otherwise. These systems must also 
be able to survive unavoidable circumstances such as disasters. Performance is also 
another factor being involved in the slow implementation of cloud computing in 
industries involved with healthcare [44]. 

11.5.2 How Can It Move Forward? 

In a lot of developing countries, the ratio between doctors and patients is very low; 
hence, these countries don’t have an elaborate healthcare system. According to 
research, a large portion of the demographic is ready for the implementation of 
ICT (information communication and technology). Additionally, a significant 
number of people actually preferred cloud-based solutions that provided char-
acteristics such as getting diagnosed by doctors over video streaming or even the 
production of an e-prescription. An evaluation done by these researchers showed 
that the users find that using these was quite easy with navigation and usage being 
very comfortable [35] (Table 11.2). 

This evaluation further indicated some insight into the future application of 
cloud-based healthcare systems. Bringing about these changes could prove to make a 
massive change in data storage. It could also help in developing smarter, safer, and 
more efficient healthcare using cloud computing. Cloud computing is continuously 
evolving as people have started to exploit this field because of its potential usage [38]. 

Table 11.2 This is the Final Evaluation Result Comparing Traditional 
Healthcare Systems and a Proposed Cloud-Based e-Healthcare Model [ 35]       

Feature Square 
Hospital 

Evercare 
Hospital 

United 
Hospital 

Proposed 
System  

Symptom checker N N N Y 

Online appointment Y Y Y Y 

Patient record 
management 

N N N Y 

Text messaging N N N Y 

Video call service N N N Y    
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According to a research paper, risk management is a feature that is neglected quite 
frequently when considering cloud computing, and preparation for any kind of risk 
is additionally essential. They also think that studying the trends would help in the 
improved implementation of these features. The issues regarding safety must be 
discussed on a large scale and hence would enable better utilisation [43]. 

Cloud computing is playing a major role in our lives and revolutionising them 
at a very rapid rate [44]. Its use in our day-to-day life is increasing at an exponential 
rate. Several areas of the potential implementation of cloud computing in 
healthcare are slowly being utilised. Their role could help in a better relationship 
between healthcare professionals and patients. This would also significantly reduce 
the costs required to treat patients [6]. Although the issues pertaining to security 
persist, research is making slow but steady progress, which would bring about a 
revolution in the healthcare industry. 

11.6 Conclusion and Future Scope 
In this study, based on the medical organisational specifications and requirements 
for storing and collaborating data, insights into what cloud computing stands for 
have been provided. Integrating cloud computing into healthcare has been on the 
agenda for many documents, so we aimed to explain the actual process, how this 
trend has been accepted and integrated into the market, and how it may evolve in 
the upcoming future. Healthcare is a very broad domain and this paper focuses on 
reviewing the correlation between healthcare and cloud computing to benefit 
multiple domains. Cloud computing and its applications have been on the rise for 
many years now. Its benefits stretch far and wide and include quicker, efficient, and 
more transparent access for everyone. Governments can also benefit by having 
consolidated access to the data and making decisions that affect several broad areas 
of society at a time. 

E-healthcare uses various technologies to better the healthcare industry as a 
whole by using and providing a diverse set of services. Some key characteristics to 
consider implementing cloud computing in healthcare are: 

1) Registration, 2) Symptom checking, 3) Appointment online, 
4) Diagnosis on call, 5) Messaging real-time 6) E-prescription, and 
7) Manager for notification.  

The first and foremost challenge would be the risk regarding the security of the 
information; the next would be the difficulty to implement the conversion and 
integration of cloud computing into an extensible and reliable infrastructure over 
such an extensive domain. 

In early future work, this study will be extended by looking for new devel-
opments in the field of IoT and how it can collaborate further with healthcare to 
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make the healthcare industry completely self-sustaining and futuristic. The goal 
of proving medical services to remotely located patients and the concept to 
measure the medical information continuously is yet to be achieved but is de-
finitely the future aim. 

The past, present, and future of this domain have been analysed and presented, 
and it is hoped that the audience gets a gist of this vast field, still yet to be completely 
unveiled. 

After going through various research papers, we could comment that there is a 
certain aperture in the literature review of cloud computing in the healthcare in-
dustry. Various types of literature lie within the reach of this topic. Some of them 
are related to the espousal of cloud-computing technology in the medical in-
dustries, while some are related to the application of information technology(IT) in 
healthcare industries. Even though these two are closely related to our topic of 
research, there is a major difference in the implementation of IT in contrast to 
cloud computing because the nature of the cloud-computing technique is far too 
abstract. The major limitation or constraint in the application of cloud computing 
in healthcare is privacy and security issues [45]. Shifting the standard healthcare 
systems to the cloud overcomes the geographical barrier between health providers 
and patients. So far the solution for security concerns of the stored data mainly has 
been the usage of the AES algorithm and data encryption methods [46]. With the 
development of hybrid cloud computing, there will be an extension in studies 
related to this field, and its main goal would be to provide medical services re-
motely to the patients, as well as measure the medical information simultaneously 
[47]. After scanning research papers and content available on various reliable 
websites, we found out that the hospitals in countries like the United States, 
Australia, Canada, and a few others, due to the federal law (regulations like 
HIPAA) and their own policies face restrictions on using cloud-computing tech-
nologies to store patient’s data [48]. The strict restrictions and regulations of 
HIPAA (Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996) regarding 
accessing patients’ data make numerous cloud providers hesitant to sign contracts 
with the medical industries. Modular software development in cloud computing is 
considered the foundation that can take the future of cloud-computing technology 
in a constructive direction as the security and accessibility of features upgrade when 
code becomes modular [49]. If cloud computing continues to evolve, the use of 
hardware will be limited and most of the work will be done by the application of 
cloud computing and virtualization. The hardware cost will decrease, and the 
data that gets stored in the cloud would get analysed by machines themselves, 
resulting in no human involvement [50,51]. With respect to the future, we want 
to standardise the cloud-computing application in the medical industries of 
various countries. For further perusal, our priority would be to explore novel 
solutions regarding security concerns, virtualisation, and the public nature of 
cloud computing. 
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12.1 Introduction 
In this era of digital-image transmission over the Internet, privacy and security of 
the shared data have become of utmost concern. The most extensive destruction 
ever caused was by the WannaCry ransomware attack, which infected computers in 
150 countries, cancelling patient surgeries and medical reports and causing com-
munication channels to became inaccessible [1]. In view of this, security, con-
fidentiality, and integrity have become the primary requirements of an electronic 
health record (EHR) system. Accordingly, medical centers need to exchange per-
sonal patient information in the form of medical radiology images, medical history, 
patient’s age and weight, immunization records, and lab test data. As the amount 
of data exchanged between the hospitals and medical centers for research, educa-
tion, or consultation has increased exponentially, the secrecy of patient data has 
become a significant challenge for the security experts. Medical image stegano-
graphy offers a solution to this problem by hiding the patient`s sensitive data inside 
a cover image, which will be invisible and not easily extracted by an unknown user. 
Cryptography is another term associated with data hiding in which a secret key is 
shared between the sender and the receiver. Alternatively, confidential information 
is transmitted in an encrypted form. This encrypted data can easily create suspicion 
to the third party about the existence of secret information; it is prone to prying 
the intruders who can try several decryption algorithms to recover the hidden 
information. Therefore, steganography has been preferred and widely used from 
ancient times to camouflage private and confidential data. As indicated in  
Figure 12.1, the process of steganography generates a stego-image in which the 
secret medical data can be embedded inside a cover media. The embedding process 
should be executed in such a way that the stego-image produced will be a replica of 
the cover image with the secret data shielded inside the cover. This chapter presents 
a comprehensive literature survey of the various image-steganography algorithms 
developed to assure privacy and secrecy in the field of medical informatics. It also 
highlights the statistical and analytical measures used for the performance eva-
luation of image steganography and suggests some guidelines to improvise the 
current research trends in the existing techniques. 

Figure 12.1 Image Steganography Process.     
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12.2 Medical Image Steganography 
Medical image steganography can be effectively utilized to implement a secure 
e-health system that can speed up diagnosis and further treatment. Sensitive 
medical data such as patient’s name, email address, residential address, workplace 
address, e-card details, mediclaim details have to be protected from the cyber-
criminals who may misuse it. In the medical informatics field, it is essential to 
handle this sensitive information by carefully obfuscating it inside a suitable cover 
media. Furthermore, image steganography can also be used to secure the DICOM 
(digital imaging and communications in medicine) standard, which is widely used 
for storage, printing, and transmission of medical images. Figure 12.2 shows the 
medical image steganography process, which can be used to securely transmit 
patients’ confidential details as secret images hidden inside a cover image. This 
secret information can be extracted by the authorized medical experts at the other 
end for further diagnosis, research, or treatment. 

12.3 Classification of Image Steganography Based on  
Embedding Domain 

Image steganography is generally classified based on the domain used for the 
embedding process. Figure 12.3 shows the classification of existing different types 
of image-steganography algorithms. 

Figure 12.2 Medical Image Steganography.    
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12.3.1 Spatial Domain Steganography 

These are the substitution-based methods that undeviatingly modify the pixels to 
conceal the secret data. These are simple to implement and have low complexity and 
high imperceptibility. However, these spatial domain techniques suffer from some 
drawbacks, such as limited robustness, and they are less immune to cyberattacks.  

■ LSB substitution methods: Direct LSB substitution structures are quite 
possibly the most traditional methods of concealing impressively huge 
confidential messages without presenting numerous noticeable mutilations. 
It is a process in which the LSB pixels of the image are customized. The 
biggest advantage of the LSB substitution method is the simplicity. However, 
LSB substitution falls as easy prey to factual image-processing attacks and 
possible damages [2]. Chang et al. [3] developed an LSB substitution-based 
steganography algorithm using a DES encryption algorithm for online 
transmission of real-time secret images. The existing greedy algorithm was 
modified for rapid generation of the substitution matrix. Zhou et al. [4] 
proposed a steganography method that embeds digital signature and elec-
tronic patient record (EPR) into a medical image. This algorithm applies the 
LSB substitution method to secure the signature.  

■ Pixel value differencing (PVD): To tackle the visual quality issue of LSB 
coding, another steganographic approach based on pixel difference value is 
used. The difference value between two neighboring pixels is used to decide 
how many secret bits should be embedded. In this method, a cover image is 
partitioned into two non-overlapped consecutive pixel blocks in a zigzag 
direction. Further, in each block, the difference value between two pixels is 
calculated to decide the embedding size of bits, where difference values are 

Figure 12.3 Classification of Image Steganography.    
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grouped into a number of ranges. Finally, the difference value is modified 
with the new difference value, along with the secret data. The PVD method 
embeds a larger secret data into images with higher visual imperceptibility as 
compared with the LSB substitution method. Al-Dmour et al. [5] proposed a 
steganography algorithm to conceal patients’ sensitive information to re-
cognize contrast regions in the image and a hamming code that inserts three 
secret message bits into four bits of the cover image. Wu et al. [6] developed 
a PVD-based algorithm to hide patients’ confidential data by enlarging the 
embedding rate and imperceptibility of the stego-image. 

■ Histogram-based methods: Policy of histogram-preserving algorithm is to re-
duce the histogram discrepancy between the cover image and the stego-image. 
When the histogram distribution is well preserved, the stego-image has in-
creased immunity against steganalysis attack. Cheng et al. [7] introduced 
histogram-preserving steganography based on block (HPSB) in which a secret 
image is encapsulated inside the cover image based on histogram profit-loss 
settlement. Yang et al. [8] proposed histogram-based reversible data-hiding 
method with two interleaving predictive stages. Pixel prediction can be done 
with column-based and chessboard-based approaches.  

■ Mapping-based methods: In these methods, the cover and secret images are 
separated into M × N blocks, where the highest similarity of blocks between 
the cover and secret images are searched. It is followed by compressing the 
index information of matched and unmatched blocks and inserted through 
allocated LSB to obtain a less disfigured image [9]. Husainy [10] introduced a 
method to secure the digital text of a confidential message inside a cover image. 
In this, a mapping table is used to create substitution and transportation op-
erations by mapping a character in the message to more than one value of 7- 
MSBs of the pixel. Roy and Changder [11] presented a method to map a secret 
image as a longest common subsequence (LCS) of a given cover image. The 
cover image has a large amount of randomness and a huge length contrast with 
the secret image; the length of the LCS between them is relied upon to be near 
the length of the binary string equivalent of the secret image. Joshi et al. [12] 
presented a technique in which the seventh bit of the chosen pixel and the next 
pixel are utilized to conceal and extract the secret data.  

■ Pixel/block indicator based methods: In these methods, one of the RGB 
channels is used as an indicator, and other channels are kept as data channels. 
Adnan [13] proposed a technique in which two LSBs in one RGB channel 
are used to indicate the existence of data in the remaining RGB channels. 
This method avoids the dependency on a separate key. Tiwari and Shadiliya 
[14] introduced the Triple-A concealment technique to secure confidential 
information. Two separate keys are used to increase the randomization 
thereby increasing the level of security.  

■ Pixel-value prediction-based methods: To enhance the visual imperceptibility 
and payload capacity of spatial domain methods, pixel-value predictors are 
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used that predict the pixel intensities rather than directly modifying the pixel 
values. Yu et al. [15] discussed prediction-based image hiding in which 
compression codes were used to hide the confidential information. To 
enlarge the embedding rate, Jafar et al. [16] developed a multiple predictors- 
based data embedding, which was the extension of the prediction error ap-
proach to embed the secret data without adding any predictor overhead. 
However, this approach was not judged with any steganalysis test. In [17] 
Yip et al. proposed a bijective mirror-mapping approach to embed the secret 
data with the help of multiple predictors. However, this method needed 
manual tuning of the system parameters to obtain the best possible efficiency.  
Table 12.1 indicates the statistical measures evaluated by various stegano-
graphers using spatial domain techniques in the previous decade. It can be 
inferred that LSB substitution methods have offered better PSNR values as 
compared to the other methods mentioned in Table 12.1. 

12.3.2 Transform Domain Steganography 

At the cost of high complexity, these methods offer increased robustness against 
cyberattacks and have high payload capacity as compared to the spatial domain 
methods. Transform techniques insert the message by modulating coefficient in a 
transform domain inside significant areas of a cover media. Embedding in the 
DWT domain shows promising results and outperforms DCT embedding, espe-
cially in terms of compression survival. A steganographer should use foresight when 
embedding the transform domains particularly; however, DWT aims to be suppler 
than DCT [27]. Depending on the user requirement and need of the application, 
transforms other than discrete wavelet can also be used, and each one offers ad-
vantages over the others. Curvelet transform, framelet transform, slantlet trans-
form, and dual-tree DWT are some of the other types of transformations that can 
be used in particular applications [28].  

■ DWT (discrete wavelet transform)/IWT (integer wavelet transform) based 
methods: The first and foremost aim of medical-image steganography is to 
keep up secret communication among the authorized users. To attain this 
objective, DWT/IWT-based steganography has demonstrated noteworthy 
robustness as compared to the spatial domain techniques. DWT performs 
down sampling of the cover image, and the resulting coefficients can be 
modified to hide the secret image. IWT is a type of non-linear transform, 
which is of interest to the steganographer to obtain efficient lossless com-
pression [29]. Parul et al. [30] proposed a modified secure and high-capacity- 
based steganography algorithm to conceal a large size confidential image into 
a cover image occupying lesser memory space. Arnold transformation is used 
to create the confusion matrix related to the secret image. Discrete wavelets 
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are utilized to transform both the images in frequency domain, and subse-
quently, alpha blending operation is performed. Then the inverse discrete 
wavelet transformation (IDWT) is applied to get the stego image. Integer 
wavelet transform (IWT) was applied to camouflage MRI medical images 
into a cover image. Arnold transform was used and a shuffled secret image 
was attained. The shuffled secret image was secured into the cover image, and 
inverse IWT was applied to obtain the stego image [31].  

■ DCT (discrete cosine transform)-based methods: DCT is one of the main 
elements of JPEG compression in which the secret information is distributed 
evenly over the entire cover image, making the technique robust against 
intruders. Algorithms F5 and Outguess are the most reliable methods of 
frequency-domain steganography. Both utilize DCT embedding. Since the 
cosine coefficients cannot be measured accurately, DCT is called a lossy 
compression transform. Also recurring computations using limited precision 
numbers instigate rounding errors into the ultimate outcome. Variances 
between initial coefficients and restored coefficients depend on the technique 
used to calculate DCT. JpegJsteg is a steganography tool that implements the 
compression algorithm by using DCT for hiding secret data. It generates a 
JPEG stego-image from the input of information to be hidden and a lossless 
cover image. Arunkumar et al. [32] proposed a method using RIWT and 
DCT where embedding was performed on the singular values. Logistic en-
cryption was utilized to make the system more robust for transmission of 
medical images. 

12.3.3 Hybrid Domain 

These methods combine the advantages of both the spatial as well as transform 
domain to build a highly secure data hiding technique, but they are distinctly rigid 
and difficult to implement. Gunjal and Jha [33] have developed a new technique 
that has combined LSB and DCT embedding algorithms with blowfish encryp-
tion, which creates the cipher text to be embedded in the LSB of DCT coefficients 
of cover image.  

■ SVD (singular value decomposition) & DWT-based methods: SVD-based 
hiding methods are susceptible to false-positive errors since S components of 
secret image are hidden inside S components of cover image, and the remaining 
matrices U and V are used as keys to extract the secret image [34]. Figure 12.4 
shows the embedding of secret data inside a cover image using SVD. 

SVD has been used extensively as an effective data analysis tool in various appli-
cations like image compression and image hiding [34]. If SVD is applied on an 
image I with size M × N, and then three matrices called U with left singular values 
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V with right singular values and S with the diagonal elements are created as given 
in (12.1) below, 

I U S V= × × T (12.1)  

SVD implemented along with other frequency domain techniques has shown ex-
cellent results with respect to visual quality and robustness as compared to pure SVD 
transforms. In SVD-based embedding, the singular values S of the secret image are 
inserted into the singular values S of the cover image as shown in Figure 12.4. 
Whereas the left and right singular vectors U and VT are utilized as key components 
on the receiver side. However, this method of insertion may result in false-positive 
error and to avoid it, the entire secret image can be indirectly inserted into U and V 
components of cover image [35].  

■ Singh et al. [36] investigated the outcome of using various error-correcting 
codes like BCH code, R-S code, Hamming code on the robustness of image 
steganography to be used in telemedicine. Mandy et al. [37] represented a 
method of singular-value replacement. First DWT was used to transform the 
cover image into frequency domain, and then secret image was inserted using 
SVD. As illustrated in Figure 12.5, cover image and secret image are de-
composed into LL, LH, HL, and HH planes using DWT, which are further 
transformed into U, S and V matrices using SVD, and then a stego image is 
obtained by implementing inverse DWT. 

Figure 12.4 Singular Value Decomposition.    
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■ IWT (integer wavelet transform) & SVD-based methods: Durafe and Patidar 
[35] presented a technique to create a unique stego image by hiding the secret 
color image inside a fractal cover image. The embedding of the secret image was 
implemented using DWT-SVD combination and was compared with IWT- 
SVD combination. The statistical analysis proved that the IWT-SVD method 
is faster than DWT-SVD and is also easy for hardware implementation. Singh 
et al. [38] proposed a scheme based on SVD and IWT to strengthen the se-
curity and imperceptibility. The results were compared with DCT and re-
dundant DWT, which showed that SVD-IWT combination served more 
robustness against common types of image-processing attacks. 

The statistical measures to indicate imperceptibility metric of various transform 
domain techniques are listed in Table 12.2, below which highlights that a blend of 
transform domain approach and SVD contributes increased visual quality. 

Figure 12.5 DWT+SVD-Based Medical Image Steganography (“Medical images 
are taken from MedPix image database”).    
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12.3.4 Steganography Based on AI Approaches 

Steganalysis, i.e., the art of detecting hidden data inside a stego image, can become 
a severe challenge to most of the privacy-preserving algorithms. To counter this 
threat, artificial intelligence (AI) is incorporated in image-steganography methods. 
Among the most favored algorithms implemented in artificial intelligence are GA 
(genetic algorithms), which are used to enhance the embedding capacity, and NN 
(neural networks) and FL (fuzzy logic) are focused to create high robustness. As 
shown in Figure 12.6, a cover image in the form of X-ray can be used to carry 
confidential CT scan reports of a patient by using an NN/GA/FL-based embed-
ding approach. 

■ Neural networks/Deep neural network-based methods: NN-based stega-
nography models use neural networks to find appropriate locations in 
the cover image to hide the secret information. Zhang et al. [48] proposed 
a convolutional neural network (CNN) based method where a secret 
image can be hidden only in Y channel of cover image using generative 

Figure 12.6 AI-Based Medical Image Steganography (MIDAS, Medpix medical 
image database).    
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adversarial networks to increase the security. Baluja [49] presented a deep- 
learning-based method in which the steganography system was divided 
into three networks as secret image prep network, hiding network, and 
reveal network, which are trained to extract the secret image. Duan et al. 
[50] implemented deep neural-network-based image steganography using 
StegNet, which is a fully convolutional neural network. It consists of an 
encoder, decoder, and a pixel-level classification layer to create a seg-
mentation map.  

■ Genetic algorithms (GA) based methods: GA is an optimization method that 
struggles to find such values of its input so as to obtain the best output. 
Wang et al. [51] developed a method that incorporates the genetic algorithm 
to search the nearest optimal replacement of LSB for better perceptual 
quality. Wu et al. [33] proposed an image-hiding algorithm based on LSB 
substitution and GA to generate global and local optimal substitution 
strategy, which enhances the image quality while imparting high payload 
capacity.  

■ Fuzzy-logic–based methods: Fuzzy logic is a robust decision-making tool 
that can be used as a pixel-merging method or implemented as an edge- 
detection tool in medical-image steganography. Karakis et al. [52] pro-
posed a method to hide electroencephalogram (EEG) inside an MR 
(magnetic resonance) image using non-sequential LSBs of image pixels and 
fuzzy logic. Karakis et al. [53] used FL algorithm to select LSBs of image 
pixels. These selected LSBs of the cover image pixels are used to hide 
bits of the secret data. Vanmathi et al. [54] presented a fuzzy-logic–based 
edge-detection method to define the degree to which a pixel has a place 
with an edge. 

12.4 Image Steganography with Encryption 
An additional layer of security to the image steganography can be introduced by 
encrypting the secret data before embedding into cover media. Since time is an 
important factor in healthcare applications, the steganographer should take care of 
the encrypting and decrypting complexities. Figure 12.7 depicts the process of 
encrypting the secret image before embedding it inside the cover image. Jain et al. 
[55] presented medical-image steganography to hide patients’ secret data using 
chaotic standard map, linear feedback shift register, and Rabin public-key cryp-
tography. Durafe [56] proposed an image-steganography method to hide the secret 
images using LSB and RSA encryption algorithm implemented using Raspberry-Pi 
and GSM modules. Prem Navas et al. [57] introduced a medical-image security 
system using LSB embedding, and the medical image to be hidden was encrypted 
with a logistic map. 
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12.5 Spread-Spectrum (SS)-Based Image Steganography 
In spread-spectrum-based methods, the frequency domain of the cover image is 
treated as a communication channel, and the secret image is treated as a signal that 
is transmitted through the channel. The secret image is spread throughout the 
entire spectrum of the cover image, making its presence unnoticeable [58]. Eze 
et al. [59] proposed an SS-based image hiding scheme for secure transmission of 
medical images in teleradiology. This blind SS-data-hiding method has improved 
payload capacity up to 6 bits per sample. 

The comparative analysis of all the prevailing steganography techniques is listed 
in Table 12.3 from which it can be inferred that each individual technique has 
some pros and cons. Hence, to avail maximum benefits from these techniques, it is 
advisable to amalgamate the features of these methods depending on the appli-
cation requirements. 

Figure 12.7 Medical Image Steganography with Encryption.    
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12.6 Performance Evaluation 
The performance of an image steganography system is measured with the following 
specifications:  

1. Embedding capacity – Total number of bits that can be secreted in the cover 
image.  

2. Robustness – Capability of embedding algorithms to store embedded data, even 
after going through the process of compression and decompression of a file.  

3. Tamper resistance – Difficulty in change of secret data whenever it has been 
implanted in some cover medium.  

4. Complexity (computational cost): A metric that decides the degree to which a 
data-hiding system is expensive and time consuming to conceal and retrieve 
the secret data. For a perfect image-hiding scheme, computational cost should 
be minimum.  

5. Imperceptibility: Decides the quality of the stego image and is measured with 
the statistical measures like MSE (mean square error) and PSNR (peak signal 
to noise ratio). 

As seen in Figure 12.8, the performance parameters discussed in section 1.6 can be 
assembled in a pyramid structure, and, depending upon the application require-
ments, the appropriate method of medical-image steganography can be chosen. 
Also it can be inferred that it is not possible to design a steganography model that 
satisfies all the requirements of an ideal system, and hence, a trade-off has to be 
made always among the different performance parameters. However, it is observed 

Figure 12.8 Performance Pyramid for Various Methods of Medical Image 
Steganography.    
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that hybrid steganography models have achieved maximum performance efficiency 
till now in the literature. 

12.7 Statistical and Analytical Measures Used 
The metrics used measure the visual quality, payload capacity, robustness, un-
detectability, and computational efficiency of an image-steganography system, are 
listed in Table 12.4. 

Table 12.4 Statistical and Analytical Measures     

Measure used Formula Purpose  

MSE (Mean 
Square Error) 

MSE C S C S= (( ) ( ))
M N i

M N
i i i i

1
× =1

×

M and N represent the height and 
width of the cover image with 
pixel value Ci along stego pixel 
value Si 

Visual quality check 
metric to measure 
the difference 
between cover 
image and stego 
image. Ideally, it 
should be zero. 

PSNR (Peak 
Signal to 
Noise Ratio) 

( )PSNR = 10 log P
MSE10

max
2

Pmax is the 

maximum pixel value which is 255 

Visual quality check 
metric, which 
measures the 
imperceptibility of 
the stego image. 
Ideally, it should be 
above 28dB [ 58] 

SSIM 
(Structural 
Similarity 
Index 
Measure) 

SSIM C S( , ) =
C C

C C

(2 + )(2 + )

+ + + +

c s cs

c s c s

1 2

2 2
1

2 2
2

in which μ is mean, is variance 
and cs is the covariance of cover 
image C and stego image S with 
C R= (0.01 )1

2 and C R= (0.03 )2
2

Perceptual quality 
metric to measure 
the difference 
between cover 
image and stego 
image. Ideally, it 
should be 1.  

with dynamic pixel range R  

BRISQUE 
score (Blind/ 
reference 
less image 
spatial 
quality 
evaluator 

( )( )f x a( ; , ) = expa
a

x n
2

2 (1 / )

It is a spatial feature 
extraction model 
utilizing image 
pixels to assess 
image features. 
Ideal range is 30 to 
40, which indicates 
high perceptual 
quality [ 56]. 

(Continued) 
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Table 12.4 (Continued) Statistical and Analytical Measures     

Measure used Formula Purpose  

NCC 
(Normalized 
Cross 
Correlation 

NCC =
C S

C

( × )

( )
i
M N i i

i
M N i

=1
×

=1
× 2

Used to measure 
robustness by 
assessing the 
similarity and 
differences 
between original 
and extracted secret 
images [ 58]. Ideally, 
it should be 1. 

BER (Bit Error 
Rate) 

BER = Number of bits in error
Total bits transmitted

It is an image-quality 
metric to assess 
imperceptibility. 

RMSE (Root 
Mean Square 
Error) 

RMSE MSE= Indicates degree of 
similarity between 
cover image and 
stego image on a 
pixel-by-pixel basis. 

Payload 
capacity 
(BPP) 

BPP = B
C

s

i
where Bs indicates secret 

image bits and Ci indicates cover 
image pixels 

It indicates the 
amount of secret 
payload that can be 
hidden inside a 
cover image. 
Measured in bits 
per pixel (BPP) 

TC (Time 
complexity) 

TC = Time of embedding + Time of 
extraction 

It denotes the 
computational time 
required for the 
complete process 
of steganography 
and should be as 
low as possible. 

IF (Image 
Fidelity) 

IF = 1
C S

C

( × )

( )
i
M N i i

i
M N i

=1
× 2

=1
× 2

It is an image- 
perceptual quality 
metric that defines 
the degree of 
exactness in the 
reconstructed 
secret image.    
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12.8 Conclusion 
This chapter presents a comprehensive survey of the various methods of image- 
steganography methods used in the field of medical informatics. Right from the 
basic structure of medical-image steganography to various available methods used, 
their advantages and pitfalls are analyzed and tabulated aptly to offer a complete 
foresight to a new researcher in this field. Furthermore, the available statistical and 
analytical metrics are discussed to highlight their significance. The upcoming 
steganographers who are keen to probe security in healthcare applications may 
benefit with the following recommendations based on the aforementioned review. 

■ Validate the design with available steganalysis tools and image-processing at-
tacks. Steganalysis is the process of detecting secret information from a stego- 
image floated in a network. This validation will prove the robustness of the 
designed steganography scheme against the existing detection tools and attacks.  

■ Blend Steganography with encryption to reinforce security aspects in a way 
that, even if the stego-image is detected by any steganalysis tool, then also the 
intruder is left with another challenge of decrypting it.  

■ Adopt a suitable cover-image selection method to embed maximum secret 
data in it, thus enhancing the hiding capacity. Furthermore, it is also im-
portant to select the locations carefully since high-fidelity textured and edge 
regions selected for embedding makes the detection crucial. Focus on 2D 
space rather than going for 3D cover images for maximum throughput and 
undetectability.  

■ Amalgamate the features of spatial and transform domain making a hybrid 
model that can be trained with artificial intelligence or machine-learning- 
based algorithms. This approach can attain maximum ideal requirements of 
a steganography system. 
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